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The BART Impact Program is a comprehensive, policy
oriented study and eval uation of the impacts of the San Fran
cisco Bay Area 's new rapid transit system (BART). 

The program is being conducted by the Metropolitan Trans
portation Commission , a nine-county regional agency estab
lished by state law in 1970. 

The program is financed by the U.S. Department of Transpor
tation , the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment, and the California Department of Transportation. Man
agement of the Federally-funded portion of the program is 
vested in the U.S. Department of Transportation. 

The BART Impact Program covers the entire range of potential 
rapid transit impacts, including impacts on traffic flow, travel 
behavior, land use and urban development, the environment , 
the regiona l economy, social institutions and life styles, and 
public policy. The incidence of these impacts on population 
groups, local areas, and economic sectors will be measured 
and analyzed . The benefits of BART, and their distribution, will 
be weighed against the negative impacts and costs of the 
system in an objective evaluation of the contribution that the 
rapid transit investment makes toward meeting the needs and 
objectives of this metropol itan area and all of its people. 
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SUMMARY 

The BART System 

The Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) System is the first regional-scale 
rail rapid transit system to open in the United States in 50 years. All 
but 0.2 miles of the 71-mile system are within the three Bay Area Counties 
of San Francisco, Alameda, and Contra Costa (combined population 2.4 
million). The 34 stations of the System serve the central cities of 
San Francisco, Oakland, and Berkeley with four lines--to Fremont, Con
cord, Richmond, and Daly City--radiating from Oakland and serving most of 
the suburbs of the three-county area. An important link in the System 
is the Transbay Tube beneath San Francisco Bay joining San Francisco and 
Oakland. 

The System was designed to provide fast, comfortable, high-quality tran
sit service which would be competitive with the automobile. To achieve 
this objective, designers specified maximum train speeds of 80 mph, rela
tively large station spacing, trains with a high seating capacity, direct 
"no-transfer" service to San Francisco and Oakland from all lines, short 
headways, and a high degree of automatic train control to allow saf~. 
high-speed operation. 

The BART Impact Program 

In many respects, BART is a prototype for "heavy" rail rapid transit sys
tems currently being built or proposed in a number of other areas. Thus, 
an assessment of BART's impacts is valuable to those currently concerned 
with evaluating rail rapid transit and alternative transportation invest
ments elsewhere. 

The BART Impact Program is a comprehensive policy-oriented study of the 
whole range of potential rapid transit impacts, including impacts on 
travel patterns, urban development, the environment, the regional econ
omy, and public policy in the Bay Area. The Program is divided into 
several project areas, one of which is the Transportation System and 
Travel Behavior (TSTB) Project. 

The TSTB Project's objectives are to assess the impacts of BART on the 
characteristics and performance of the transportation system including 
BART, local feeder bus service, and the related highway system; and the 
impacts on travel patterns brought about by diversion of trips to BART 
from bus and automobile. The impact assessment is designed to develop 
findings and conclusions about BART, and rail rapid transit in general, 
that can be used in both the San Francisco Bay Area and other metropoli
tan areas. 
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Interim Findings 

This report summarizes the findings of Phase I of the TSTB Project. The 
findings result from analysis of large quantities of data collected be
fore and after the start of service, including several surveys conducted 
as part of the Project. Nevertheless, the report must be regarded as 
interim in two important res.pects. 

Much of the Phase I work was exploratory and concerned with assembling 
data on different aspects of BART's impacts. The costs and benefits of 
the various impacts were not analyzed together in a comprehensive way, 
and the impacts of the fixed-route BART rail system were not compared 
with the possible impacts of hypothetical alternative transit systems 
which might have replaced BART. Further analyses and, hopefully, more 
definite conclusions will result from later phases of the TSTB Project. 

The first line of the BART System opened for revenue service in Septem
ber 1972. The final link of the System, the Transbay Tube between 
San Francisco and Oakland opened in September 1974. Thus, the findings 
of the report, covering the period through June 1975, are for an early 
period of System operation when BART's service was much below that ulti
mately planned. As of June 1975, direct service was not yet operating 
between all stations of the System, no regular weekend or evening ser
vice was operating, and train frequencies were lower than ultimately 
planned. Since the first line opened, the System has been plagued by 
problems of equipment availability and reliability (only about half the 
full complement of transit cars are currently available for service). 
These problems continue to affect the quality of service provided. As 
full, reliable BART service is approached, considerably greater BART 
ridership and impacts can be expected. 

Other Bay Area Transportation Services 

Bus service in the BART impact area is provided by the San Francisco 
Municipal Railway (MUNI) within the City of San Francisco and by the 
Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit) in the areas of the 
East Bay served by the Richmond and Fremont BART Lines. Many MUNI ~nd 
AC Transit routes act as feeder services to BART. AC Transit also pro
vides transbay bus service between the East Bay and central San Francisco. 
Greyhound commuter buses serve the area of Contra Costa County served by 
the BART Concord Line. 

Major freeways parallel all the BART lines fairly closely. Most im
portant of these is the heavily-traveled San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge 
paralleling the BART Transbay Tube. At its early planning stages, BART 
was predicted to effect major reductions in Bay Bridge traffic volumes-
which averaged about 94,000 vehicles per day in each direction at the 
time transbay BART service began. 
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BART Service Provided 

Travel Time Accessibility. Although BART's service is still af
fected by start-up and equipment reliability problems, the System is 
basically doing what it was primarily designed to do--provide high
quality, long-distance commuter service to central San Francisco and 
Oakland. For many of those living in remote suburbs, especially on the 
Concord and Fremont Lines, travel time accessibility to work locations 
in the downtown areas has improved (especially relative to travel by 
bus). 

But only long-distance travelers and people who have convenient access 
to the BART stations are enjoying these improvements. BART offers less 
travel time advantage for short trips where getting to and from the sta
tion forms proportionately more of the journey time. In spite of BART's 
80-mph trains (which provide an average speed of about 40 mph, including 
stops), its improvements in door-to-door travel times have been signifi
cant only for a relatively small percentage of areawide residents. 

Methods of Access to BART. In San Francisco, most people walk to 
and from BART. According to the results of a TSTB Project survey of 
transbay BART travelers, walking is the access mode at the West Bay end 
of the trip for 77% of transbay trips. Bus access is used by 10% of 
trips; only 9% use automobile. In the East Bay, the pattern is very 
different. Most transbay trips (60%) are made to and from BART stations 
by automobile, 22% by walking, and 16% by bus. The differences between 
the two distributions clearly reflect the different nature of develop
ment on the two sides of the Bay. 

Since travelers typically spend a high proportion of their total journey 
time in getting to and from BART, convenient access is very important 
to a fixed rail system such as BART. Limited parking space at BART sta
tions is currently constraining the service offered to many travelers, 
and bus access services are only now being introduced to some stations 
(although many, especially those in the MUNI and AC Transit service 
areas are relatively well served by conventional bus). Unfortunately, 
the Phase I analyses do not allow a definite conclusion about the extent 
to which opportunities exist for improving overall BART service by in
creasing access services. 

Fares. BART's fare schedule varies with trip distance, ranging 
from a minimum of $0.30 to a maximum of $1.25 (as of June 1975). BART's 
fares are generally slightly higher than bus fares for corresponding 
journeys. For example, for the typical transbay journey in October 1974, 
the total trip cost by BART (about $1.30) was between $0.05 and $0.10 
more than the bus trip cost. However, BART is much less expensive than 
automobile. Clearly, the cost difference varies widely as a function 
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of travelers' perceptions of the cost of driving, but the total trip 
cost by BART was perceived by travelers as being between $1.00 and $1.50 
less than by automobile for typical transbay journeys in October 1974. 
In November 1975, BART fares were raised by an average of 21%. 

Quality of Service. Travelers' perceptions of BART's quality of 
service largely reflect the equipment availability and reliability prob
lems which continue to adversely affect some aspects of service. In 
general, BART's service levels are below people's expectations; never
theless, most travelers perceive aspects of the System favorably. 
Travelers are generally satisfied with BART's comfort, safety, and 
security (although attitudes regarding security may change when night 
service is introduced). But many travelers are dissatisfied with BART's 
reliability, seat availability, the time they must spend waiting for 
trains, and the availability of station parking space. 
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The findings of the Phase I analyses do not allow firm conclusions on 
the extent to which the various aspects of BART service affect people's 
decisions to use the System. However, the interim results indicate 
that relative travel time and reliability are the most important factors 
The Phase I analyses do not allow the conclusion that qualitative 
aspects of service such as comfort are important in persuading travelers 
to ride the System, although much of the investment in the BART System 
was in providing comfortable and attractive trains and stations to at
tract ridership. 

Impacts on Travel Patterns 

Aggregate Ridership on BART. In total, BART's ridership is well 
below the original forecast. Current (June 1975) ridership of about 
120,000 trips daily is only about one-half of the original forecast for 
full-system operations. 

BART's ridership is also low when compared to total travel by automobile 
and transit areawide. BART's average weekly ridership of 590,000 trips 
represents under 2% of all vehicle trips made by residents of the BART 
Impact Area. 

CAR DRIVBR 

71' 

BART 2% 

33,402,000 TRIPS 'ro'I'AL 

[
Total weekly fthiol•] 

trip• an 

BART'S SHARE OF AREAWIDE TRIPS~ MAY 1975 
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However, there are different ways of looking at BART's share of the 
"trip market." If only weekday travel between 6:00a.m. and 8:00p.m is 
considered, BART's share is about 3%. If only daytime weekday trips to 
and from work are included, BART's share increases to 8% of areawide 
trips. If BART's potential trip market is defined in terms of trips 
people consider could reasonably be made by BART--roughly 10% of all 
trips--its share rises to 19% of trips for all purposes and 29% of trips 
to and from work. For transbay work trips made between 6:00 a.m. and 
8:00 p.m. BART's share of trips is about 21%. 

CAR DR!WR 

46' 

[ Uy 

16' 

BART 21% 

170,000 '!'RIPS 'l'O'l'AL 

tranabay trip• to or from work,] 
da~ 6:00 a.a. - Sa 0 p.a. 

BART'S SHARE OF TR SBAY WORK TRIPSJ OCTOBER 1974 

BART ridership has not increased significantly on the various lines of 
the System since each was opened for service, even though (bus) transit 
ridership has increased over the same period. 
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BART's apparently low ridership is explained in part by BART's (1) re
stricted hours of service and passenger-carrying capacity, and (2) equip
ment reliability and other operating problems which affect service levels. 
Ridership will increase as evening and weekend service are introduced, 
service frequency and reliability improved, and peak-period seat avail
ability increased. The difference between BART's actual and forecast 
ridership is also explained in part by the overly optimistic nature of 
the original forecasts. 

However, the reasons for the apparently low usage of the System-
especially at off-peak periods--must be explained by primarily analyzing 
the service offered by BART relative to travel by bus and automobile. 

Reasons for Use of BART. The reasons for traveler's use or nonuse 
of BART have not been analyzed fully in the Phase I analyses of the TSTB 
Project, but apparently door-to-door journey travel time is the dominant 
factor in most peoples' travel choice. As discussed earlier, BART offers 
a door-to-door travel time advantage to relatively few travelers (es
pecially when compared to travel by automobile). 

There may be opportunities for decreasing door-to-door travel times by 
improving bus service to BART stations. Waiting times will be reduced as 
service frequencies increase. Introduction of direct Richmond-Daly City 
service will also reduce journey times for some travelers. However, 
these improvements will probably only have small effects. Overall 
journey times by BART in the future will probably not be much below exist
ing levels. BART's opportunity for increasing ridership must, therefore, 
be with improving the quality of service offered--in terms of peak-period 
seat availability, parking space at the stations, and above all, the reli
ability of service. 

Characteristics of BART Trips and Riders. On average, BART trips 
are long and mainly made between workplaces in downtown Oakland or San 
Francisco and the more remote residential suburbs. Relatively few trips 
are made in the reverse commute direction, at off-peak times, or for 
nonwork purposes. 
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The characteristics of BART riders reflect in part the ' high proportion 
of BART commute trips made from the more affluent suburbs to downtown 
San Francisco work locations. For example, 25% of transbay BART riders 
have annual family incomes of $25,000 or over, compared to 13% for East 
Bay riders and 10% for San Francisco riders. But overall, the charac
teristics of BART riders are not very much different from the charac
teristics of travelers in the Bay Area as a whole. BART riders in total 
have only a slightly higher average income than the average for the popu
lation and have a slightly lower proportion of racial minorities than 
are present in the areawide population. 

Besides the problematic aspects of BART service that affect all trav
elers, the slightly lower use of BART by low-income and minority groups 
may be explained by the higher average BART fares (relative to bus) and 
the small door-to-door travel-time advantage offered by BART for many 
short trips to central areas from the closer-in suburbs--the trips most 
often made by low-income and minority persons. 
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Use of BART by the Physically Disabled. Use of BART by physically 
disabled people is much lower than their representation in the popula
tion as a whole--in spite of BART's large investments in elevators and 
other facilities provided specifically to allow disabled people to use 
the System. To some extent, this apparently low use of BART by disabled 
people reflects the difficulties they experience in getting to and from 
the stations and, in some cases, using BART itself. However, it is un
clear whether use of BART is, in fact, particularly low or whether it 
simply reflects a lower trip-making rate of physically disabled people 
in general. 

Impacts on Travel by Bus and Automobile, Overall, BART has at
tracted most of its ridership from bus; of transbay BART trips, 54% 
were previously made by bus and only 35% by automobile. Trips reported 
as not made before by either means made up the remaining 11% of trips. 

Study of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge corridor suggests that 
reductions in the number of bus trips is similar to the number of BART 
trips reported as previously made by bus (see the following page). 
However, the actual reduction in trips by automobile has been much less 
than the reported diversion of trips from automobile to BART, suggest
ing that "new" automobile trips have appeared to replace some of those 
removed by BART. Although about 11,000 daily person-trips were di
verted to BART at the start of transbay service, the net reduction in 
automobile trips was only about 4,000 per day. The "new" 7,000 automo
bile trips may actually be trips diverted from other destinations or 
routes (rather than truly induced trips), but in either case, their 
effect has been to reduce automobile vehicle traffic by much less than 
anticipated. 

Separating the impacts of BART from the many other factors affecting 
travel patterns--such as the increase in gasoline prices--is difficult. 
However, a net reduction in daily Bay Bridge traffic of between 3,000 
and 5,000 vehicles per day in each direction is estimated as attribut
able to the start of transbay BART service. This reduction is small in 
relation to the dramatic reductions in traffic volumes predicted by 
early planning studies. Although significant, statistically speaking, 
it is also small in relation to the total volume of transbay vehicle 
trips--about 94,000 vehicles per day traveled across the Bay Bridge in 
each direction before transbay BART began service. 

The traffic reduction represents about two years historical growth in 
Bay Bridge traffic and is of the same order as normal week-to-week 
variations in traffic. 
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Effects of Induced Travel. The source of the 7, 000 "new" automo
bile trips that appeared after BART began service cannot be stated with 
certainty. However, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that the al
leviation of Bay Bridge traffic congestion brought about by the diversion 
of travel to BART has been a factor. Some potential transbay automo
bile trips may have been suppressed previously; improvements in travel 
conditions now allow these suppressed trips to be made. In addition, 
an estimated 2,000 new trips are being made on BART itself, giving a 
total increase in transbay travel of 9,000 trips per day. 

These impacts of BART in the Bay Bridge corridor are rather different 
from those originally anticipated, but similar impacts can be expected 
whenever a major increase in transportation capacity is provided-
whether by rapid transit or some other form of transport--in a heavily 
traveled and congested corridor. The benefits of increasing transpor
tation capacity will be primarily in (1) providing faster and higher
quality service to those already traveling and (2) allowing previously 
suppressed trips to be made. Where automobile traffic levels are al
ready high, reductions in traffic will generally be much less than 
might be predicted from a simple analysis of travel diversion. 

Impacts on Service Provided by Bus and Automobile. AC Transit, 
MUNI, and other bus operators have introduced or increased bus service 
on a number of lines acting as feeders to BART. In general BART's im
pacts on parallel bus services have been small. Services have been cut 
back only where BART clearly duplicates and improves service. 

BART impacts on the service provided by the highway system are also ap
parently small--although difficult to assess in the context of the many 
other factors affecting highway traffic volumes. Only on the Bay Bridge 
can a reduction in highway travel times be attributed to BART with any 
degree of confidence, and this reduction is small relative to total 
travel times, estimated increase in average speed from 16 mph to 18 mph 
at the most congested time. 

BART's Costs and Revenues 

Capital Costs. The total capital cost of the BART System, includ
ing the transit cars, is now estimated to be $1,608 million (in current 
dollars). This is an average of $23 million for each mile of the System, 
and must be considered high by most standards. 

The $1,608 million estimate compares with $994 million contained in the 
original (1962) BART planning report, an increase of 62%. The major 
part of this increase can be accounted for by inflation in the cost of 
constructing the System, combined with severe delays to the original 
construction program. If the actual cost of constructing the System 
(exclusive of changes in scope) is compared to the original cost in 
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terms of 1960 prices, BART's actual capital cost is only 6% greater than 
originally estimated. Increased capital costs are also accounted for 
by increased costs for the BART cars and by high preoperational testing 
costs. 

Expressing costs in terms of constant (1974) dollars, BART's capital 
costs ($32.1 million per mile) are similar to estimates for the pro
posed rapid transit systems in Baltimore ($27.1 million per mile) and 
in Atlanta ($30.2 million per mile). BART's costs are substantially 
less than the latest estimates for the Washington, D.C., METRO System 
($45.9 million per mile, expressed in 1974 dollars). 

Operating Costs. Conclusions about BART's operating costs must be 
tentative, since costs continue to reflect System start-up expenses and 
interim operating levels. However, analysis of costs to date suggests 
that the high initial capital cost of BART is not being offset by corre
spondingly low operating costs. BART's interim operating costs ($2.12 
per car-mile, or $0.10 per passenger-mile) are similar to much older 
and less automated rapid transit systems such as the New York MTA. Ex
pressed on a seat-mile basis, BART's operating costs appear to be simi
lar to the operating costs of a bus system such as AC Transit (about 
$0.03 per seat-mile). 

BART's operating costs are much higher than originally projected, but 
as with the capital costs, most of the increase is accounted for by 
inflation--particularly in labor costs--at much higher rates than ex
pected. (The average increase in operating costs per car-mile for the 
New York, and Cleveland rapid transit systems was by a factor of 2.65 
between 1960 and 1975.) BART's current staff is also much greater than 
originally estimated, largely as a result of maintenance staff needs, 
and possibly because of unrealistic original expectations of the way 
in which automation of the System would allow low staffing levels. 

A high percentage (47%) of BART's interim operating costs are for mainte
nance, including costs associated with start-up and "debugging" problems; 
and a relatively low percentage (20%) are for transportation. As the 
System approaches full operating levels, this situation is expected to 
reverse, and operating costs per car-mile will decrease. 

Revenues and Deficits. In the first six months of 1975, BART's 
average revenue per passengers was $0.59, and the average operating 
cost per passenger was $1.90, leaving a deficit of $1.31 per passenger. 
This may be compared with the operating profit of $0.14 per passenger 
originally forecast (in 1962). In part, this difference is largely 
explained by the optimistic ridership forecasts of the original report 
and cost increases much higher than anticipated. But it is mainly ac
counted for by the fact that since the original estimates were made, 
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fares have increased by a much lower factor than operating costs, con
trary to the assumptions of the original financial projections. 

The difference between BART's operating costs and revenues is comparable 
with the deficits of other transit properties. In a recent report, 
BART's total fare revenues ~ere estimated as 35% of total operating ex
penses for the 1974-1975 fiscal year. This compares with corresponding 
estimates of 34% for AC Transit and 30% for MUNI. 

BART Energy Consumption. Like its operating costs, BART's interim 
energy consumption per car-mile reflects the short hours of operation 
and low number of car-miles operated. Traction energy per car-mile is 
currently about 10% higher than the average for rapid transit systems 
in the U.S. At full-system operations, traction energy per car-mile is 
predicted to decrease to about 10% below the national average, reflect
ing, among other factors, BART's relatively lightweight cars. However, 
even at full operating ievels, BART's traction energy consumption is 
likely to be substantially more than express bus service when compared 
on a seat-mile basis. At full-system operation, BART will consume an 
estimated 810 Btu per seat-mile for express bus. This conclusion con
tradicts the widely held assumption that steel-wheel-on-steel-rail modes 
of transport are more energy-efficient than rubber-tired vehicles (al
though many factors, such as the higher maximum speed of BART, must 
be taken into account in making the comparison). 

Limitations of the Report 

This report summarizes the findings of Phase I of the BART Impact Pro
gram, Transportation and Travel Behavior Project. The report must be 
regarded as interim in three important respects: 

Interim Nature of the Results Reported. The Phase I report examines 
initial effects of early stages in BART operations. The System and the 
conditions under which it operates are still evolving and interim con
clusions could be revised as a result of later changes or events. 

Partial Nature of the Results. The report presents findings in one 
of several areas of investigation of BART's Impacts. No overall eval
uation of the impacts reported can be reached until all of the investi
gations have been completed. 

Lack of a Basis for Comparison. A key element of the BART Impact 
Program is an analysis of the effects of alternatives to BART which 
might have been implemented instead. No overall conclusion on BART's 
Impacts can be drawn until the likely consequences of alternatives, such 
as not building BART, have been studied. 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE REPORT 

This report summarizes the findings of Phase I of the BART Impact Pro
gram, Transportation and Travel Behavior Project. The report must be 
regarded as interim in three important respects: 

Interim Nature of the Results Reported. The Phase I report examines 
initial effects of early stages in BART operations. The System and the 
conditions under which it operates are still evolving and interim con
clusions could be revised as a result of later changes or events. 

Partial Nature of the Results. The report presents findings in one 
of several areas of investigation of BART's Impacts. No overall eval
uation of the impacts reported can be reached until all of the investi
gations have been completed. 

Lack of a Basis for Comparison. A key element of the BART Impact 
Program is an analysis of the effects of alternatives to BART which 
might have been implemented instead. No overall conclusion on BART's 
Impacts can be drawn until the likely consequences of alternatives, such 
as not building BART, have been studied. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The BART Impact Program 

A Case Study of Rail Rapid Transit. In recent years, there has been 
a resurgence of interest in public transportation in general and in rail 
rapid transit in particular as an approach for achieving urban transpor
tation, environmental, energy, and urban development objectives. At pres
ent, many metropolitan areas within the United States are proposing, 
planning, or implementing rail rapid transit systems. As a result, poli
tical leaders, citizens, and professional planners at all levels of govern
ment are seeking sound data and information on the costs and benefits of 
rail rapid transit investments and the impacts of such investments on the 
communities where they are made. 

The Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) System is the first new regional-scale 
rail rapid transit system to open in the United States in 50 years. In 
many respects, it is a prototype for the "heavy" rail rapid transit sys
tems currently under construction in the Washington, D.C., Baltimore, 
Maryland, and Atlanta, Georgia, metropolitan areas or proposed for a num
ber of other areas. In this context of BART as a prototype for a new 
generation of regional rail rapid transit systems, a case study of BART's 
impacts is valuable to those concerned with evaluating rail rapid transit 
investments elsewhere. 

BART Impact Program Goals and Objectives. The goal of the BART Im
pact Program is to develop a clearer understanding of (1) the relation
ships between public transportation and other elements of community 
development, and (2) the costs and benefits of public transportation, 
specifically rail rapid transit. This overall program goal translates 
into the following objectives: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Measure and document what the impacts of the BART System 
are on travel patterns, the economy, the environment, 
land use patterns, and life-styles in the San Francisco 
region. 

Assess the incidence of BART's impacts on Bay Area resi
dents to determine who is affected by BART. 

Explain, and document why these impacts have taken place 
and why some anticipated impacts did not occur or occurred 
in a lesser or different way than anticipated. 

Determine and document how answers to the first three 
questions can be used to improve the planning, design, 
and operation of transit systems in San Francisco and 
other urban areas. Determine and document how this 
knowledge might improve federal, state, and local trans
portation decision making. 



~~~!.Qnizat:iun o:- _ ':~e BART Tmpac:t Program. '[';;e BAlZT Impact Program is 
a comprehensive program divided into six malc'r project areas: 

• Transportation System and Travel Behavior 

• Environment 

• Land Use and Urban Deveiopment 

• Ecc,nomj c;-; ;md Finance 

Institutions and Life-Styles 

• Public Policy 

This report is concerned only with the first of these areas. 

The 'Cransportation System and ;:'ravel Behavior Project 

TSTB Prc~ct Objectives. The overall BART Impact Program objectives 
of what, who, why, and how form a context for the specific objectives of 
the Transportation System and Travel Behavior (TSTB) Project. These TSTB 
Project ob_~ectives are to assess (1) the impacts of BART on the charac
teristics and performance of the transportation system, including BART, 
.Lcx,1.l hus servic:e, ilnd the related hi.ghway system; and (2) traveler re
sponses to BART, including changes in mode of travel, route, scheduling, 
and nun:ber of trips. This impact assessment is designed to develop 
findings and conclusions about BART, and rail rapid transit in general, 
that can be used in both the San Francisco Bay Area and other metropoli
tcln areas. 

TS':"'}) Pr:_:~ject Research Program. Three factors determine the research 
program of the TSTB Project: 

l. 

') 

Impacts which have been antj.cipated for, or attributed 
to, BART at successive stages in its planning, develop
ment, and operation. 

The !nfurmation requirements of those concerned with 
f·J~P;uLlt 1.ng transportat-ion policy at alJ levels of 
is.:->vernment, and those l-nncerned with the planning, 
d.c~-;J._._;n, and operation of transit. 

1 ~ conceptual framework describing the way transportation 
zn:d travel impacts arise. 
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Based on these factors, the research program for the TSTB Project was or
ganized to assess BART's impacts in the following areas: 

• Cost of providing transportation service 

• Energy consumed in providing transportation service 

• Changes in accessibility and travel impedances 

• Changes in traveler attitudes 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Traveler choice behavior resulting from changed im
pedances and attitudes 

Aggregate travel pattern impacts 

Impacts of changes in travel patterns on highway 
congestion 

Impacts of BART on the travel behavior of specific trans
portation disadvantaged groups 

A full explanation of the research program for the TSTB Project is given 
in the TSTB Research Plan.l* 

Scope of the Report 

This report presents an interim assessment of BART's impacts on the trans
portation system and travel behavior in the Bay Area. It is an interim 
assessment in two respects: (1) the TSTB Project has not had an opportu
nity to complete the data collection and analyses necessary for a complete 
assessment of BART's impacts, and (2) BART is at an interim stage of op
eration and has not achieved its planned full-system operating levels. 

Most of the research strategies used by the TSTB Project incorporate some 
form of "before" and "after" design with appropriate controls to allow 
for various confounding influences. During the period when most of the 
"after" data given in this report were collected, BART was operating 
about 2,000,000 car-miles and serving about 40,000,000 passenger-miles 
per month. It was operating only three of its four planned services 
(Fremont-Daly City, Concord-Daly City, and Richmond-Fremont, but not 
direct Richmond-Daly City service) on a 14-hour-a-day, 5-day-a-week basis, 
with 12-minute headways during peak periods. At full-system operations, 
BART plans to operate approximately 4,300,000 car-miles and serve about 

*Superscript numbers refer to references listed at the end of the report. 
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RO,OOG,000 oassenger-m11es per month. Service will be provided on all 
four B'\.\T 1 ines :!.0 hour~ ;, day, 7 day~> a week, l·lith 6--minute headways 
durin~ :··~:ik periods. Tlm~;, rhe findings and conc:l<~.'.;ions presented in 
tl!is repotl must b•• interpreted in 1 Lgl1t of tr1e fact that HART is cur
n·ntl•: t•per;Jting at :~bout ha1f its planned service level for full
systen: ooerations. 

The' nutl·ri<!l jn the report provides initial as,;essments of what BART's 
impacts have Leen and who has heen impacted. An effort is also made to 
as~es~ the implications of these findings and conclusions regarding the 
BART exp2rience for future transportation decisions. However, many of 
these assessments should be viewed as preliminary. Subsequent reports 
of the TSTB Project wi~l more fully assess responses to the 'ivhat, who, 
and how questions as BART approaches the planned full-service level. 

Organization of the Report 

l'he organization of the r.:~port into chapters attempts to conform to the 
follCJ\nng ''conceptu2l framework" of the way in which transportation im
pacts arise. BART directly changes the characteristics of transportation 
service provided. Tn cesponse to these changes, travelers divert to BART 
from bus and nutomobile, giving rise to changes in the pattern of travel 
on the transpor~ation system. These may be termed travel impacts. In 
il.dcli~ion, diversil!I1 nf travel to HART causes changes in the leve1 of 
service provided by u.e rPst of the tnmsportation system. These may be 
termed system impac ::s_. 

Chapter I1 briefly describes the transportation system and land use 
Activity in the San Francisco Bay Area to provide a context for the 
description of the BART System and its impacts. A summary of the 
history of the BART System is also provided. 

To a?preciate the impacts of BART on the transportation system and travel 
behavior, it is first necessary to understand the design and operating 
char~cte~istics of BART at its current (interim) stage of operations. 
Accordi~gly, C~apter III focuses on the physical features and operating 
characteri~ti~s of BART and its associated access services from the per
spect1ve c•f r:l!e supplie.r of the transportation service. 

i:rL!p::e~· LV cc.c:z ri:)es the 1:1ost important of HART's service characteristics 
~~·u:.: tc1· r·, ~im<·, .:ost, and reliability) from the perspective of the 

clS.ci:.·; ,·r .l·oc•r of the service. BART's travel times and costs are com-
c,;, •;e of hus :md automobile. 

/,: ,,, .Je,.;:T i :>r-d .1r'' thr· cone !.us ions of ,'!~ exp Lor:itnry an<1lysis of i\ART' s 
: ,,,,;;il·: ·: .. :c :1rt :11>1i dr-' :1ccess l h LJi ty derivPcl froa: network represent:ll ions 
,,;· ilc,· ~.t·,,;,:;p,1rtatlco :c:ystem before :md after BART. 
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Chapter V (1) discusses BART ridership in terms of its historical devel
opment, origin-destination distribution, travel purposes, and access 
modes; (2) considers BART's ridership share of various travel markets in 
the Bay Area and current constraints on ridership; and (3) compares the 
demographic characteristics of BART travelers to the demographic charac
teristics of the BART impact area population as a whole. Reasons for 
use or nonuse of BART are also discussed in terms of traveler attitudes 
about BART and alternative modes. 

BART's impacts on travel by bus and automobile are analyzed in Chapter VI. 
The discussion of BART's impacts on automobile travel focuses on traffic 
volumes on the four major bridges across San Francisco Bay, particularly 
the one most affected by BART. The analysis attempts to separate BART's 
impacts from the effects of changes in gasoline prices, seasonal varia
tions, and other confounding factors. 

Chapter VII then presents an initial examination of BART's impacts on the 
mobility of three transportation-disadvantaged groups--ethnic minorities, 
low-income households, and the physically disabled. 

Chapter VIII discusses BART's impacts on the characteristics of, and ser
vice provided by, the rest of the transportation system. BART's impacts 
on highway travel times and on parallel bus service frequencies are em
phasized. 

Much of the debate concerning rail rapid transit centers on the capital 
and operating costs of such services relative to their revenues. Chap
ter IX briefly describes BART's costs and revenues. 

Finally, Chapter X presents the conclusions of the TSTB Project's first 
phase. The chapter draws together the findings presented in Chapters II 
through IX and assesses the implications of these interim findings for 
BART, the Bay Area, and other metropolitan areas. 

Development of BART Since Original Time of Writing 

The first draft of this report was completed in August 1975, and all 
analyses are based on the most recent data available when the draft was 
written. Since then, a number of changes have occurred in BART's 
services. Most important of these are: 

• Effective November 3, 1975, BART changed its fare 
schedule. The maximum fare (Fremont to Daly City) was 
raised from $1.25 to $1.45; the fare for a typical
length commuting journey (Concord to Montgomery Street 
in downtown San Francisco) was raised from $0.85 to 
$1.15; the fares for some very short journeys (within 
central San Francisco and Oakland) were lowered from 
$0.30 to $0.25. Overall, fares were raised by an 
average of 21%. 

5 



• Effective November 28, 1975, BART extended operations 
to include weekday evening service from 8 p.m. to 
approximately 12 midnight. Evening service became 
permanent on January 1, 1976, so that BART now oper
ates Monday through Friday from 6 a.m. to 12 midnight. 

A number of less important changes have also taken place. For example, 
BART now operates small (three- and four-car) trains during off-peak 
periods, rather than full-size (up to ten-car) trains throughout the 
day; feeder bus services to the Concord and Walnut Creek BART stations 
have been expanded; parking lots have been slightly enlarged at some 
stations. These changes have probably had only minor effects on BART 
service and ridership. Since August 1975, BART's train schedule has 
not changed significantly, nor has the reliability of service. 

The combination of these and other factors has resulted in some changes 
in BART ridership over the period since June 1975, the last month in
cluded in the analyses of Chapter V. Average daily ridership on BART 
in June 1975 was 121,300. By October 1975, it had increased to 125,200. 
In November 1975, following the fare increase, average daily ridership 
dropped to 121,400, a decrease of 3.0% from October. In December 1975, 
following the start of evening service, average daily ridership in
creased to 126,600, an increase of 4.2% over November. Average daily 
ridership in December 1975 (126,600) was almost exactly the same as in 
December 1974 (126,500). 

The analyses and conclusions in this report have not been updated to 
account for tl!ese changes, but the changes should be borne in mind by 
the reader. \\There events since the time of writing may have changed 
findings in a significant way, attention is drawn to the relevant events 
in footnotes. 

Further documentation of changes in BART's service, other characteristics 
of the Bay Area transportation system, and accompanying changes in travel 
patterns will be included in subsequent reports of the TSTB Project and 
other prcjects of the BART Impact Program. 
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II. BART AND THE BAY AREA 

BART and the Regional Transportation System 

The BART System. A map of the 71-mile, 34-station BART System is 
shown in Figure 1. The System lies within the three Bay Area counties 
of San Francisco, Alameda, and Contra Costa, except for about 0.2 miles 
of line and the Daly City BART Station which are in San Mateo County. 
Four BART lines radiate from the central Oakland section of the System. 
These are the Concord, Richmond, Fremont, and San Francisco* Lines to 
the east, north, south, and west, respectively. Table 1 shows the dis
tribution of BART's mileage and stations on the lines of the System. 

Other Transit Services in the Bay Area. The area served by BART 
is also served by four other major transit operators. 

Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit). As the 
major bus operator in the East Bay, AC Transit serves an area of ap
proximately 150 square miles and a population of about 1,000,000. 
Eighteen BART stations are in AC Transit's East Bay service area: 
all the BART stations on the Richmond and Fremont Lines (except Union 
City and Fremont) and the Rockridge Station on the Concord Line. Some 
AC Transit services act as feeders to BART stations; others parallel the 
BART lines. In addition to local and express bus service in the East 
Bay, AC Transit operates extensive bus routes across the San Francisco
Oakland Bay Bridge to the transbay bus terminal in downtown San Francisco. 
AC Transit operates a fleet of about 800 buses over a total one-way 
route mileage of 1,570 miles. Weekday ridership in the year ending 
June 30, 1974, averaged about 200,000 person-trips. BART has had major 
impacts on AC Transit's ridership, particularly the transbay lines, as 
discussed in Chapter VI. 

San Francisco Municipal Railway (MUNI). MUNI serves the City 
and County of San Francisco, an area of 47 square miles with a popula
tion of about 700,000. The area is served by the eight stations of the 
San Francisco BART Line (excluding Daly City). In the year ending 
June 30, 1974, MUNI operated a fleet of 1,015 vehicles--530 buses, 330 
trolley coaches, 115 streetcars, and 40 cable cars. Sixty-seven lines 
were operated over a round-trip line mileage of 786 miles. In the first 
quarter of 1975, weekday ridership on MUNI averaged 360,000 trips. Again, 
possible BART impacts on MUNI ridership are discussed in Chapter VI. 

*The San Francisco Line is also named for its terminal station, Daly "City. 
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Table 1 

COMPOSITION OF BART LINES 

BART Line 

Concord Line (including 
Berkeley Hills Tunnel) 

Richmond Line 

Fremont Line 

Oakland Section 

San Francisco Line 
(including Transbay Tube) 

Total 

Route-Miles 

19.1 

10.3 

23.2 

4.6 

13.8 

71.0 

a. Embarcadero Station not open yet. 

I 9 

Stations 

Concord 
Pleasant Hill 
Walnut Creek 
Lafayette 
Orinda 
Rockridge 

Richmond 
El Cerrito del Norte 
El Cerrito Plaza 
North Berkeley 
Berkeley 
Ashby 

Fremont 
Union City 
South Hayward 
Hayward 
Bay Fair 
San Leandro 
Coliseum 
Fruitvale 

Lake Merritt 
MacArthur 
19th Street Oakland 
12th Street Oakland 
Oakland West 

a Embarcadero 
Montgomery Street 
Powell Street 
Civic Center 
16th Street Mission 
24th Street Mission 
Glen Park 
Balboa Park 
Daly City 

34 stations 



Greyhound Bus Lines. Greyhound buses serve the area east of 
the Berk€ley Hills in central Contra Costa County, which is also served 
by the BART stations on the Concord Line (except Rockridge). Greyhound 
service consists mainly of express service between terminals in Orinda, 
Lafayette, Walnut Creek, Concord, and downtown San Francisco. As dis
cussed in Chapter VI, transbay BART service has greatly reduced Greyhound 
ridership, and Greyhound has filed a request with the State of California 
Public lJt:ilities Commission to discontinue the services. Immediately be
fore the start of transbay BART service, an average of 9,400 daily trips 
were made by Greyhound buses between central Contra Costa County and 
downtown San Francisco. 

Greyhound also provides bus service between cities in San Mateo County 
and San Francisco. However, these services are effectively outside the 
area of BART's potential influence and are not considered in this report. 

Southern Pacific Railroad. Southern Pacific provides commuter 
rail service between San Francisco and cities on the San Francisco Penin
sula in San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties. Weekday ridership to or from 
San Francisco averages about 16,000 trips. Again, the area served by 
Southern Pacific is only marginally served by BART, and interaction be
tween the two systems is probably negligible. 

The Highway System. As shown in Figure 2, major freeways more or 
less parallel each of the BART lines. The San Francisco Line is paral
leled by I-280 and Route 101, the Richmond Line by I-80, the Concord 
Line by Route 24, and the Fremont Line by Route 17 (and to a lesser ex
tent I-580). Oakland and the other East Bay cities are linked to the 
San Francisco Peninsula and Marin County by three major highway toll 
bridges: 
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RELATIONSHIP OF BAY AREA HIGHWAY SYSTEM TO BART 



Average 
Daily 

Total Total Toll Vehicles 
Lanes In Charge for In Each 

Brid__g_e __ Both Directions Both Directions* Direction 

San Francisco-
Oakland Bay 
Bridge 10 $0.50/$0.40 90,000 

San ~lateo-
Hayward Bridge 4 $0.70/$0.40 15,000 

(6 at center 
span) 

Richmond-
San Rafael 6 $1.00/$0.60 10,000 

The most important of these is the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge 
(generally referred to as the Bay Bridge), which parallels the BART 
Transbay Tube and connects the freeways of the San Francisco Peninsula 
and the employment centers of San Francisco directly to Oakland and 
the major freeways leading to the industrial and residential areas of 
the East Bay. The four freeways radiating from the eastern terminus of 
the Bay Bridge (I-80, Route 24, I-580, and Route 17) have a total of 
32 lanes in both directions where they intersect. 

Characteristics of the BART Service Area 

This section presents data on population and employment in the three 
counties constituting the BART District. Corresponding information is 
given for San ~ateo, Santa Clara, and Marin Counties to provide a re
gional context. Table 2 shows historical population growth, Table 3 
the distribution of population according to ethnic category and family 
income, :md Table 4 the density distribution of employment and popula
tion together with data on BART. Figures 1 and 2 display geographic 
location of the various jurisdictions. 

*The first number is the normal toll for passenger cars; the second is 
ti1e charge for prepaid commuter ticket books. Tolls are paid in the 
westbound direction only. On the first two bridges, cars containing 
three or ~ore persons pay no toll at peak periods. 
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Table 2 

HISTORICAL POPULATION GROWTH IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA 

Compounded Annual Popu- Share of 
lation Growth Rate 6-County 

Total Po2ulation ~J:!ercent~ Population 
Unit 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1974 193Q-1974 197Q-1974 ~J!ercent~ 

San Francisco City and County 634,394 634,536 775,357 740,316 715,674 675,600 0.14% -1.43% 16% 

Alameda County 

Alameda 35,033 36,256 64,430 63,855 70,968 73,100 1.68% 0.74% 
Berkeley 82,109 85,547 113,805 111,268 116,716 108,900 0.64 -1.72 
Castro Valley - -- -- 37,120 44,760 n.a. -- --
Fremont - - -- 43,790 100,869 120,700 7.5la 4.59 
Hayward 5,530 6,736 14,272 72,700 93,058 94,700 6.67b 0.44 
Newark -- -- 1,532 9,884 27,153 28,700 12.99 1. 39 
Oaklandc 284,063 302,163 384,575 367,548 361,561 342,400 0.43 -1.35 
San Leandro 11,455 14,601 27,542 65,962 68,698 67,800 4.12 -0.33 
Others 56 1 693 67.708 134.159 136.082 189.401 261.100 3.53 ~ 

Total Alameda County 474,883 513,011 740,315 908,209 1,073,184 1,097,400 1.92% 0.56% 25 

~ Contra Costa County 
I.>) 

Concord 1,125 1,373 6,953 36,208 85,164 91,600 10.52% 1.84% 
El Cerrito 3,870 6,137 18,011 25,437 25,190 24,050 4.24 -1.15 
Richmondc 20,093 23,642 99,545 71,854 79,043 75,800 3.06 -1.04 
Walnut Creek 1,014 1,587 2,420 9,903 39,844 48,050 9.16 4.79 
Others 521506 67.711 172.055 265.628 329.148 350.600 4.41 1.59 

Total Contra Costa County 78.608 100.450 298.984 409.030 558.389 590.100 4.69% 1.39% 14 

TOTAL THREE BART COUNTIES 1,161,783 1,247,997 1,814,656 2,057,555 2,347,247 2,363,100 1.63% 0.17% 55% 

Marin County 41,648 52,907 85,619 146,820 206,038 215,500 3.81% 1.13% 5 

San Mateo County 77,405 111,782 235,659 444,387 556,234 571,100 4.65% 0.66% 13 

Santa Clara County 145.118 174.949 290.547 642.315 1 1 064 1 714 1 1167 1000 4.85% 2.32% ...1:1. 

TOTAL SIX COUNTY AREA 1,425,954 1,587,636 2,426,481 3,291,077 4,174,233 4,316,700 2.55% 0.84% 100% 

a. 1960-1974. 
b. 1950-1974. 
c. Decrease in population between 1950 and 1970 due to annexation to other cities. 

Source: U.S. Census of Population and Housing. 
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1-' 
.p.. 

lJ:-;it 

San ?rancis·:o City a~d Ccuz1Ly 

Al ::;meda Cou:-·ty 

AlaL~ed2 

Bt>t ·keley 
Castro ·.;;:..;.ll €· :: 

F!:enu:·:r. 
Hay-..:~ :rC: 
New?<rk 
Oaklanc 
San Leandro 
Others 

Total Alameda County 

Cont~a Costa lo~~ty 

Concord 
El Cerrito 
Riclmond 
Walnut Creek 
Others 

Total Contra Costa County 

TOTAL THREE BA-1\T COl'NTIES 

Marin County 

San Mateo County 

Sa·:1ta Clara County 

IOTA~- SI:V:-~cnr:~TY ARF..}. .. 

l_ 97') 
Tcto~ 

~~1<'~-~-:r 

713, ~74 

70,96f 
116, 7]_6 
4~ .. ; t,. 

10C·,Sb 
9~)r;5E 

27,~53 

361,561 
69,698 

189,40_;_ 

1,073,18~ 

85,164 
25,190 
79,0-"3 
39,844 

_ __312..__1_~~ 

558! 3il_~ 

2,347,274 

206,038 

556,234 

~064, 71~ 

4,17..:.,233 

: ·~~"~ ~l_ __ ~:~~~~·:! ~·- .~tJ'..I~_!.E:_ ~~.~.Y.li,~!_::.:~!___~ or, 
~1;~ :.:~ Ct.ht-~l Spanish 

!.L·_: _-: 5.t:~~~:_i~_!1 

'>7 .2': 

~1\ ; 
~u,~ 

62.2 
e~ .L 
EC.6 
73.5 
72.2 
~9.3 

?8.4 
79.8 

67.2 

90.8 
79.0 
49.8 
93.8 
84.0 

80.7 

67.3 

90.1 

68.7 

76.8 

72.6 

Negro 

13. 4<: 

2.6 
23.5 
0.5 
0.4 
1.8 
o. 7 

34.5 
0.1 
1.8 

15.0 

0.3 
5.5 

36.2 
0.3 
3.4 

7.5 

12.7 

2.4 

4. 7 

1.7 

8.3 

Surname 

14.2:, 

9.8 
5.5 

10.1 
16.2 
20.3 
22.4 
9.8 

18.6 
14.4 

12.6 

7.1 
7.3 

10. 1 
4.3 

10.4 

9.3 

12.3 

5.8 

11. 3 

17.5 

13.2 

Othe:· 

1s.n 

7. l 
8.8 
2.0 
2.8 
4 . .:, 
' 7 "·' 
6.4 
2.9 
4.0 

5. 2 

1.8 
8.2 
3.9 
1.6 
2.2 

2.5 

7. 7 

1.7 

4.0 

4.0 

5.9 

Source: 1970 e.s. Census of Population and Housing. 
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Table 4 

DENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT 
IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA 

1970 Po2ulation Denaiti 
Residents per 1970 ~loyment Densiti System Miles BART 

Residents per Residents per Square Mile Ellployees per Ellployees per of BART Stations 
1970 Square Mile Square Mile of Residential 1970 Square Mile Square Mile Within Within 

Po2ulation of Gross Area of Urban Area Area ~lOI!!!!!nt of Gross Area of Urban Area Jurisdiction Jurisdiction 

San Francisco City and County 715,674 15,200 22,500 48,500 504,500 10,700 15,900 10.8 8 

Alameda County 

Alameda 70,968 7,400 9,400 22,500 32,700 3,430 4,340 
Berkeley 116,716 l7 ,300 18,400 29,600 22,700 6,220 6,620 3.7 3 
Castro Valley 44,760 3,600 6,000 7 ,JJOO 4,800 490 820 -- -
Fremont 100,869 1,300 6,600 10,200 24,500 310 1,610 2.6 l 
Hayward 93,058 3,100 8,800 14,400 36,100 960 2,760 6.2 2 
Newark 27,153 3,300 6,300 11,400 5,800 700 1,350 - -
Oakland 361,561 10,000 10,400 27,700 134,500 8,840 9,190 18.2 8 
San Leandro 68,698 8,600 9,600 16,800 39,600 2,730 3,070 3.6 2 
Others 1891401 300 3,100 5,600 1691000 310 2,800 ....2..,1 ....!. 

Total Alameda County 1,073,184 1,500 7,800 14,000 469,700 650 3,420 40.6 l7 

.... Contra Costa County V1 

Concord 85,164 4,600 6,300 10,200 l7 ,900 980 1,340 2.9 1 
El Cerrito 25,190 7,400 11,700 25,200 6,500 1,110 1,270 2.8 2 
Richmond 79,043 3,200 5,800 14,600 41,100 1,050 1,920 2.0 l 
Walnut Creek 39,844 3,100 4,900 7,400 17,900 950 1,520 2.8 2 
Others 329,148 500 3,900 8,300 591400 90 710 ~ ! 

Total Contra Costa County 558,389 800 4,100 8,200 142,800 190 1,050 19.4 8 
-- -

TOTAL THREE BART COUNTIES 2,347,247 1,600 7,700 14,800 1,117,000 740 3,660 70.8 33 

Marin County 206,038 400 5,100 7,700 54,600 100 1,350 

San Mateo County 556,234 1,000 6,200 11,200 223,500 410 2,500 0.2 1 

Santa Clara County 110641714 800 5,500 12,200 ~.800 330 2,230 

TOTAL SIX COUNTY AREA 4,174,233 1,100 6,600 13,000 1,829,000 470 2,910 71.0 34 

--
Sources: 1. 1970 U.S. Census of Population and Housing. 

2. Association of Bay Area Governments/Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Series 2 Population Projections, September 1974. 



__ _i_s:_:_ __ a:td Cc_:~n'S! __ of ~i~_E_ranciSCC?_. Of the three counties making up 
the 3.\RT District, San Francisco is the :najor employment center with 
45~ or the jobs and 29% of the three-county populaLion. San Francisco 
is the most densely populated, although its population has been declining 
since 19'10. '!'l1P Citv contains a higher proportion of nonwhites (43%) 
than the other twG counties, but the mean family income in 1970 ($12,500) 
vhJS not much below tlH' me;;n for the three-county area as a whole ($12, 700). 

_:\L.:lf<n~_-:1-~ Cour!:_!-__y_. AL;meda County is the largest of the three BART 
counties with 46% of the population and 42% of the jobs. Oakland and 
San Leandro are the major employment centers. In total, the County's 
population continues to grow, although the populations of the densely 
populated central cities of Oakland and Berkeley have declined since 1950. 
In 1970, the County cnntained a 33/~ nonwhite population and had a mean 
family income of $12,300, hut in the central city of Oakland (which con
tains about 34% of the Alameda County population) the proportion of non
whites and low-income families is much higher. In Oakland, 51% of the 
l970 population was nonwhite and the mean family income was $11,300. 

,_:ont ra --~: .. :>ta County. Contra Cos til County is predominantly residen
Ucll, coiTCc!lning 25 of the three-county population but only 13% of the 
emplovment. The !ounty as a whole is the richest ($13,800 mean family 
i:--,cm:." in 197CJ), the leAst densely populated, the fastest growing, and 
!1as the lowest nonwhite population of the three BART counties. However, 
t~e dlff~rcnces between the cities of El Cerrito and Richmond in western 
CL·,,cra Cusra County (served by the Richmond Line) and the more recently 
develope~ areas of Walnut Creek and Concord to the east of the Berkeley 
Hills (served by the Concord Line) should be noted. 

HL,tcr~Lc::il Develc:Jment of BART 

l'r1is ;;ec: ._.:)r, -:.L:-ocussic·s ,-;elected aspects of BART's history to provide a 
cc•n t.:x t: f,,-c- th" descr:Lpt:i nn of BART's services and traveler responses 
t.) these o•-·1'\'i.ct:,s siVc'n in later chapters. A complete description of 
r:,E [,:,,[,-crv ,_,f the BART Svstem is provided in another BART Impact Pro-. '---; 

_::ra,~. report.··-

<1:~~· ii__i_£_a_t_i_'?_r:',___~:i~_P,_ART' s Perform;mce Characteri sties. A report sub
rc:HLt, .. :u tht_• :>Al<.T ::JL-;t_ri_ct (BARTD) by their engineering, Cinancial, and 
,o,-,,:ho' ;c consul tan·cs ir< 962 contained the first comprehensive proposals 
tell- ·cc .';~ec;ent BAhT system. This report is generally known as The 

,(~Lte :-~el·ort. 3 . ____ L ___ _ 
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The dominant theme of the Composite Report and other early planning re
ports was the concept of BART as a regional rapid transit system which 
would offer a quality of service equiv~lent to that of the private 
automobile--particularly to the central business districts of San Francisco, 
Oakland, and Berkeley. The objective that BART provide a level of service 
competitive with the automobile implied: 

• Travel times competitive with those by automobile 

• A seat for every passenger 

• Travel from origin to destination without a transfer 

These requirements necessitated a set of relatively stringent design 
specifications for the System. To achieve competitive travel times, it 
was necessary that suburban stations be located approximately two miles 
apart and that trains have a maximum speed of 70 mph and an average speed 
of 45 mph to 50 mph. Relatively short headways (90 seconds) were speci
fied to make BART convenient and minimize traveler waiting times. To 
avoid carrying standing passengers and to meet peak hour demands, the 
BART designers wanted trains to be as long as possible without adversely 
affecting operations. They concluded that a ten-car train approximately 
700 feet long was the maximum train length which could be accommodated 
by a platform in an urban area. (Taking art assumed train capacity of 
720 seated passengers and the design requirement for 90-second headways, 
gave a system capacity of 30,000 passengers per hour.) Finally, to 
eliminate transfers, the System had to have the capability of high-speed 
merging of all three East Bay lines into the single line of the Transbay 
Tube. 

These design specifications for the BART System, in turn required (1) an 
automatic train control system and (2) a lightweight transit car capable 
of high rates of acceleration and deceleration and high maximum speeds. 
The planned headways, operating speeds, and train sizes were such that 
the engineers considered manual control to be infeasible. Further, an 
automatic train control system was essential to allow merging of plan
ned high-speed, low-headway trains from the three lines entering the 
Transbay Tube. The engineers concluded that the transit cars needed to 
be lightweight in order to achieve the performance requirements of the 
System, while minimizing power consumption and track maintenance costs. 
Thus, the requirement of advanced transit technology for both the auto
matic train control system and the transit vehicle was a direct result 
of the perceived need to provide a regional rapid transit system compe
titive with the automobile. 

The bond issue financing the BART System was approved by the voters in 
1962. As detailed systems engineering proceeded following this vote, it 
became clear that existing transit technology was incapable of meeting 
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BAKL.l .:onuequently embarked 
on 2. _p J:C)~·.rar:: r: () devr' j c;p ~!llG. pn.: . .;.uc.e ~1ew rapid tra~1sit cars and train 
ccntrol :;ys tk~m~; to meet their spc:cif ications. Th2 development and 
production pr,)gram has encO'Jntered many problems, not all of 1..rnich have 
yet been resolved. These :-; ~-oblc•ms La.ve been well publicized and docu
;nentecl e.::'>ewhere,:'. ;u;d Js disuJssed ir' Chapter IV, they continue to ad
, .. -erse1v a7'fecr. opt-,l·:;r.:ton of the System. The various problems have also 
delaved the d~tes of servic~ int.roduction several years beyond those 
sched dleci ir< .:;,~_ Co::aPcsi ~.::'~e12o r:. 

D~~ tr~s 1) 1 ·:~er'.ri ,_"~t..~ Int. roJuct _ton. 
f olln~: i ng s L a.~es: 

HART servicl" was introduced in the 

• 

l.L, l':J72--0pening of the Fremont Line 

.lamLtry 'LY, l9/l--•Jpening of the Richmond Line 

197]- -\l:·ening of the Concord Line 

Nc•w,rrd,el· '>, lY l-·-Jpenin~ of the Daly Ci.ty Llne to 
San Fran,"i:--;co':--: CBU 

'' i ~) 1 1 '' :' 4---Start of transbay BART service 

Currentlv,* three Gl~~~t 3ART services are ooerated: Fremont-Daly City, 
,:uncn<l-Lai:,• ;.:'.t:l, i'rd ri-r.r:,ont-R.ichmond. Direct service is also planned 
.. ~ven .. u·1.i.1y (c,·:- Ric:1ruon·~:-'qly City; but at present, travelers between sta
tL>n!~ c··, lhe KlchmtJi:d <.lnG ~i.cm Francisco Lines must transfer. Service is 
or:;tcrat:.::2 on ::.:le threP lines [rom 6:00a.m. to approximately 8:00p.m., 
~~~ nd~l'' ':i•n.>u_,;h ~-'riday. :-;dreduled headvmys between trains are 12 minutes 
o~ Fach ,,f the three services until the end of the evening peak period, 
a f tee- \.Jbich hr>adw: .. ys an: ;,;chedu led at 20 minutes. The combined headways 
on th· .n:-;_ Lmc c;'>C·:; and i'remont Lines are b minutes, and 10 minutes 
after ::;w '· ..:·. inf. l~cak. Trains vary in length by line and time of day; 
\.;,L!J 1 -~UTlc:i: 'Ti<:xin<•Jm co-:•i;1 length of 9 cars (h50-seat capacity), Plan-

u •.:r:·,!:-c' ,·:-'' .. ...:c impn)\•,_•n:entc; include extending the hours of operation; 
c.;Jr!n::-g ',.,, ::·,:-,,r·.'/ider(\ Slation; providing direct lUchmond-Daly Clty 
:><-·~· ~.LL~; ;~:·c)V, l ·iq:, '"'''ekcnd service; L'educinp, headway~·;; and increasing 
c~-;.l: c.r~i_in. si~-=~ saP r·l~qui:-~_·d to serve~ passenger den1ands. Details of BART's 
C.cc:-i.;..;n <inc ·~:ch:~ratl.nl c:~l<lr<ICtt:risti.cs are given in the following chapter. 

·.t~: ~·-, ... :L.~~ ~~· _j "' ·1 t;r· :<L-lnp,t·s Jn BAHT servic.e that have occurr~d since 
.,. i·.t-~ Lim'> -'' \•.tr-i_:~ i.n .. ~:'~ (~\u,_;u~~t ! 9/~)) 0 
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III. BART DESIGN AND OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

Routes and Guideways 

Station Spacing. Figure 3 shows the lines of the BART System and 
the distances between stations. The average distance between stations 
is 2.1 miles. This is, by design, relatively high compared to other 
rapid rail transit systems to allow high average speeds without requir
ing express or skip-stop train operations. Distances between stations 

I 

range from less than 0.5 miles in downtown San Francisco and Oakland to 
over 3 miles in the outlying low-density areas. 

Train Speeds. Maximum and average train speeds between BART stations 
(taking station dwell-times into account) are presented in Figure 4. · 
The BART System is desigrted for a maximum train speed of 80 mph. Maximum 
scheduled speeds are 70 mph. Maximum speeds may be less than scheduled when: 

• Adjacent stations are so close together that it is im
possible for trains to reach the maximum speed within 
the distance, given maximum acceleration and decelera
tion rates of 3 mph per second. 

• The segment contains curves requiring reduced train 
speeds. 

• Lower speeds are required for safe operation (such as 
at the approaches to yards). 

• Water, frost, or oil on the rails dictates train opera
tion in the "impeded mode" (75% of normal speeds). 

In general, the maximum scheduled speed is 70 mph on outer sections of 
the Richmond, Concord, and Fremont Lines, and through the Transbay Tube. 
On the San Francisco Line, the maximum scheduled speed is generally 60 mph 
instead of 70 mph because of the relativelj1close station spacings, and is 
lower still in central San Francisco and Oakland for the same reason. 
Average scheduled speeds on the outer sections of the Fremont and Concord 
Lines and through the Transbay Tube are generally in the 50-mph to 60-mph 
range; average speeds on the Richmond and San Francisco Lines are in the 
30-mph to 50-mph range; and average speeds in central San Francisco and 
Oakland are in the 15-mph to 30-mph range. 

Station dwell-times for trains depend on the volumes of passengers board
ing and exiting the trains and vary from 18 seconds to 45 seconds. Con
sidering the average speed on each segment of the System and the station 
dwell-times together, the average scheduled station-to-station travel 
speed for a trip on BART is about 38 mph. The average speed for a given 
BART trip will, of course, vary significantly from this average depend
ing on the origin and destination stations. 
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~~~-~---Gac:~. BAET uses a tt·ack ga.uge or 5 feet 6 inches. This may 
~~ compared with the gause of 4 feet 8-1/~ ir1ches, which is standard for 
rai lroarL in the United States. BART's wider gaug." 1.vas selected primar
ily ta increase the stabilitv of the lightweight cars at high speeds. 

Track Lavc)ut. The BART System basically consists of one track for 
trains opc-ratin:~; in each dLrection throughout. A third track is avail
able to store trains temporar~]y at only two locations: between the 
Lafayette and Walnut Creek Stations on the Concord Line, and between the 
BayfaJ_r and Ha;n.:ard Stattonf::J on the fremont Line. Trains which experi
ence mechanical failure \vhile in service must, therefore, generally be 
taken to the nearest yard for repair, adversely affecting the service 
provided by ocher trains on the System. 

Specia. crossovers are installed at 21 locations to permit trains to re
verse direction or to operate on the track normally assigned to trains 
trJveling .n the op?osite direction. These crossovers are located so 
th3t BART service can be maintained at 20-minute intervals in each direc
tion uslng one Lrack b~tween a given pair of crossovers if, for any reason, 
the second track cannot be used. 

The track layout allo~s trains on different lines to merge at two places 
in the System. At t~ac\rthur Station, trains from the Richmond and Con
cord U.n2s merge. 11 t the Oakland "Wye" complex, Richmond-Daly City, 
Concord-Daly City, and Fremont-Daly City trains can merge (1) into the 
Transbay Tube or (2) with Richmond-Fremont trains. 

Yarri Location. BART has three principal maintenance and storage 
yards located toward the end of each of the three East Bay BART lines. 
T'i-:e South Ha~·rward Yare is :i ocated between the South Hayward and Union 
City St3tio~s on the r~enont Line. This is the main BART maintenance and 
r2nair fac~lLty a~d has a current capacity of 160 cars and sufficient 
land to ~liow expansion to an ultimate capacity of 250 cars. 

·~~~ Concord Yard is located on the ~oncord Line between Pleasant Hill and 
~oncord. ~his facility currently has a capacity of 150 cars and suffi
c~cn~ land available to expand capacity to 200 cars. Only light mainte
.1.:1n.::e .md C:c:.c ~~to rage are accomplished at this facility. 

Tr12 ich::ond :"i ·,:1 ':- c:,:w;tructed as an extension of the line immediately 
:·,.,·rn :'1 Llk ·:i.chmoth: :itJtion. This arrangement enables trains to be dis
>,! ·: 1,.,, .. ; LY"(>c:c:v rJnto 1_ne Line and for train removals to be conducted with 

rnir~~·'"'·'~' C:i~,r,,;l:Loc: uf .xi.stin.g service. 'l'h:is yard currently has a capac-
: t ... •.: : ')i) . ,; ; :; :; ~d ,.;,d' f i c L•~nt land for expansion to 250 cars. Only light 
rr:a-.<.•1ti::l;il1Ct' .~nc: c.-h .. ~:turagc are Jccomplished at the Richmond Yard. 
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On the San Francisco Line, only limited storage facilities are available 
at the Daly City Station for temporary storage of trains, and no mainte
~lance facilities are provided. Thus, BART trains operating to Daly City 
must return to the East Bay yards to modify train consists in accordance 
with variations in passenger demands during the day and at the end of 
the day's service. BART has estimated that the "deadhead" car mileage 
associated with these movements is about 2% of total car mileage. 

Each yard dispatches the trains required for service on its line. Two 
trains are kept in reserve in each yard to enable service to be restored 
following nonscheduled train removals. When imbalances develop because 
of nonscheduled train removals, yard "balancing" is conducted during 
nonrevenue hours to provide the correct number of cars for service on the 
subsequent day at each yard. 

Stations 

BART has expended a great deal of effort and expense to ensure that the 
System's stations are pleasant for travelers and architecturally attrac
tive to the communities where they are located. Generally, efforts have 
been successful and well received. The stations are built in a variety 
of styles (14 different architectural firms were employed to design the 
stations individually); standards of design, construction, and finish 
are high (many stations contain artwork) and the areas around stations 
are landscaped. Table 5 summarizes the facilities and characteristics 
of each of the 34 BART stations. 

Structure. As shown in Table 5, 8 BART stations are located at
grade, 12 are located on aerial structures, and 14 are located in subways 
(of these, Glen Park and Balboa Park are a combination of subway and sur
face structure). Station passenger platforms are either centrally lo
cated between the two tracks or on either side of a central track well. 
Twenty-two stations utilize a center platform configuration; this allows 
passengers to transfer between trains in opposite directions without de
scending or ascending to a mezzanine level. Twelve stations utilize a 
side platform arrangement; this is more suitable for aerial structures 
because of the structural efficiency of centralizing the heavy loads of 
the trains. 

Internal Access. Escalators are provided in all stations to help 
patrons transfer to and from the train platforms. In general, either 
two or three escalators are provided in stations serving residential 
areas. More are provided in the downtown San Francisco and Oakland sta
tions. 

In response to legislative mandate, in 1969 BART began installing eleva
tors in all stations to enable the System to serve the physically dis
abled more effectively (although elevators are now available for anyone 
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who wishes to use them). The elevators are accessed by contacting the 
station attendants either directly or by use of a telephone located ad
jacent to the elevator doors at each level. (Chapter VII summarizes the 
use of these elevators by physically disabled people.) 

Automatic Fare Equipment. At the early stages of planning, BART de
cided to adopt a fare structure where fares vary with distance traveled. 
Recognizing that high labor costs required an automatic fare collection 
system, BART adopted a collection system based on a concept of "stored 
fare." Passengers can buy tickets in any amount from $0.30* to $20.00 
and use the same ticket for one or more journeys on the System until its 
value is used up. Tickets can be bought at local banks in values of 
$10.00 and $20.00 as well as at BART stations. 

BART's automatic fare collection system involves four types of equipment: 
faregates, ticket vendors, add-fare machines, and change machines. 
Table 5 gives the number of units of each type of fare collection equip
ment at each station. 

Faregates. When a passenger enters the station, the faregates 
accept either a BART ticket or $0.30 in coins. If coins are inserted, 
the faregate releases a BART ticket. If a BART ticket is inserted, the 
following information is magnetically encoded on the ticket: 

• 
• 
• 

The time of entry into the System • 

The station of entry • 

An entry code which ensures that a ticket is used in 
the proper sequence. (If a ticket has been used to 
enter the System, it must be used to exit the System 
before it can be used to enter the System again and 
vice versa.) 

The ticket is then returned to the patron in about one second. 

On exiting the System, the passenger again inserts the magnetically en
coded ticket in the faregate. The equipment automatically reads the 
code of the origin station, deducts the proper fare, and returns the 
ticket. If the value remaining on the ticket when it is inserted at the 
exit faregate is less than the fare for the trip, the ticket is returned, 
the faregate remains closed, and a sign flashes indicating that the pas
senger should go to the add-fare machine to add to the value of the ticket. 

*Since the recent fare changes (November 1975), minimum fare tickets of 
$0.25 are available. See Chapter I. 
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Jicket Vendors. BAR~ tickets can be purchased at ticket vendor 
machines in amounts from S0.30 to $20.00 in $0.05 increments. The ma
chine will also accept a previously purchased ticket with less than $4.00 
remaining. After cash (or cash and a previously used ticket) are in
serted, the ticket vendor machine dispenses a plastic coated card on 
which the value of the ticket is printed and magnetically encoded. 

Add-Fare Machines. The add-fare machine is used to increment 
the value of a ticket. The new value of the ticket is magnetically en
coded, as well as printed on the ticket. If no space remains on the 
card Cor printing the new fare, the add-fare machine issues a new ticket 
with the correct value printed. 

Change Machines. These standard units dispense change for 
coins or one dollar bills and are located beside ticket vending machines 
and add-fare machines. 

Other Facilities. All stations have at least one station agent on 
duty at all times in booths near the entrance to provide information, 
help passengers with ticket problems, and operate the elevators. The 
station agents can be called from courtesy telephones elsewhere in the 
stations. Two restrooms are provided at each station and are available 
for use by contacting the station agent who can unlock the door auto
matically from the booth. All train platforms have seats or benches for 
waiting passengers. 

Transit Vehicles 

BART operates t\vO types of cars: "A" cars which have a control cab at 
one end to house the train attendant and train control equipment, and 
"B" cars which do not have a control cab. Trains are made up of two 
"A" cn·s with up to eight* "B" cars between them. Both "A" and "B" cars 
have 7~ seats, are 10 feet 6 inches high, 10 feet 6 inches wide, and 
provide interior headroom of 6 feet 9 inches. "A" cars are 75 feet long 
;~nd "B" cars are 70 feet long. 

':be (:arc-: are extremely comfortable. Seats are upholstered and are canti
lever~d from the car sidewalls to increase legroom and allow easier 
m~intenance of car interiors. Floors are carpeted, the windows are 
tinted, and the cars ar2 air-conditioned. Interiors contain sound
absorhent material to lessen interior noise levels. A public address 

*!\~; o£ ::he time· of writing (August 1975) the maximum train size in regu
]ar ::;ervice was two "A" cars and seven "B" cars. 
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system is used to announce station stops and to advise passengers on 
transferring between lines. An intercom system also connects each car 
to the control cab of the train, and passengers can use this system to 
communicate with the train attendant in the event of an emergency. 

The original design of the transit vehicles did not include grab rails 
or straps for standing passengers, since BART's planners intended that 
System capacity be sufficient to seat all passengers. In fact, pas
senger loads are such that twice as many standing passengers as seated 
passengers are often carried at peak periods on some sections of the 
System. Consequently, BART is installing grab rails on interior ceil
ings to increase the safety and comfort of standing passengers. 

"A" and "B" cars are assembled on the same main body structure. Cars 
are mounted on two trucks with two axles per truck. Each car is powered 
by four !50-horsepower motors, mounted one to each axle. Propulsion 
power is provided by a 1,000-volt direct-current (d-e.) third-rail. 
The transit vehicles are equipped with a dynamic (regenerative) braking 
system (which uses the propulsion motors as generators to return power 
to the third rail and to brake the train) and a friction braking system. 
In general, the dynamic braking system is used at speeds above 15 mph, 
and the friction braking system is used at speeds below 15 mph and as an 
emergency and parking brake system. 

Automatic Train Control System 

An automatic train control (ATC) system was judged necessary for BART to 
assure safe and reliable operation of trains running at the planned high 
speeds and short headways, especially for the complex operating pattern 
required at the Oakland Wye. 

Automatic Train Control Equipment. The ATC system automatically 
dispatches and routes trains, regulates their speeds, and maintains safe 
distances between them. It also controls the opening and closing of doors, 
the duration of station stops, and the display of information on platform 
signs. Equipment for the ATC system consists of: 

1. A central computer control complex with a redundant 
back-up computer, display boards, and consoles 
("Central Control"). 

2. Thirty-six local train control centers (one at each 
passenger station and yard), with associated wayside 
equipment. 

3. Vehicle control equipment on-board all trains. 
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for each station may be adjusted in accordance with schedule needs. The 
automatic door controls may be overriden by the train operator. 

Problems Encountered with the Control System. BART has experienced 
a number of problems with the ATC system. These have included: 

1. Wrong speed commands being generated by the on-board 
train equipment from track circuit signals. (This 
was the cause of a train overrunning the Fremont 
terminal station shortly after the System opened.) 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Train detection circuits indicating that a block was 
vacant when it was occupied, giving rise to the possi
bility of collisions between trains. (This problem 
has been detected only under test conditions and in 
rare circumstances as described below.) 

Train detection circuits indicating that a block was 
occupied when it was vacant, causing following trains 
to be delayed unnecessarily. 

Failure of communication between wayside equipment 
and trains, causing trains to lose the capability of 
maintaining speed automatically. 

5. Failure to enter train identification data into the 
on-board train equipment correctly, causing among 
other things, the possibility of trains being wrongly 
routed. 

As of the original date of this report (August 1975), the first of these 
problems had been corrected, and solutions to the remainder are being de
veloped, tested, and implemented by BART as matters of high priority. 

The second of the above problems has resulted in the most far-reaching 
modifications to the automatic control system. A few weeks before the 
start of regular BART service, operational tests indicated that the ATC 
system would occasionally fail to detect the presence of a car within a 
block if all the car's power was turned off and if the train coasted to 
a stop on a section of dirty or rusted rail which prevented good elec
trical contact between wheel and rail. This has been called a "dead 
train" condition. Intermittent lack of detection of dead trains during 
normal operation is considered an extremely unlikely situation, but the 
California Public Utilities Commission (PUC) concluded that the possibil
ity must be eliminated before BART could rely totally on the ATC system. 

BART attempted to rectify the problem by installing wheel "scrubbers" to 
scrape the wheel surface clean and so improve electrical conductivity be
tween wheel and track. Attempts were also made to improve the track con
ductivity by welding stainless steel beading to prevent rusting of infre
quently used or critical track areas such as the maintenance crossovers. 
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2el..:.)'_.,·" 

i·!anud l_~':!_Gck l_~~cedur:_~. A man·u::;: h'lck·-up ;")rncedure was first adopted 
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ass1gned t11 everv second station platform on the System and at the four 
terminus stations. The platform supervisor's job was to phone ahead to 
ensure that rhe track was clear two stations fonvard on the line before 
releasing the train at his starion. All Jines of the System with the ex
ceptic:< l)t ti<c.· transbay link 'A'ere Ot>ened to revenue service under the 
manual jlock procedure. rrain operations were significantly constrained 
under tl1e manual procedure since a minimum headway of about 10 minutes was 
intpliPd. 

r~_~mput:_::o_:r:: __ _{~utumat~~i Biock Svstem XJ (CABS-ll). This system uses 
BAWf' s cc•ntra 1. c.ornput f'l to automate tile manual block procedure, still 
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BAI\T began O]F'rat ing trai..ns or, the Concord Line under CABS-II in parallel 
v.'ith the ntanual block prncedure. l1fter several months of demonstration, 
t::.0. PUC grantee~ BART peEnission to r.1perate the Concord Line under CABS-II 
alone. ~uthorization to operate under CABS-II was given in April 1974 
for Richmond-Fremont service and in May 1974 for San Francisco-Daly City 
service, Although CABS-II performed more efficiently than the manual 
block pr·.Jcedc~re, operations were still restricted to a minimum headway 
of about JO mjnutes. 

-'~>mp'j~_c:'_, __ A_'~-~:1at:_:?ci -~ .. 0:'_~_!z __ System--T (CABS-I). Operation of BART at 
·,e.·,cL.':<'', :~;" · ut S minutes was consjdered necessary for tran,--;bay opera-

(l.L~CT C\BS-11, if trains from both the Concord and Fremont Lines 
v.:e:e U1 u~e r:::e ·i'L:nc-;bay Tubi~, :ni.nimum headways of about 20 minutes on 
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without proper clearance. The function of the "zero speed gate" is auto
matically to stop any train that inadvertently runs through a station 
and holds it until the next station down the line has released its train. 
The PUC granted approval for CABS-I train operations on all lines of the 
System, except the transbay line, in July 1974. 

Two additional modifications to CABS-I were required before transbay 
BART service could begin. To allow 5-minute headways in the long Trans
bay Tube, "pseudo-stations" were established at intermediate points in 
the Tube. Second, a method of regulating traih movements through the 
track interlocks at the Oakland Wye was incorporated in the computer 
back-up system to avoid the possibility of trains merging at the same 
time. Trains were held at the three stations adjacent to the Wye--12th 
Street, Lake Merritt, and Oakland West--while route requests are pro
cessed on a first-come, first served basis. A train is not released 
from the station at the entry to the Wye until the previous train has 
left the station at the exit from the Wye. 

In August 1974, BART successfully completed a full-scale, systemwide 
test of CABS-I. Several weeks later, the PUC approved systemwide opera
tions using the CABS-I system, thereby allowing BART to start transbay 
service from two of the three East Bay lines at 6-minute intervals in 
September 1974. 

Sequential Occupancy Release System. Further expansion of BART ser
vice, including direct Richmond-Daly City service and a reduction in the 
intervals between trains, is contingent upon the PUC's approval of the 
permanent back-up control system being implemented by BART to replace 
CABS-I. The Sequential Occupancy Release (SOR) system employs a series 
of minicomputers installed in redundant pairs at each of 26 control 
points to provide for automatic check-in and check-out of trains through 
blocks. Once a train has been detected in a block, the track circuit 
for that block remains "locked up" until the train is detected in the 
next block. Although SOR normally locks up two block circuits at a time, 
the system will not result in significant degradation of the performance 
level provided by the basic ATC system. At stations, particularly the 
closely spaced San Francisco stations, where the two-block lock-up would 
have increased the minimum feasible headway, special circuits will lift 
the SOR second block lock-up outside a station when a train has been de
tected in the station and has returned a doors-open indication. It is 
intended that, when the SOR system is in full operation, BART will have 
a capability for headways as low as 2 minutes. As of the date of this 
report, initial installation and testing of the SOR system is under way. 

Reliability of BART Equipment and Service 

Both the level and dependability of BART service have been adversely 
affected by unexpectedly high failure rates in many components of the 
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Sy~;ter'. Many of these f.cti1 u.res have occurred i.n the components of 
transit vehicles themselves, particular"_y propulsion motors and brakes. 

~anv histcrical factors in the development and manufacture of the tech
nologically innovat;ve and complex BART System have contributed to the 
current high er;tdpment failure rate. (These are documented and dis
cussed in Reference 2.) Among them are the facts that (1) designs were 
':lased c'•l1 perform:.ln<:P ;>peci l ,[cations reflecting a desired set of attri
butes r<it:her than the actual performance characteristics of existing 
equipmfcnt, (2) BAHT ha~: tlo exoerienced operating and maintenance depart
ments to provide feedlnck on the designs proposed by the engineers and 
manufacturers, and (J) manufacturers' ~rototypes were not subjected to 
full-scale testing befor~ production of the equipment. 

BART has alleged that design inadequacies and poor quality control in 
manufact11re are the root causes of current reliability problems. Ef
forts t0 improve reliability have also been hampered by allegedly in
adequate documentation of Pquipment configurations and design parameters 
by the :~ystem 1 s engineering consultants and equipment suppliers. To re
solve these allegations, BART has filed a major lawsuit against the or
g.:mizat:ions \vhich designed and built the System. 

BART has also encountered significant difficulties in maintaining and 
repairing its equipment, particularly the transit vehicles. These dif
ficu}ties appear to be the result of several factors. First, the de
velopment of an effective method for predicting spare parts needs has 
been complicated by the unexpectedly high failure rates. Because of 
this, and because of the requirement for competitive bidding for any 
order exceeding S3,000, many cars cannot be repaired due to an absence 
of rout:1ne sparv parts. Second, until recently a formal system for es
tabli~:ling repair priorities and a regular program of preventive mainte
nance had not been implemented. Finally, the large backlog of vehicles 
a~ait:ing repair exceeds the capacity of the maintenance facilities to 
repair them ia a timely manner--whether or not the parts are available. 

"'\·'._!:_~~c: '"~·~:-__ Availabil~_s[. The status of the cars in the BART fleet 
be::ween •U"-' jCJ/4 and May l975 (the period immediately before and after 
th•2 start of u:-ansbav BART service) is presented in Figure 5. During 
th I:-: ~·ei.~ Lod, the proporU on of BART's cars available for revenue service 
varied llet\veen 45/:: and 60?. At the end of the period shown, car avail
ability was at 52l. This compares with BART's ultimately anticipated 
availability c~ at le2st 80%. 

f:.cc..:ntse of tht: hi1.l1E'r t:nan anticipau~d transit vehicle failure ·rates 
and th<': l:·r<)~:-leJns enccmnt:;.·;·ed in repCij ring and maintaining the cars, 
BART ~a~ ha~ Jifficu!ty ~akLng the desired number of cars available for 
rc·.-vLUt '"-~'vice. The numb-:c'r of "A" and "B" cars that BART wr:~nted to 
have a\ i ~lablc, and the number ,c1ctually available for service from 
April :9!4 thrcugh April 1975 is presented in Figure 6. BART planned 
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to have a reserve fleet of 18 "A" cars and 20 "B" cars which would be 
used to replace trains removed from service due to malfunctioning equip
ment. As shown on the figure, the availability of "A" cars in the 
period following transbay service has been sufficient to provide the 
desired level of operations, although it has not been sufficient to pro
vide the desired number of cars for the reserve fleet. However, the 
number of "B" cars available in the peri.od following transbay service 
was less then the number required to provide the desired level of ser
vice, much less to maintain a reserve fleet. 

BART's current ability to increase its passenger-carrying capacity by 
increasing train size is constrained by the availability of sufficient 
"B" cars. Until the train control system modifications now being imple
mented are completed and the system accepted by the California Public 
Utilities Commission, current restrictions on BART's operations require 
that trains remain separated by at least one station. This makes it 
impossible to provide more frequent service at peak periods, Together 
with this constraint, BART's current car availability problems have con
tributed directly to crowding of trains, especially on the Concord Line. 
These crowding levels are discussed in Chapter IV. 

In-Service Train Failures. BART's equipment failures have resulted 
in a significant level of in-service train failures. BART's operating 
policy is to remove a train containing malfunctioning cars from revenue 
service to a yard so that the trouble can be diagnosed and malfunctioning 
car(s) removed as necessary. A new train is then dispatched. In -the 
last quarter of 1974 (following the start of transbay BART service), ·an 
average of 13 trains a day were removed because of malfunctions. These 
represent nearly a quarter of all trains dispatched (including replace
ment trains). 

If all equipment operated correctly, the BART System would complete the 
number of train round trips specified in the central computer's master 
schedule for the day. However, removing trains and modifying speeds 
result in fewer round trips being completed than scheduled on many days 
of operations. The relationship between the number of scheduled round 
trips and the number completed provides one measure of BART's operational 
performance. Figure 7 presents information on the number of scheduled 
and completed round trips for each month since the start of BART service. 
On average, BART completed approximately 90% of the round trips scheduled 
for the entire period. 
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Schedules and Train Sizes 

Current and Planned BART Services. Table 6 shows scheduled frequen
cies for trains on each of the BART lines for current and planned full
service operations.* Presently, three routes are operating 14 hours a 
day, 5 days a week, with 12-minute headways on each route. The routes 
are Fremont-Daly City, Concord-Daly City, and Richmond-Fremont.** Since 
there are two routes on each of the Fremont and San Francisco Lines, the 
average headway on these lines is 6 minutes. Incremental service im
provements planned for the future include extending the hours of opera
tion to 20 hours (5:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.) each day, 7 days a week; pro
viding more frequent service; and operating trains directly between Rich
mond and Daly City. In addition, a 34th station will be opened, the 
Embarcadero Station in downtown San Francisco. When the System is operat
ing at full levels of service, trains will travel on each of the four BART 
routes every 6 minutes during the peak periods. Since three of the 
routes will operate through the Transbay Tube and in San Francisco, 
trains will operate every 2 minutes on this line. In the late evening 
hours between 8:00p.m. and 1:00 a.m., trains will operate on only two 
routes, between Richmond and Fremont and between Concord and Daly City. 
Patrons will be able to transfer between the two routes at any of three 
Oakland stations. Similarly, only these two routes will operate on Sun
days, at headways of 15 minutes between 5:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. 

Number and Size of Trains in Service. Figure 8 shows the number 
and size of the BART trains in service on eaah line. When service was 
inaugurated on the Fremont-MacArthur segment in September 1972, only 
six trains were in operation, with train lengths of two and three cars. 
Currently, ten trains are in operation on each of BART's three routes, 
with train lengths of four to nine cars. The train lengths on each 
route are governed by the patronage on each line and by car availability. 
The Concord-Daly City route, which has the highest peak-period patron
age, also has the longest trains. Five- to nine-car trains are operated 
on this line. The Fremont-Daly City route, which has the next highest. 
patronage, operates five- to six-car trains. Four- to five-car trains 
operate on the Fremont-Richmond route. 

In total, approximately 40% of available cars are in service on the 
Concord-Daly City route, and 30% of cars are in service on each of the 
Fremont-Daly City and Fremont-Richmond routes. 

*See Chapter I for changes in BART service since the time of writing 
(August 1975). 

**Passengers traveling between San Francisco and points north of Oakland 
must transfer in Oakland to trains running on the route between Rich
mond and Fremont. 
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Current Serviceb 
BART Line Peak Off-Peak 

Fremont 6 6 

Concord 12 12 

Richmond 12 12 

San Francisco 6 6 
w 
00 

a. Source: BARTD Planning Office. 
b. August 1975. 

Table 6 

BART SCHEDULED HEADWAYS 
(Minutes) 

Weekd<!Z 
Off-Peak 

Planned Ultimate Servicea 

Weekend 
Peak To 8 P.M. 8 P.M.-1 A.M. 5 A.M.-8 P.M. 

3 6 20 15 

6 12 20 15 

3 6 20 15 

2 4 20 15 

8 P.M.-1 A.H. 

20 

20 

20 

20 

-------------------



-------------- ------

CARS PER TRAIN 
DATE LINES IN OPERATION TRAINS IN SERVICE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I I I I I I I I I I 
9/72 Fremont-MacArthur 8 

1/73 Fremont-Richmond 12 

4/73 Fremont-Richmond 12 
Concord-MacArthur 6 

11/73 Fremont-Richmond 12 
Concord-MacArthur 6 
Daly City-San Francisco 4 

9/74 Fremont-Richmond 10 
Concord-Daly City 10 
Fremont-Daly City 10 

FIGURE 8 

NUMBER AND SIZE OF TRAINS IN SERVICE 

Source: • BARTO Transportation Department. 



Bus Access to BART 

Aside from the downtown stations, walking is not a major means of access 
to BART stations. Providing access by bus and automobile is, therefore, 
an important part of the System's design. 

Bus 'Routes. Aside from a few express bus routes which are operated 
by AC Transit on contract to BART,* all the feeder bus services to BART 
are operated by agencies which are organizationally and financially 
separate from BART. The principal operators of service to BART--AC 
Transit in the East Bay and MUNI in San Francisco--also operate bus 
lines \vhich, to varying degrees, parallel the BART routes and services. 
(Some of the routes dis~ussed below as feeder services might, in fact, 
be more appropriately described as parallel.) 

Some feeder bus service is provided to all BART stations. AC Transit 
operates most of the feeder bus service in the East Bay, but city
operated bus systems provide services to the Walnut Creek and Union City 
Stations. The Santa Clara County Transit System operates one route to 
the Fremont BART Station. In the West Bay, most feeder services are 
provided by the ~IDNI system. The Northgate Transit System operates 
feeder bus services to the Daly City BART Station, which is located 
outside the }lliNI service area. The remaining feeder bus services are 
small privately operated shuttle services. 

Currently, 255 bus routes provide bus service to BART stations--155 
routes in the East Bay and 100 routes in the West Bay.** These routes 
make up a relatively extensive feeder bus network, particularly for 
BART stations located in the AC Transit or MUNI service areas. Of the 
155 BART feeder bus routes in the East Bay, 64 (41%) are regular bus 
routes which now provide feeder service to BART stations without any 
modification to their original (pre-BART) route; 52 (34%) are routes 
which "'ere ;;lOdified to serve BART stations; and 39 (25%) are routes 
~hich Hpecifically began as feeder services to BART. Of the 100 feeder 
bus routes located in the West Bay, 94 are regular routes which serve 
BART st~t uns without having required modification; 4 are regular routes 
'whici1 h'ere modified; and 2 are newly initiated routes. 

l~ general, the best feeder bus service is provided to BART stations in 
ti1e AC Transit and MU~I service areas. BART stations located outside 

'""BA!~ Expre[iS Bc:.s" servi_ces are oper.:1ted to the Concord, Walnut Creek, 
Ea:; fair, HaywanJ, and El Cerrito del Norte Stations. 

·':*These r -~;•~res cont:; in "double-counting"; a single bus route serving 
twc' BART stati.ons is counted as two feeder routes. 
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these service areas (Fremont, Union City, and South Hayward on the Fre-

r.mont Line; O~ly City on the Daly City Line; and Concord, Pleasant Hill, 
Walnut Creek, Lafayette, and Orinda on the Concord Line) are generally 
less well served. A number of proposals for both fixed route and demand
responsive services to these stations are presently being considered. 

"BART Express Bus" Service. To serve those portions of the BART 
District (BARTO) outside the AC Transit district and beyond the immedi
ate service area of BART stations, the BART District implemented a pro
gram to provide feeder bus service to BART. BARTO has assumed financial 
responsibility for these "express" bus services, although the buses 
themselves are operated by AC Transit on contract. Service on five 
feeder bus routes began in late 1974: From the Pinole area in northern 
Contra Costa County to the El Cerrito Del Norte BART Station; from Dub
lin, San Ramon, Danville, and Alamo to the Walnut Creek Station; from 
Martinez and Pleasant Hill in central Contra Costa County to the Concord 
Station; from Brentwood, Oakley, Antioch, Pittsburg, and West Pittsburg 
to the Concord Station; and from Livermore, Pleasanton, Dublin, and 
San Ramon in central Alameda County to the Hayward and Bayfair Stations. 

Bus Service Frequencies. Figure 9 summarizes the total number of 
buses providing serv~ce to each BART station during the morning peak, 
evening peak, and midday period. The stations closest to downtown 
San Francisco and Oakland are best served by bus, but less service is 
provided during midday than at peak periods. 

Transfer Procedures. Travelers using AC Transit or MUNI to reach 
BART pay only half the normal round-trip bus fare. Different transfer 
procedures have been adopted for the two systems. AC Transit passengers 
pay the regular bus fare for their trip to the BART station. On their 
return trip, they can obtain a free transfer ticket in the BART station 
for a bus ride to any destination within the same fare zone. MUNI pas
sengers can purchase a two-part ticket for the cost of one regular 
ticket ($0.25) in BART stations. One part of the ticket is valid for 
the transfer from BART to MUNI, and the second part is valid for a re
turn trip. The ticket bears the name of the BART station where it was 
issued and is valid for three days. 

Automobile and Bicycle Access to BART 

The importance of providing adequate and accessible facilities for auto
mobile parking was well recognized in early planning reports. The 1962 
Composite Report, for example, proposed a total of 36,000 spaces for the 
System. 
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FIGURE 9 

SERVICE FREQUENCIES OF BART FEEDER BUSES 

Source: • JHK & Associates' Compilation of AC Transit, MUNI, and Other Operator's 
Published Schedules. 
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Current BART Parking Facilities. Table 7 summarizes the parking 
facilities currently available at each BART station. A total of 18,300 
parking spaces is available at 23 BART stations, much less than origi
nally planned. The capacity of individual parking facilities ranges 
from 230 to 1,390 spaces. Most of the parking facilities are provided 
on the East Bay lines; Daly City is the only station on the San Francisco 
Line with parking facilities. Eleven BART stations do not have parking 
facilities. Seven of these stations are in the downtown areas of 
San Francisco, Oakland, and Berkeley. Eight are in San Francisco, where 
City policy prohibited development of BART parking facilities. 

All but one of the BART stations with parking spaces reserve some spaces 
for midday parking; a total of 1,550 such spaces are provided at 22 
stations. The midday parking facilities have two functions: to provide 
space for drop-off passengers at peak hours and to accommodate BART 
patrons who might otherwise find that the parking lots were filled be
tween 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 

There is currently no charge for parking in BART station lots, except 
at Lake Merritt Station in Oakland, where a small charge is levied. 

Parking Lot Use. Table 7 gives the percentage occupancy of park-
ing facilities at each BART station on an average weekday in January 1975. 
Overall 82% of BART's parking spaces are occupied. Ten BART parking 
lots, with a combined capacity of about 8,000 spaces (42% of BART's 
total parking capacity) are currently fully utilized. These are, with 
the exception of Lake Merritt, the stations at the extremities of the 
Fremont, Concord, and San Francisco Lines. There is also extensive 
parking by BART patrons on city streets surrounding these stations, 
particularly at Daly City and Walnut Creek. 

Plans are under way to increase the capacity of the Daly City parking 
lot to 1,700 spaces by constructing a second level over the present lot; 
this structure is currently being designed. Plans have also been de
veloped to expand the capacity of the Fremont, South Hayward, and La
fayette parking lots. BART is, however, currently reevaluating its 
parking policy in light of the trade-offs between providing feeder bus 
access service and parking lots. 

Bicycle Facilities. Table 7 summarizes bicycle storage facilities 
at BART stations. BART travelers initially experienced two problems 
using bicycle as an access mode to BART: insufficient bicycle storage 
facilities and a high rate of bicycle theft. To resolve these problems, 
additional bicycle storage facilities designed to discourage theft were 
installed. BART also intends to relocate the bicycle racks to areas 
within view of station attendants. 
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Table 7 

BART STATION PARKING AND BICYCLE FACILITIES I 
Percent 

Occupancy cf I 
Total Midday Parking Bicycle Bicycle 

Parking Spaces Parking Facilities Racks Lockers 
EAV: S :-,at·tun 1973 1975 SEaces (Januar:z: 19752 1973 !212._ 1973 ].975 I 

Fremont 700 700 64 100% 21 149 12 60 
Urd.or; Ci.t;r 1.85 810 63 100 18 66 12 36 
~::ou ---·~, ii;:i \'"W:u:·d 507 507 31 100 20 38 12 52 
Ilay,.a:·d 696 861 65 100 20 86 18 38 I 
~"Y ~-::ai::- 1,408 1,407 114 82 20 64 18 54 
Sar- ~earc~r-o 1,106 1,106 78 44 31 50 12 32 
~..:·o:.ic;~'J.ril 921 923 77 19 19 50 12 32 
Frt~i ~vc·le 730 730 121 82 24 42 12 32 I 
Lake M•-~7-·i~_t 233 233 20 100 40 !j0 12 20 
-~~ 2 :.·.h ~3:~reet. ,-l'?.l<"1anc1 
l9t1-- ~; t}~ eeL Oakland 

~-lac Art h11;. 450 487 46 94% 20 20 12 12 
I 

As';hy 560 560 19 35 52 12 12 24 
herKe ley 
:~ot..Ath Berkeley 500 500 95 72 20 50 12 28 
El ~err ito 509 509 ~u 78 36 40 12 32 I 
E;_ ~:e:--rito del Norte 985 985 117 83 36 40 12 32 
Richmond 784 784 36 35 24 30 12 36 

C>:·rtccr~, 1,059 1,059 76 100% 20 114 12 32 I 
?leasant :1:.r ~-1 1,337 1,337 101 100 20 158 12 28 
\~a1.r1ut -::r:.:~~k 1,114 1,114 116 100 18 82 18 42 
L,;_; ~- ;1 vet :·e 669 669 88 100 18 60 12 24 
Orinda 939 939 59 93 18 32 12 24 I 
"''lr.krid;:e 776 776 26 79 20 20 12 12 

-hi< and '"'e~;t 391 391 53% 20 20 12 12 
Err.'~arc:.:ir-:-1~-~rD I 
''on l !:::.onery 
?owe11 
Ci,:i·: Ccnte::-
1.6t:: ;;tree:: Mission 20 20 
:24th S::reet Mission 20 20 

I 
Glen F '!rl< 20 12 18 18 
33}1--oc> ra:::l.: 20 20 8 
JaJ./ ;'"'~i.. ;::y 785 888 94 100% 20 51 12 24 I 

Tot:--tl l7 ,646 18.275 1,554 81% 635 1,386 312 744 

I 
:-.nu~.c:e ~ "3>\_R';'D Transportation Department. 

I 
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BART's Energy Consumption 

This section briefly discusses BART's historical energy consumption to 
date and its projected energy consumption for full-system operation. 
Reference 4 provides a more complete discussion. 

Historical Energy Consumption. Figure 10 presents BART's energy 
consumption since the start of operations. The three principal cate
gories of energy consumption are: 

• Maintenance energy--All energy consumed in the Concord, 
Richmond, and South Hayward shops and yards (except 
traction energy from the third rail). 

• Station energy--All energy consumed by BART stations, 
parking lots, ventilation facilities for the Trans
bay Tube and the Berkeley Hills Tunnel, and the opera
tion of the BART administration building at Lake Mer
ritt Station. 

• Traction energy--Energy used to propel the cars and 
power their auxiliary functions (air conditioners, 
heaters, lights, etc.) as provided by the 1,000-
volt d-e. third rail. 

While station energy and maintenance energy consumption has remained 
relatively constant since full-system operation began, traction energy 
consumption has increased significantly in accordance with the increase 
in the scale of System operations. 

BART's historical energy consumption on a per-car-mile basis is presented 
in Figure 11. The figures show that: 

• As BART's service has increased, energy consumption 
per car-mile has decreased to about 25% of the 
original level, largely because fixed station and 
maintenance energy consumption is allocated among 
a greater volume of car-miles. 

• As BART's service and patronage have increased, 
traction energy has assumed a greater proportion of 
total energy consumption. During early operations, 
traction energy comprised about 25% of total energy 
consumption, whereas presently it comprises 70% • 

Forecast of BART's Energy Consumption for Full-System Operations. 
Analysis of BART's historical energy consumption for maintenance and 
station operations suggests that the energy for these purposes is 
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FIGURE 10 

HISTORICAL BART MONTHLY ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

So·.n·~e: • Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Analysis of Data 
Provided by BARTO Engineering Department. 
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Source: • Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Analysis of Data 
Provided by BARTO Engineering Department. 



largelv incie?endent of the scale of System operations. E~ergy consump
tion for station operations will, however, increase w~en BART's hours 
of operation are extended from the current 70 hQurs ~ week to full
system operation of 140 hours a week. Considering these factors, mainte
nance enert;:' consumption uf 1. 0 x 106 kilowatt-hours (kwh) per month 
and station e"ergy consumpti._on of 4.6 x 106 kwh per month are estimated 
fGr fu11-system operations. 

Prsjections of traction energy consumption were m~de using a regression 
equation estimated from l1istorical data for the period shown in Figure 10.* 
The nur:~ber of BART cars in use and the car-m-;_les nm per month were the 
explnn,:tDrv variables in tfH" equation. Using this eque1tion and assuming a 
fuli-svsten! operation of 600 cars and 4,300,000 car-m:iles per month gives 
a projected ultimate traction energy consumpti.on of 21.9 x 106 kwh per 
montr1. 

BAK.:-· ,, mcmthlv c·nE·rgy consumption in the period follnviing transbay BART 
servic~ (October 1974 to February 1975) is compared in Table 8 to corres
ponding orojections for full BART service (defined as about twice the 
current operating levels). 'J'he results suggest the following: 

• ·;·ot:al m:;nthly energy consumption will increase about 
C4 f r.~m current operations to assumed full-system 
operations, i1lthough the corresponding energy con
sumption per car--mile will decrease by about 25% and 
t:w corresponding energy consumption per passenger
mile will decrease by about 19%. 

• The proportion of total energy consumption devoted 
to traction will increase from 70~ under current 
operations to about 80% at full-system operations. 

·.~:Jm:C·.::'-r:s,•n __ of BART's_Energy Consumption to That of Other Rail Transit:. 
__:~'::__:_;_tem,~__c,_'_1.:; --':f"Jt:t~::'r ~1ode~. Table 9 presents a comparison of BART's energy 
co'lsum:•Li~m tc t:h:it: of other rail transit services and other modes. (It 
shc,uld tH_: c:npb.l~ i zed that the energy consumptions shown for the other 
modes :lr,· ror ~-!:action energy only.) Compared to other rail rapid tran
sit services, BART's rraction energy consumption is currently about 10% 
ab,_;ve the naricm-ll il\'E'Llge, probably because of BART's shorter operating 
lwnr:;, the reLttiv,•ly ltigh proportion of cars which are out of revenue 
'-;et·.,'i 'l', :-m(: the fact tlut auxiliary power (to run 1ights, air conditioners, 
ne:!ter:, vt··.; i.'-; r:<:n:;umccl \)y BAWf vehiclt>s 1007:' of the time. As BART's 

,.r,t_iunc; ''"·'·· :1,; '1"•'11: //J,UOO,OOO to '<.',DOil,IJO() annual car--miles <1nd 
:rd;l: 'i1 t' 1-'!CJ h'L·,·kl· dt.JL't.JLin~', hours, it,; traction energy consumption 
•··:1 DC"t" ·:·.n--,:1'1• b.1c:is) is est-imated to decline to 'i.l kwh per car-
:;;,,- ''I 1c 1 ' !:,<m·: ill•' n:1tion:d averagl'. 
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Table 8 

FORECAST OF BART ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
FOR FULL-SYSTEM OPERATIONS 

Post Transbay BART a (October 1974-February 1975) 

Traction Energy 

Station Energy 

Maintenance Energy 

Total 

b Projected Ultimate Srstem 

Traction Energy 

Station Energy 

Maintenance Energy 

Total 

BART Energy Consumption 
Total Per Per 

Per Month Car-Mile Passenger-Mile 
(kwh x 106) (kwh2 (kwh) 

11.9 6.0 0.30 

4.0 2.0 0.10 

0.9 o.s 0.02 - -
16.8 8.5 0.42 

21.9 5.1 0.27' 

4.6 1.1 0.06 

..l.:..Q. 0.2 0.01 

27.5 6.4 0.34 

a. Based on 350 cars, 2,000,000 car-miles per month, and 40,000,000 
passenger-miles per month. 

b. Assumes 600 cars, 4,300,000 car-miles per month, and 80,000,000 
passenger-miles per month. 

Source: PMM&Co. analysis of data provided by BARTO Engineering Department. 
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\Jl 
0 

Tat.Je 9 

CO:~'-'c\T'; ~- d ;;_\iU n<.ACTlON ENEi-<GY CON:-iU~'11U:\ w1TH OTHER HODES 

~1..Jd2 

A'.tt a'-·E.::~·;,o2, url">ei:'l) c 
Auto §U~cc~p~2t)~ 
.Jit:-...~.:',

1 

Jer·:ni ~~s:~':lsive 

Fixed R~ut~ Eujc 
~- c Express ."J--.i.S 

:::; "r ~~ :. 
Ccr,:.:.~ .. :: t ·: .-1:; 

1 ] . _S r:J~l t~ 

-~ -~· • CJ Lp ~-
3.C' :p·; 
~. 2 :-:pi; 

3.6 c:~.g 

4. c ::-,p,~~ 

- _W~i_g!~~_jJ:p;;2 ---

4,000 
2,000 
8,000 
n.a. 

20,000 
20,000 

r ,..... _, 
· . .,.,or.:n::l: t e r R'"~ _: 1 ..._ ' ~ 1, 030 Btu/ s::: Locomotive: 300,000 

f 
Trolle·.- Coac'J 
Stree~- Carf f h 
Eeavy Rail Transit~,g, 
(natj 0n2~ average) 

BART:i 

Present System 
Traction 
Stat ion a:ld Maintenance 

Total 

[1 t i"".a t e s;:ste'Jl 
Ir oc ti ·:::r-. t'-
Sta:~.:::". c.::i ~..aintenance 

I8ca: 

n.a. = not a~ailab1e 
~pg = ~iies per gallon 
Bt-.. ~ 3r::. t 1 ~': t'P?rma1 unit 
k~~h = ki::~l,::!_t-hour 
sm = se2 ::.-:-=ile 
cJ.:: = c :=:. ;:--·"-:-.i :_ e 

3.62 kwh/em 
4.49 kwh/em 
5.50 kwh/em 

6. 0 k\.,·;-, / cc 
2. 5 kwh/cc 
8.5 kwh/em 

5. 1 k\,,]-, i en 

1. 3 kwh/ cr. 
6. 4 ;wh/ cr~ 

See contin~ing page for footnotes. 

- - - - - -

Cars: 180,000 

n.a. 
n.a. 

85,000 

57,000 

- - -

Weight 
Pe.t Seat a 

Seats (Jp_s)- Btu/sm 
-- -· -------

6 670 1,810 
4 500 1,250 
8 1,000 1,950 

19 n.a. 1,570 
50 400 690 
50 400 520 

500 1,800e 1,030 

50 n.a. 830 
55 n.a. 930 

n.a. n.a. n.a. 

72 790 

950 
400 

1,350 

810 
200 

1,010 

- - - .. 

Btu/pn; 
b 

Load Factor 
-- --------~--·----· ···-

25!: 50% 100% 

7,:!40 3,620 1,810 
5,000 2,500 1,250 
7,800 3,900 1,950 
6,280 3' 140 1,570 
2,760 1,J8() 690 
2,080 1. 01.0 520 

4,120 7,060 1,030 

3,320 1,660 830 
3,720 1,860 930 
n.a. n.a. n.a. 

3, 390j 1,900 950 
1,430 800 400 
4,820 2,700 1,350 

3,240 1,620 810 
800 400 200 

4,040 2,020 1,010 

- - - - -
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Table 9 (cont.) 
COMPARISON OF BART ENERGY CONSUMPTION WITH OTHER MODES 

Footnotes 

a. British thermal units per seat-mile. Assumes 125,000 Btu per gallon 
of gasoline. For electrical energy, the direct conversion is 
3,412 Btu/kwh. 

b. British thermal units per passenger-mile. 

c. Energy consumption, vehicle weight, and seating capacity as reported 
in Reference 5. 

d. Reference 5 reported the energy consumed by the Southern Pacific 
commuter service operating between San Francisco and San Jose. 
These trains consist mostly of double-deck cars with 150-seat capacities; 
however, there are several single-level cars with approximately 
half the capacity. The energy consumption and capacity as reported 
in this table are for an "average" train. The specific energy (Btu/sm) 
decreases significantly for peak-hour trains that have up to 1,300 
seats and increases for off-peak trains that may have only one car. 

e. Weight calculated as follows: 

Car weight = (180,000 lbs/car) f (150 seats/car) = 1,200 lbs/seat) 
Locomotive weight = 300,000 lbs f 500 seats = 600 lbs/seat 
Train weight = 1,200 lbs/seat + 600 lbs/seat = 1,800 lbs/seat 

f. Energy consumption from Reference 6. Seating capacity is assumed. 

g. Since New York City represents the majority of heavy rail rapid 
transit use in the United States, the weight of a New York City 
transit car is used for this category. 

h. Energy consumed per seat-mile is not applicable for this mode as 
many rail transit cars, New York City's rail rapid transit in particu
lar, are designed for standees as much as they are for seated passengers. 

i. Energy consumption from BARTO records and PMM&Co. forecasts as pre
sented in Reference 4. 

j. Specific energy consumptions for the present System reflect the 
28% load factor that was experienced by BART in February 1975. 

I 

k. This does not include the benefits of regenerative braking, which may 
decrease net traction energy requirements by as much as 0.8 kwh/em 
(Reference 7). 

Source: Reference 4 lists sources. 
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Table 9 uses thE: energy cor,sumpt inn unit of British thermal ur.i ts (Btu) 
per product ion unit ( s"'a t-m i l es or p<lSf;enger-miles) to compare BART's 
energy consumption wit~ th~t sf other modes. An efficiency factor of 
30~{ for generating anc t: :r1:';1'1 i tting electrical power is assumed. Pre
sentL', BART ex}h'r-i_enr·c·s :l iotal system consumption of 1,350 Btu per 
seat-:rdle (Btu/sm) \vhich ~·.v·1udes 950 Rtu/sm for traction energy and 
400 Ftu/:c;m Lr·, ~~t.;ti,,:; anc ;rraintenance ener-gy. Pr0jections indicate 
that BA!:ZT' s ener~s •·onsnmpt ion for full-system operations will decrease 
to 1,010 Btt;/sm; tilLs includes 810 Btu/sm for traction energy. 

The traction energ> consumption for other modes ranges from 520 Btu/sm 
for ar, express huccr ~'' 1, 9)0 Btu/ sm for an eight-passenger jitney. Thus, 
the fixed-route and express buses are the most energy efficient modes; 
this is in e:nntrac;L ro the commonly held belief that a steel-wheel on 
steel-rail t;.,r.:ilf'.lll<lgy has the greatest energv effjclency. The following 
fact:unc; contrib1;tc to RART having a higher energy consumption per seat
I:'l1_1.t: t 1l.il1 LiV .,_;: 

• 
• 
• 

• 

lt eEm:Loy:~ a mllc;J ;Llgher ratt.' of acceleration . 

It travel:: ,t ,;,,._·ed"; up to 80 mph as opposed to a 
maxim1.1m Stll't:'d of ')'; mph for an express bus and 30 mph 
or l.ess j 1 >( ct regular fixed-route bus. 

BART's cj in•;;te c.mtrol system operates 24 hours a day, 
althou~h BART Ls in operation only 14 hours a day and 
the average car is not in full service during that 
entire period .. 
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IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERIM BART SERVICE 

This chapter discusses the characteristics of BART service from the per
spective of the traveler. The first section presents selected data de
scribing BART's service in terms of travel times, fares, reliability, 
security, and seat availability. BART's service is then compared to that 
of bus and automobile on the basis of travel times and costs. Finally, 
some of BART's impacts on accessibility, again defined in terms of travel 
times and costs, are discussed. 

BART Service Levels 

Travel Time. Figure 12 presents interstation travel times, as pub
lished by BART. This schedule is based on a statistical sample of actual 
train travel times compiled by BART. The single longest travel time be
tween any two stations on the System is given as 65 minutes between Con
cord and Fremont. 

Fares. Figure 12 also lists station-to-station fares. BART's fare 
schedule, adopted on December 20, 1971, has remained unchanged since 
revenue service began in September 1972.* Fares are computed as two com
ponents. The basic fare is based on distance traveled (mileage compo
nent). This is then modified to reflect differential service levels on 
different parts of the System (speed component), as follows: 

$0.30 

Mileage Component 

Trips up to 6 miles 
Trips 6 to 25 miles 
Trips over 25 miles 
Transbay surcharge 

$0.35 plus $0.03 per mile 
$0.92 plus $0.01 per mile 
$0.15 

Speed Component 

Trips faster than System average scheduled 
speed--premium charge per minute saved 

Trips slower than System average scheduled 
speed--discount per extra minute 

+$0.02 

-$0.02 

All fares are rounded to the nearest $0.05. The schedule yields a maxi
mum fare of $1.25. 

*A new fare schedule was introduced in November 1975, as described in 
Chapter I. 
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Before adopting this fare structure, BART analyzed four different fare 
structures (labeled flat-fare, distance-related, auto-competitive, and 
"multipurpose") and assessed the sensitivity of forecast patronage and 
revenues to fare levels for each of these structures.S The distance
related fare structure was recommended by the BART staff and ultimately 
adopted in modified form by the BART District Board as the fare struc
ture which offered the best potential for generating sufficient revenue 
to cover the District's operating expenses--a requirement specified in 
the legislation that established the BART District. A discussion of the 
historical background of the BART fare structure is given in Refer
ences 2 and 9. 

Persons 65 years of age and older receive a 90% fare discount; children 
under five ride free; and children five to twelve receive a 75% discount; 
and physically handicapped persons receive a 75% discount. 

BART provides an excursion fare which allows up to three hours of travel 
anywhere on the System. The excursion ticket costs $1.00 (up from $0.60 
in 1974), and requires the user to exit the System at the same station 
he entered. 

Reliability of BART Service. Figure 13 gives the standard devia
tion of the mean headway between trains as one measure of BART's reli
ability as perceived by travelers (the larger the standard deviation, 
the lower the reliability). 

The measurements for Lake Merritt Station indicate service reliability 
on the Fremont Line; measurements at Rockridge indicate reliability on 
the Concord Line; measurements at MacArthur measure reliability on the 
Richmond and Concord Lines; and measurements at Oakland West estimate 
reliability for transbay services. These data provide a very limited 
basis for drawing conclusions about the reliability of BART service in 
general, but allow the following observations. 

Reliability at the Lake Merritt Station was relatively poor immediately 
after BART service began in September 1972 but improved until May 1973. 
Service reliability at Lake Merritt Station then deteriorated in June 
1973 (immediately after the start of service on the Concord Line). As 
shown by comparing the Rockridge and Lake Merritt Station measurements, 
reliability on the Concord Line was better than on the Fremont Line. 
This reliability did not deteriorate much between May and June of 1973. 

The variation in headways at MacArthur Station increased substantially 
between September 1974 and December 1974. This increase is difficult 
to explain, since both measurements apply to the period following the 
start of transbay service. Measurements at Oakland West Station show 
no substantial change from September 1974 to February 1975. 
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-~STANDARD Dr:"JIATTOl" FPOH :'1EAN HEADWAY (Minutes)\ 
f tlt()~l1:~£l9__~~1c.~~Eio_?_,__~~ch Direction of Trave!_ 
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9/13/72 Lake Merritt 

10/15/72 Lake Merritt 

5/23/73 Lake Merritt 

Rockridge 

6/12/73 Lake Merritt 

Rock ridge 

9/18/74 MacArthur 

Oakland West 

10/16/74 MacArthur 

12/11/74 MacArthur 

Oakland. West 

2/19/75 Oakland West 
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To Concord or Fremont 

••••••••••••• To Richmond or San Francisco 

Source: 

FIGURE 13 

BART TRAIN HEADWAY VARIATION 

• JHK & Associates Compilation of Data Provided by 
BARTD Transportation Department. 
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Security. The fear of being the victim of a crime deters transit 
riding in many cities. Table 10 gives crime incidents on the BART System 
in May 1973, May 1974, and February 1975. In February 1975, the follow
ing crimes made up 75% of those reported:_ pet~y theft_(2S%). fare eva
sion (15%), vandalism (13%), automobile theft (12%), and automobile bur
glarly (10%). It is noteworthy that violent crimes against persons are 
very few. But Table 10 covers a period when BART was not operating at 
night; BART's security problems may become more serious when evening 
service starts. It is also interesting to note that, excluding vandal
ism and rock-throwing incidents, reported crime did not increase from 
May 1974 to February 1975, although average daily ridership increased 
73% over the same period with the start of transbay BART service. 

BART operates its own police force of 100 men. This force was equipped 
with police dogs in 1973 to patrol station areas and ride the trains, 
but the practice was discontinued in 1974 because of public objections. 

Seat Availability. Table 11 shows load factors on BART trains dur
ing the morning and evening peak hours in October 1974, January 1975, 
and February 1975 (all after transbay service began). Load factors are 
defined as the ratio of the total number of passengers on all trains 
during the peak hour divided by the total number of available seats on 
all trains during the peak hour. Load factors on individual trains dur
ing the peak period may, of course, be much higher than the numbers 
given. Load factors are measured close to the most heavily traveled 
section of the line. 

Except for Richmond-Fremont service, peak period load factors in the 
dominant direction of flow are well in excess of one on all services. 
Services on the Concord Line are the most crowded. As discussed further 
in Chapter V, these crowding levels may be a significant factor in con
straining ridership. However, it should be acknowledged that peak 
period crowding on BART is probably much less severe than is endured by 
rapid transit commuters in most large cities of the world. 

Comparison of BART's Travel Times and Costs to Those of Bus Transit 

Comparison of BART and Bus Service to San Francisco and Oakland. 
Many origin-destination interchanges served by BART are also effec
tively served by bus. This section compares travel times and fares on 
BART and parallel bus services, for selected journeys to and from cen
tral Oakland and San Francisco, as summarized in Table 12. Certain 
facts should be borne in mind when interpreting the table: 

• Interchanges are not intended to be a representa
tive sample of all journeys that could, conceiv
ably, use bus or BART, but are simply a selection 
of the more obvious. 



Table 10 

BART SYSTEM REPORTED CRIMr: INCIDENTS BY TYPE AND BART LINE 

~?l._ __________ Ma_L1974 
February 1975 -------------- ---~---

San San San 

Class if ica t .ior. £..!:-~~- S:onccrd_ Richmond Francisco Total ~cm•::_r_l:_~- Concord Richrr,or.d francisc:e: Total Fremont ~:2_~,c.ord Richmond Franci sc~ Total 

----
------- -----· -------

Aggravated Assault l -- -- -- l '- --

A1Jtomobile Theft 6 2 6 -- 14 7 1 l 4 u 16 4 3 -·- 21 

Battery 1 -- -- -- 1 3 -- l 1 5 -- -- -- l 1 

Burglary 3 -- -- -- 3 l -- -- -- l l -- -- 1 2 

Burglary (Autci.:cJile) -- -- -- - -- 6 2 l 3 12 14- 1 4 -- 19 

Disorder:y Cor:d:.1c t 5 2 2 -- 9 7 -- -- 1 8 1 -- -- -- 1 

Drunkenness 2 -- 1 -- 3 4 -- -- -- 4 2 -- 1 4 

Fare Evasion 4 2 4 -- 10 15 1 9 4 29 1& 7 -- 11 28 

Grand Theft l -- -- - 1 - - -- 1 l l -- -- - l 

Narcotic: Drug la~s l -- 3 -- 4 4 -- 2 2 8 l 2 -- l 4 

Petty Theft 10 2 18 -- 30 18 15 15 3 51 22 14 7 5 48 

\JI Robbery 1 -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- l -- 2 1 4 

CX> Rock Throwing 29 4 13 -- 46 15 1 10 l 77 ' -- 2 l 8 
J 

Indece~t Ex~csule --- -- 2 -- 2 1 1 -- 2 --- ) 2 

Trespassir.g -- -- -- -- -- 3 -- 1 -- 4 

Vandalism 17 1 5 23 23 5 17 7 52 14 3 6 2 25 

Weapons Offenses -- -- -- -- -- 2 -- -- --· 2 1 -- -- 1 

All Other Off2cses 5 -- 3 -- 8 7 3 -- 3 13 10 3 3 2 18 

Toial ~rine Repcrts 86 l3 57 -- 156 117 28 59 30 234 99 35 27 29 190 

Total Exc.::._uding ~.ra:-:dalisr:: 40 8 39 -- 87 79 22 32 22 155 80 32 19 26 ]57 

and Rock :hr_·.oi:.~ 

Source: 3ART:) Pclice Services Department. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 11 

PEAK-HOUR BART TRAIN LOAD FACTORS BY LINE 

October 1974 Januar:l 1975 Februar:l 1975 
BART Service A.M. P.M. ~ p.M. A.M. P.M. --- - -

Concord-Daly City 1.77 .30 1.66 n.a. 1.61 n.a. 

Daly City-Concord .39 1.48 n.a. 1.62 n,a. 2.04 

Fremont-Daly City 1.20 .19 1.27 n.a. 1.34 n.a • 

Daly City-Fremont • 19 1.30 n.a • 1.23 n.a. 1.25 

Richmond-Fremont n.a. n.a. • 94 n.a. .84 n.a. 

Fremont-Richmond n.a. n.a. n.a. 1.25 n.a. 1.23 

n.a. = not available. 

Source: BARTD Transportation Department. 
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Table 12 

COMPARISONS OF BART AND COMPETING BUS SERVICES 

BART Route 

Rich~ond-Oakland 

Richmond-San Francisco 

Berkeley-Oakland 

~~rkeley-~an Francisco 

, ;n ?r~n<' isco-Oak1anrl 

~an Leandro-Oakl~nd 

Sa~ l.eatldro-San Francisco 

Haywnrd-San Francisco 

Fremont-Oakland 

(on~ord-San Franciscc~ 

Walnul Creek-San Franr'isco 

D;lly City-San Francisco 

!~th ~~rt~~t Mission-

Competlng 
Bus Route 

Peak-Hour 
Travel Timea 

(minutes) 
BART Bus 

AC-~ll 

AC-JJR 
AC-72 

22 37 
22 60 
22 55 

AC-L 
AC-LX 

AC-15 
AC-33 Berkeley 
AC-40 
AC-43 
AC-51/58 

AC-F 
AC-FX 
AC-FXX 

AC-A 

33 
31 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

21 
21 
21 

10 

AC-RO 12 
AC-81 12 
AC-82 U 

AC-)l 2l 
AC-R 21 

AC-J2 19 
AC-R1 19 
AC-R2 19 

AC-R 28 

Peerless Stages 32 

Greyhound-Y 40 

(,revhoucd-R 33 
Greyhound-T 33 
Greyhound-X 33 

Greyhound-M 15 
Greyhound-N/0 15 
Greyhound-S 15 
Mission St. Jitney 15 

M0NI-9 
ML'NT-J 1 

MUNl-12 
MUN!-11, 
Mi.ssirJil J i ~.nPy 

42 
35 

27 
22 
30 
30 
1;0 

31 
27 
24 

19 

40 
40 
40 

48 
36 

3R 
67 
60 

35 

75 

60 

57 
57 
57 

2'i 
30 
10 
2'l 

20 
20 
20 
20 
]I, 

.i. BART or hue ;~c,~·esH tlme is w•t inc!tt.it·d. 
Avera).';t· of a.m. and p~m. pt•ak hour ht•ad·,.my."~. 

\L·:~l vt t ran.sf":'r heLween BART und huB iH not inC'1uded. 

·">,)llr,.-e: JHK & AMsoc:Ll.te~ ana.lysiH of operntor timetables. 

60 

One-Way Fare 
(dollars) 

BART c Bus 

50,50 
0.50 
0.50 

0,85 
0.85 

0.30 
0.30 
0.30 
0.30 
0.30 

0.65 
0.65 
0.65 

0.55 

0. 40 
0.40 
0.40 

0.85 
0.85 

0.60 
0.60 
0.60 

l. 00 

1. 00 

l. 20 

1.10 
1.10 
1.10 

0.35 
0.35 
0.35 
0. '!) 

0.30 
0.10 
0. 'JO 
O.JO 
0. 30 

$0.35 
0.35 
0.35 

o. 70 
0. 70 

0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 

0.60 
0.60 
0.60 

0.60 

o. 35 
0.35 
0.35 

0.70 
0.70 

0.40 
0.40 
0.40 

0. 7 5 

1. 4S 

l. 41 

l. 24 
l. 24 
1 . 24 

0.5'> 
0. 55 
0.)) 

0.35 

0.25 
0.:''> 
0.25 
0.25 
0. L.{") 

Peak-Hour 
Headwayb 

(minutes) 
BART Bus 

12 30 
lZ 15 
12 8 

12 
12 

12 
12 
12 
12 
12 

12 
12 
12 

6 

12 
12 
12 

1
,, ,_ 

12 

12 
12 
12 

17 

12 

1 2 

1 2 
] 2 
12 

6 
f) 

6 
6 

6 
6 
li 
6 
6 

10 
10 

10 
15 
12 
12 

8 

9 
7 
6 

20 

20 
20 
15 

10 
10 

20 
20 
15 

10 

60 

12 

8 
12 
20 

20 
15 
20 

1 

8 
8 
6 
b 

1 

Midday 
Headway 

_ (minutes) 
BART Bus -----

12 No Service 
12 No Service 
12 ,_ 0 

12 
12 

12 
12 
12 
12 
12 

12 
12 
12 

6 

12 
12 
12 

12 
12 

12 
12 
12 

12 

12 

12 
12 
12 

6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
6 
b 

h 

() 

30 
No Service 

}5 
30 
15 
15 

8 

15 
No Service 
No Service 

2U 

30 
30 
30 

jl) 

'lll 

No SL•rvic e 

30 
30 

120 

No Service 

No Servicl? 
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• 

• 

Travel times were estimated from timetables published 
by the operators and are not actual observed journey 
travel times. 

Travel times by bus were computed by selecting the 
bus stops nearest to the BART stations at the origin 
and destination of the trip. 

Thus, the table does not consider the time required to get to and from 
the bus stop or BART station and, therefore, tends to overstate BART's 
total journey time advantage. 

Although travel time on BART is generally lower than travel time on bus 
for the journeys shown, in some situations the difference in the travel 
times between BART and bus is small. These are generally situations in 
which express bus service is provided--for example, the AC Transit LX 
route between Richmond and San Francisco and R route between Hayward 
and San Francisco. In most instances shown in Table 12, the one-way bus 
fare is less than the one-way BART fare. Thus, BART may offer a faster 
(but more expensive) journey relative to bus for many travelers. However, 
as noted above, BART's travel time advantage over bus will be reduced and 
may be reversed if the traveler must use a bus to get to the BART station. 
On those journeys served by Greyhound and Peerless Stages, BART provides 
a shorter travel time as well as a lower travel cost. 

In many cases, bus headways during the peak periods for a given route are 
similar to BART. If several bus routes provide service between a given 
origin and destination, the bus may offer a more frequent service than 
BART. During midday periods, bus headways are generally longer than 
BART's. 

Comparison of Travel Times and Costs of Transbay BART and Bus Trips. 
Table 13 compares the travel times and costs of transbay bus and BART 
trips for those bus travelers who have diverted to BART and those bus 
travelers who continue to use bus. The analysis is based on the results 
of on-route surveys of transbay BART, bus, and automobile traveiers con~ 
ducted by the TSTB Project in October 1974.10,11 Times are as reported 
by survey respondents. 

For those transbay BART travelers who previously used the bus, the aver
age BART trip took slightly less time (58 minutes compared to 62 minutes) 
but cost slightly more ($1.30 compared to $1.25). Thus, bus travelers 
who diverted to BART, on the average, made a small time-for-money trade
off. For those transbay trips made by bus after transbay BART service 
began travelers reported BART as both taking significantly more time 
(59 mlnutes compared to 48 minutes) and costing more ($1.10 compared 
to $.90). Most of the difference between BART and bus travel times is 
accounted for by the access trip. 
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Table 13 

TRAVEL TIMES AN~ COSTS OF TRANSBAY BART AND BUS TRIPSa 
October 1974 

Door-to-Door Travel Time (minutes) 
A 1,. b ( . t ) ccess Tme m1nu es 

Transit Cost 
Automobile Coste 

Total Trip Cost 

Door-to-Door Travel Time (minutes) 
Access Timeb (minutes) 

Total Trip Cost 

n.a. = not available. 

For Transbay BART Trips 
Previously Made by Bus 
Previous Current 
Bus Trip BART Trip 

62 
n.a. 

$0.95 
0.30 

$1.25 

58 
14 

$1.00 
0.30 

$1.30 

For Transbay Trips 
Currently Made by Bus 
Actual Hypothetical 

Bus Trip BART Trip 

48 
12 

$0.90 

59 
19 

$1.10 

a. Average times and costs (to nearest $0.05) for one-way trips 
as reported by survey respondents. 

b. Access time to bus or BART (San Francisco) plus access time 
from bus or BART (East Bay). 

c. Toll, parking, and other automobile operating costs as per
ceived by survey respondents. 

Source: BART Impact Program, October 1974 Surveys of Transbay Travel. 
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Comparison of BART and Automobile Travel Times and Costs. Compr~

hensive data on relative times and costs for BART and automobile are cur
rently available only for transbay journeys, as derived from the October 
1974 transbay travel surveys. 

Table 14 compares travel times and costs for those transbay BART travel
ers who diverted from automobile and those transbay travelers who con
tinue to use automobile. Again, the table is based on travel times and 
costs reported by survey respondents. For those transbay BART travelers 
who diverted from automobile, BART took substantially more time for the 
door-to-door journey (57 minutes compared to 44 minutes previously) but 
was perceived by these travelers as being very.much less expensive ($1.50 
compared to $3.00). Thus, in contrast to those BART travelers who di
verted from bus, BART travelers who diverted from automobile on the aver
age made a money-for-time trade-off in taking BART. 

Those transbay automobile travelers who continue to use automobile per
ceive that their trip cost would be significantly lower if they used BART 
($1.95 as compared to $3.05), but this cost savings is not sufficient to 
offset the greatly increased travel time (61 minutes compared to 35 min
utes). About 20 minutes of the BART journey time would be spent in get
ting to or from the BART station. 

BART's Impact on Accessibility to Central San Francisco and Oakland 

This section describes some exploratory analyses of BART's impacts on 
accessibility to central San Francisco and Oakland, based on network rep
resentations of the transportation system before and after the start of 
BART service. The analyses are described more fully in Reference 12. 
Further, more comprehensive analyses of areawide accessibilities are 
planned for the next phase of the TSTB Project. 

Two types of accessibility measures were employed in the Phase I analy
ses. The first was based on network estimates of zone-to-zone travel 
times and the second on estimated interzonal transit fares. In each 
case, the measures were expressed in the form of simple "accessibility 
indices," weighted by the size and characteristics of the resident popu
lation in the origin zone. The analysis covered all residential origin 
zones in a "BART impact area" defined by Alameda, San Francisco, and 
Contra Costa Counties, plus the northern portion of San Mateo County. 

The comparisons were made for the ethnic minority (nonwhite) population 
and the low-income population (the number of families below the poverty 
level as defined by the 1970 Census) in each zone, as well as the gen
eral population. 

Travel time data were derived from "pre-BART" and "post-BART" highway 
and transit networks developed for the years 1971 and 1976, respectively, 
with 440 traffic zones defining the area. Transit fare data were based 
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Table 14 

TRAVEL TIMES AND COSTS OF TRANSBAY BART AND AUTOMOBILE TRIPSa 
October 197Lt 

Door-to-Door Travel Time (minutes) 
Access Timeb (minutes) 

Transit Cost 
Automobile Coste 

Total Trip Cost 

Door-to-Door Travel Time (minutes) 
Access Timeb (minutes) 

Total Trip Cost 

For Transbay BART Trips 
Previously Made by Automobile 

Previous 
Automobile 

Trip 

44 

$ 
3.00 

$3.00 

Current 
BART Trip 

57 
14 

$1.00 
0.50 

$1.50 

For Transbay Trips 
Currently Made by Automobile 

Actual 
Automobile 

Trip 

35 

$3.05 

Hypothetical 
BART Trip 

61 
20 

$1.95 

a. Average times and costs (to nearest $0.05) for one-way trips 
as reported by survey respondents. 

h. Access time to bus or BART (San Francisco) plus access time 
from bus or BART (East Bay). 

c. Tolls, parking, and other automobile operating costs as per
ceived by survey respondents. 

Source~ BART Impact Program, October 1974 Surveys of Transbay Travel. 
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on interzonal transit fare matrices constructed for the same two years.* 
All demographic information was based on updated estimates of 1970 U.S. 
Census information. 

It should be emphasized that accessibility is defined here in "potential" 
terms, i.e., irrespective of the demand for travel between the zones in 
question. The travel times and costs are computed for paths through the 
network which assume BART will be used, if at all reasonable. These 
paths need not represent the transit modes that would actually be used by 
travelers after considering relative travel times, fares, and other travel 
impedances. Caution should therefore be exercised in interpreting the re
sults. Travel times and fares are also computed between zone centroids-
effectively assuming that all zone households are located at the zone 
centroid. The estimates cannot, therefore, accurately account for dif
ferences in access times within zones. 

BART's Impact on Peak Period Accessibility. Figures 14 and 15 sum
marize BART's impact on peak period travel times by transit to the cen
tral business district (CBD) of San Francisco. Figures 16 and 17 show 
the same information for travel times to Oakland's CBD. These figures 
illustrate BART's impacts on accessibility to the two major employment 
centers of the area. However, it should be stressed that the BART Sys
tem was specifically designed to serve these two centers, so BART's im
pacts on accessibility overall will be much less than implied by the 
following discussion. 

For the study population as a whole, BART reduced peak period transit 
travel times to the San Francisco and Oakland CBDs by approximately 
11 minutes (21%) and 18 minutes (29%), respectively. In general, the 
greatest reduction in travel times resulting from BART service occurred 
for those residents living farthest from the CBDs. 

Although substantial, average peak period savings in transit travel times 
for low-income and minority residents to the CBDs were lower than for the 
population as a whole. Average transit travel times for low-income resi
dents to the central areas of San Francisco and Oakland decreased by 
about 9 and 15 minutes, respectively, equivalent to savings of 18% and 
27% compared to pre-BART levels. For ethnic minorities, the equivalent 
average savings were 6 and 12 minutes, representing reductions of roughly 
15% and 24%, respectively. 

Two factors account for the differences between the results for the gen
eral population and those for the low-income and minority populations. 
First, time savings by BART accrue mainly for long trips. A high pro
portion of low-income and minority residents in the three BART counties 

*As described in Chapter I, effective November 1975, BART's fares in
creased over those used in this analysis. 
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live cLose to the centers of San Francisco and Oakland. Hence, their po
tential time savings resulting from BART are relatively low. Second, the 
level of pre-BART transit service in many of these close-·in communities 
was already high relative to the outlying suburbs now served by BART. 

Analysis of interzonal transit fares shows that, from 1971 to 1976, the 
average transit fare to the San Francisco CBD increased by S0.21 (32%) 
for "potential" travel by the population as a whole. Correspondingly, 
the average transit fare to the Oakland CBD increased by $0.13 (19%) for 
the general population. Fare increases for the minority and low-income 
populations do not differ significantly. In interpreting these results, 
it should be borne in mind that MUNJ and AC Transit bus fares remained 
essentially constant over the period in question. Thus, the increased 
fares result from adding BART to the transit system (assuming that BART 
will always be used when it is "reasonable" to do so). 

!!ART's Impact on Off-Peak Transit Travel Times. Comparing pre-BART 
and post-BART off--peak travel times by transit yields conclusions similar 
to those reached in the analysis of peak period accessibility. BART de
creased average transit travel times for the overall population to the 
San Francisco and Oakland CBDs by 16 and 18 minutes (26% and 29%), re
spectively. The minority population experienced reductions in average 
travel times of 8 minutes (17%) to the San Francisco CBD and 11 minutes 
(22%) to the Oakland CBD. Travel times decreased more in the off-peak 
period than in the peak period. This is largely due to the improved fre
quer,cy of transbay service provided by BART in the off-peak period. 

Introduction of BART service increased average off-peak fares to the CBDs 
of San Francisco and Oakland by $0.15 and $0.09 (21% and 12%), respec
tively, for the general population; and by $0.4 and $0.07 cents (28% and 
12%), respectively, for the minority population. These fare changes dif
fer from the peak fare changes discussed above because some bus services 
included in the 1971 networks operated only at peak periods. Since tran
sit fares ,.,ere compared only for zones which had transit service in both 
1971 and 1976, a different (smaller) set of zones was included in the 
off-peak analysis. 
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V. BART RIDERSHIP 

Historical BART Ridership 

Figure 18 shows average daily ridership on the System since the start of 
service on the Fremont Line in September 1972. In October 1973, when 
only the three East Bay lines were in operation, average daily ridership 
was about 36,000 trips. This increased to 68,000 with the start of ser
vice on the line between San Francisco and Daly City. Following the 
start of transbay service in September 1974, average daily ridership on 
the System increased to about 120,000 trips. 

Distribution of BART Ridership on the System. In the first nine 
months of transbay service, ridership did not increase significantly. 
In June 1975, average daily ridership was about 121,000 trips.* Of 
these, 39,000 trips (32%) were made entirely on East Bay lines of the 
System, and 28,000 trips (23%) were made entirely on the San Francisco 
Line. The remaining 54,000 average daily trips, (45% of the total), 
were made between East Bay and San Francisco stations. 

The gasoline shortage of early 1974 had a significant effect on rider
ship, increasing average daily trips from 66,000 in January to 80,000 
in March. The AC Transit strike in July and August of 1974 also in
creased East Bay ridership slightly.** However, apparently neither of 
these events gave rise to a permanent increase in BART ridership. In 
December 1974, average daily ridership on lines othe~ than the transbay 
link was about 70,000 trips, the same number as in December 1973. 

The graphs plotted in Figure 18 show that none of the three sections of 
the System have experienced sustained growth in ridership. Combined 
average daily ridership on the three East Bay lines was 37,000 in June 
1973, the month following the start of service on the Concord Line. At 
the height of the gasoline shortage, East Bay ridership rose to 50,000 av
erage daily trips; however, by June 1975, East Bay ridership had declined 
to 39,000, only slightly higher than when service first started. Rider
ship on the San Francisco Line in December 1973, the month following its 
opening, was 33,000 trips per day on average; in June 1975 ridership on 
the San Francisco Line had declined to 28,000. In October 1974, immedi
ately after transbay service began, BART's average daily transbay rider
ship was 52,000; in June 1975 it was 54,000. Some of the differences be
tween these numbers may be due to purely seasonal effects, but it is 
unlikely that seasonal effects would change the conclusion; no sustained 
growth in ridership has occurred on the East Bay, San Francisco, and 
transbay sections of the System. 

*As noted in Chapter I, net ridership increased to 127,000 trips per 
day by December 1975. 

**Reference 13 analyzes the impacts of the AC Transit strike on BART. 
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BART's Ridership Relative to Bay Area Transit in Total. BART's un
changed ridership is especially noteworthy when viewed in the context of 
growth in public transit ridership in the Bay Area as a whole. As shown 
in Figure 19, since BART opened full East Bay service (i.e., since May 
1973), the total combined ridership on MUNI, AC Transit, Golden Gate 
Transit, Greyhound, and BART has increased significantly. 

Much of the combined increase can be attributed to automobile travelers 
diverting to BART when service began on the San Francisco Line in Novem
ber 1973 and when transbay BART service began in September 1974. How
ever, in spite of the considerable diversion of ridership from bus to 
BART when the San Francisco,Line and Transbay Tube opened,* as shown in 
Figure 20, since early 1973, ridership on non-BART transit has increased 
overall. (In May 1973, the combined ridership of MUNI, AC Transit, Grey
hound, and Golden Gate Transit averaged 517,000 trips per weekday. In 
May 1975, the average was 594,000.)** 

This analysis of ridership is complicated by increases in ridership re
sulting from the introduction of new bus services, many of which act as 
feeder services to BART, and the reduction or elimination of some bus 
services on routes parallel to BART. However, these complications do not 
alter the conclusion that transit ridership on systems other than BART is 
increasing in the area as a whole. Transit ridership has increased as a 
result of increased gas prices and favorable changes in attitudes towards 
transit generally, among other factors. BART's failure to increase its 
ridership above the initial level following the start of service on each 
of its lines is especially noteworthy when viewed in this context. 

BART's Ridership Relative to Predictions 

The various predictions of ridership published before the start of ser
vice provide further benchmarks to compare with actual BART ridership. 
These comparisons are useful to the extent that the forecasts represent 
the expectations which, in large part, justified the System's construc
tion. Over the years of BART's planning, construction, and implementa
tion, several forecasts and revised forecasts have been prepared. These 

*The October 1974 survey of transbay BART travel, conducted six weeks 
after the start of transbay service, showed that about 54% of BART 
riders had previously used bus transit. (See Reference 10.) 

**It is true that most of the increase in bus ridership shown in Fig
ure 19 occurred over the period May 1973 to October 1973; since 
October 1973, there has been no net increase in non-BART transit 
ridership. However, if the residual effects of the AC Transit strike 
in mid-1974 are taken into account, a continuing upward trend in total 
bus ridership is still apparent. 
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have ~·~era! la~en 107~ ~s the pri~:ipal forecast ye&r on the assump
tion twn BAR'::'' s c}-mij_i.." System rtloulJ he in fuil operation then. Each 
succ~ssive forecast has tended to reduce earljer ridership estimates. 

l·~e.:::~lst~~_::_!_t·.,\~<~--~~-~~rsh}ll_, Th0 Comncsite Report3 contains the 
c:irllest forecast C"L EART r-idership. This was based primarily on a 1954 
travel_ survey cc'~1duc:ted for the San FrancLsco Bay Area Rapid Transit Com
missi0n. Total p:1ssenger trips in 1975 were estimated at 77.8 million, 
or 259,000 trips per weekday. ln the 1967 final repJrt of the Northern 
Ca l.ifo:-nia Transit Demonstration Project, 11+ BART patronage for 1975 was 
estimc~te:d at 2s many as 253,000 trips per weekday.* 

In 1970, Wilbur Smit~ and Associates developed a transit ridership esti
mation model as part of their work for the State of California Division 
of Bay Toll Crossings. Tn 1971, the BARTD Office of Research used this 
model to produce a Revised Patronage Estimate of 59.3 million annual 
trips or 201,000 trips per weekday.B School trips are excluded from 
this estim:1te ~ Chc~ Rc-:"\7 iseJ Estimate remains BAR--T's basic patronage fore
cast fo~ ful:, stabilized operations.l6 Table 15 shows the distribution 
of the l\.c:vised Lstimate' s forecast trips among the lines of the System 
and the actual trip interchanges observed in November 1974. 

-~-l?~~_ri son ___ ,) f ___ :.'._cu':ll__ and J.'orecast !)ART Ridersh:!J2.. Table 15 shows 
tlmt in total, curr~~L daily ridership on BART is about 60% of that fore
casr. However, there are wide variations among the ratios between actual 
and fnrccast trips. For example, travel to and from stations on the Con
cord Line is actually slightly higher than forecast (15,700 actual trips 
per day compared with 14,900 forecast), while travel among the five cen
tral Oakland stations is only 5% of that forecast (500 actual trips per 
day compared to 8,700 forecast). In general, BART's ridership is lowest, 
relative to the forecast, for those trip interchanges relatively well
served by bus transit. These tend to be the shorter trips. 

LcJ~L':_:)_f __ ~~~T Serv:~_\e Underlving Actual and Forecast Ridership. 
'T;-ie> corcccar-; scJ ~; Jf actual and forecaE,t patronage shown in Ta-Dle 15 re
flecc t:t2 accuracy ef the forecasting procedure as well as BART' E; 

~d~senger-carrying ~erforrnance. The comparison is also influenced to 
tb:o extent tlut BART's Revtsed Estimate for 1975 assumed "full stabi
lized u,,er·ltion~," i.Lc., ?0-hour weekday servic~ lvith trains running at 
~-minutE he~dways clurin~ the pe~k periods, and direct transbay service 

'''::,eveL1' Jh•er e~'cir.·dte:; were :1Lso made in this study, as a function of 
,l]_tl'rn"ti.•;(' t,:rc p,,]J-~i.•:c;, t, iov.' estim<!t:e of 1SS,OOO adult trips per 
day (,.•rn"s:Jn:1din 1 ~ to about 191+,000 total trjps per day) was associated 
wit!• ;, tare scLedule "des.ir>.nc.! to refl•2ct the maximum f'ap·s feaslble 

,., J·r,l··rn····~n··n·,.: '' 1
) ;Jnder , --:e se:--1 t L \ • ~.Ln .. ~L\.;~., .. 
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Table 15 

ACTUAL AND FORECAST AVERAGE WEEKDAY BART RIDERSHIP BETWEEN BART LINES 

Concord Line Richmond Line Fremont Line Oakland San Francisco Line 
Total£ Stationsa Stationsb Stationsc Stationsd Stationse 

..... ..... 

Actual Forecast ~ Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast ~ Forecast Actual 

Concord Line 
Stations a 1,900 600 15,700 

Richmond Line 
Stationsb 2,000 1,100 2,600 3,200 14,400 

Fremont Line 
Stationsc 1,500 800 4,700 2,400 6,300 6,200 20,700 

Oakland d 
Stations 5,100 7,900 6,700 12,300 8,900 16,200 500 8,700 15,400 

San Francisco 
Stationse 19,100 18,800 10,400 13,600 13,700 24,000 9,300 31,400 28,700 53,800 55,000 

Total All 
Stations 121,200 

a. Concord through Rockridge BART Stations. 
b. Richmond through Ashby. 
c. Fremont through Fruitvale. 
d. MacArthur through Lake Merritt plus Oakland West. 
e. Daly City through Montgomery Street. 
f. Totals are one-half the sum of origin plus destination trips. Thus, the total for each line is given by one-half the sum of all 

entries in its row plus all entries in the corresponding column; For example, for Fremont Line stations: (1,500 + 4,70a+ 6,300) + 
(6,300 + 8,900 + 13,700) + 2- 20,700. 

Sources: Actual ridership: BARTD Office of Research, "BART Station-to-Station Trips, Typical Day, Early November 1974," January 1975. 
Forecast ridership: BARTD Office of Research, "BART Patronage: Background, Forecasts and Initial Results," December 1972. 
Forecast is BARTD's "Revised Patronage Estimate." School trips are excluded. 

Forecast 

14,900 

17,900 

27,900 

42,500 

97,600 

200,800 

-



to San Francisco from all three East Bay lines. Current BART service 
(correspocding closPly to the actual patronage figures given in 
Taole 1':•) is 14--lwur weekcL1y service with trains running at 12-minute 
peak-period headways and providing direct transbay service only Concord
Jhly City and Fremont-Daly City.,., Nevertheless, comparisons of the 
actual and predicted patronage figures on a line-by-line basis do pro
vide some useful insights into HART's passenger-carrying performance 
relative to that expected of it. 

Given ~l1e operating factors currently constraining BART's service below 
full-system operation levels, it is not surprising that actual total 
patronage is less than forecast. However, the differences between cur
rent and full-system operating levels do not convincingly explain the 
difference bet1.veen HART's current daily ridership of 120,000 and the 
original Composite Report forecast of 260,000 (or even BART's Revised 
Estimate of 200,000). The conclusion remains that BART's ridership is 
much less than originally predicted, 

':lART Fare Sche:Jules Associated with Actual and Forecast Ridership. 
The station-to-station fare schedule assumed in developing the Revised 
Estimate forecast is the same as the fare schedule currently in effect 
(August 1975).** H11t in the four years since the forecasts were made, 
l:1ere have been s ii"nificant (and unanticipated) increases in prices, 
parti~ularly the price of gasoline.*** Given this price inflation, 
bART's current fares are much lower in real terms--relative, say, to 
the cost of traveling by automobile--than was the case at the time of 
the forecast. [f the patronage forecast had been adjusted to reflect 
thi_s relative decrease iE BART fares, the Revised Estimate would pre
su:nahLy be higher than 200,000 trips per day. Correspondingly, actual 
current: ridership Hould represent an even smaller percentage of the 
forecast. 

Chara2teris[ics of BART 7ravelers 

·:~'w r;rcr· i.ous ~;l:'d.ion discussed 13ART ridership in terms of the total num
ber ,;f trips ;;ade on the System. This section describes the characteris
tics of the people making the trips. 

-"Se•· C:r·u:lpter: f:,r •.:h:m1~es .iP lsART service ~dnce the time of ·.-Jriting. 
'"*Tilt:-; f:1re scheo.ul(- is described on (laf~e 'l3, Typical fares from down

L<:J\,'Tl :o.JTl [.'~:hl<LSc'O (?-1ontgomf:ry Street) are to: Ilnly City ;;0.35, 
O·lk-Lan(j C:it;i ~:c~:J'ec ~;(),')5, i~erk2ll'Y ~.O.h5, .tnd Co:icClrc1 ~->1.20. See 
Ct10Dtt-:r I feu ch.:n;',eS in the fare s.:::ht:,dule ·;lnce August 1975. 

***Fro~ ~S71 tc 197~, the Consumer Price lndex for the San Francisco 
area increa~~u a~out 30%. Over the same period the price of gaso-
1 ine .Jnc:rea:-;ed ·.-DO\\t 60L 
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Table 16 summarizes five characteristics (age, sex, race, education level, 
and income) of BART travelers for three major groups of trips: (1) trips 
between BART stations in the East Bay, (2) trips between stations on the 
San Francisco Line, and (3) transbay trips between East Bay and San Fran
cisco stations. Table 16 also shows the distributions of .the five charac
teristics for the total population aged 16 and over a's surveyed in the 
BART Impact Program May 1975 Areawide Travel Survey.* 

The characteristics of East Bay and San Francisco Line BART travelers were 
obtained from a Passenger Profile Survey conducted by BART in May 1974,* 
when all lines were open except the transbay link. The characteristics 
of transbay BART travelers were obtained· from' the BART Impact Program 
October 1974 Survey of Transbay BART Travel,* conducted shortly after the 
start of transbay service. 

Comparison Among BART Travelers. The characteristics of BART trav
elers making trips in the East Bay were generally similar to those trav
eling in San Francisco, but the characteristics of the two groups differ 
significantly from those of transbay BART travelers. Relative to non
transbay BART riders, a higher proportion of transbay BART travelers were 
white, male, well-educated, and upper income. For example, 35% of trans
bay BART travelers had more than four years of college compared to 12% of 
East Bay travelers and 16% of San Francisco travelers. Transbay BART 
travelers also had significantly higher income levels: 25% having annual 
incomes of over $25,000 compared to 13% for East Bay BART travelers and 
10% for San Francisco travelers. 

Comparison of BART Travelers and Areawide Population. The charac
teristics of BART travelers and the characteristics of the areawide popu
lation differ significantly, as shown in Table 16. Tbe differences are 
especially marked in comparing the transbay BART travelerswith the total 
population. 

BART carries proportionately fewer old people than there are in the gen
eral population and significantly more men than women; 69% of transbay 
BART travelers are male, compared to 48% of the adult population. BART's 
patronage--especially transbay--also contains a higher proportion of 
white, well-educated, and upper-income persons than occur in the popula
tion as a whole. Among transbay BART riders, 89% are white, 58% have 
attended four or more years of college, and 62% have an annual family in
come of $15,000 or more. These differences reflect the predominance of 
work trips, especially in transbay BART ridership (68% of transbay BART 
trips are to or from work), and the emphasis on journeys to male:.. 
dominated, white-collar employment in downtown San Francisco, especially 
from the affluent East Bay suburbs. The distributions of nontransbay 

*See footnotes to Table 16 for descriptions of the survey. 
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Table 16 

CHARACTERISTICS OF BART TRAVELERS COMPARED TO AREAWIDE TRAVELER POPULATION 
(Percent) 

Age 
Under 18 
1&-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 

Characteristics 

65 or over 

Sex 
Hale 
Female 

Race d 

White 
Spanish-American 
Black 
Oriental 
Other 

Education 
Less than high school graduate 
Graduated from high school 
Some college or junior college 
Four-year college graduate 
More than four years of college 

Annual Family 1ncomee 
Less than $5,000 
$5,000-$9,999 
$10,000-$14,999 
'; :s '000-$25, 000 
$25,000 or over 

f Tctal 

(Number of trips) 

See footnotes on following page, 

3% 
28 
30 
16 
13 

7 
3 

52% 
48 

81% 
4 
8 
4 
j 

7% 
25 
40 
16 
12 

11% 
20 
25 
31 
13 

100% 

(40,700) 

BART Travelers, 1974 

80 

3% 
25 
36 
16 
12 

6 
2 

47% 
53 

69% 
8 
8 

11 
4 

5% 
21 
39 
19 
16 

8% 
26 
27 
29 
10 

100% 

(25,400) 

1% 
17 
35 
19 
17 

8 
3 

69% 
31 

89% 
3 
3 
4 
1 

2% 
11 
29 
23 
35 

7% 
13 
18 
37 
25 

100% 

(51,500) 

Areawide 
Population 

Aged 16 and Over 
(1975)c 

3., 
lo 

20 
19 
16 
16 
13 
13 

48% 
52 

82% 
3 

10 
3 
2 

19% 
31 
26 
13 
a 

15% 
26 
29 
23 

7 

100% 
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Table 16 (cont.) 
CHARACTERISTICS OF BART TRAVELERS COMPARED TO AREAWIDE TRAVELER POPULATION 

Footnotes 

a. Source: BARTD, May 1974 Passenger Profile Survey. BARTD conducted 
this survey on Wednesday, May 22, 1974, when all ·BART System lines 
were in operation except the transbay link. The survey sampling 
design was a 100% questionnaire handout at all stations on the System 
between 6:00a.m. and 2:00p.m. (half the BART operating day). About 
17,200 questionnaires were returned, a 50% response rate overall. 
However, the response rate for questionnaires handed out over the 
morning peak period was higher than for those handed out later in 
the day. The survey results summarized here have not been weighted 
to reflect differential response rates either by time of day or by 
location. The results are consequently biased toward the characteristics 
of early morning riders, and may be biased in other (unknown) ways·. 

b. Source: BART Impact Program, October 1974 Survey of Transbay BART 
Travel. The data on transbay travel patterns presented in the table 
and the report were derived from a series of surveys of travel by 
BART, bus, and private automobile in the San Francisco-Oakland Bay 
Bridge corridor. The surveys were conducted by the TSTB Project in 
October 1974 and consisted of an on-route distribution of questionnaires 
to transbay BART, bus, and automobile travelers together with various 
ancillary control surveys and counts. A sample of 2,000 responses to 
the on-route transbay BART travel survey was analyzed. Results given 
in the table are from this analysis, weighted to reflect different 
response rates by time of day and location of questionnaire handout. 

The methodologies of the surveys are detailed in Surveys of Transbay 
Travel, October 1974: Data Collection Methodology, BART Impact Program 
Document No. DD 4-3-75, May 1975. The findings of the surveys are given 
in Immediate Travel Impacts of Transbay BART, BART Impact Program 
Document No. TM 15-3-75, May 1975. 

c. Source: BART Impact Program, May 1975 Areawide Travel Survey. The 
data presented in the table and the report on current total travel in 
the BART impact area were derived from preliminary tabulations of an 
areawide survey of travel conducted between April 25 and May 18, 1975, 
by the TSTB Project. The survey is referred to as the "BART Impact 
Program May 1975 Areawide Travel Survey" or simply as the "areawide 
travel survey." The survey was conducted by telephone interviews with 
a sample of 1,002 respondents drawn from the adult population of the 
BART impact area defined by Alameda, Contra Costa, and San Francisco 
Counties and the northern part of San Mateo County. The area of 
San Mateo County covered comprised the following cities: Daly City, 
Colma, Brisbane, Pacifica, South San Francisco, San Bruno, and Millbrae. 
Details of the survey sampling plan and survey methodology will be 
given in a separate report of the TSTB Project. Before tabulation, 
the data were weighted to conform to the distributions of sex, age, 
and family income given by the 1970 Census for the area. However, 
this weighting does not necessarily account for all sampling imperfec
tions, and sampling and nonresponse biases could be present in these 
preliminary results. In the future, the TSTB Project will refine 
the analysis to account for any such biases. 
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Table 16 (cont.) 
CHARACTERISTICS OF BART TRAVELERS COMl'ARED TO AREAWIDE TRAVELER POPULATION 

Footnotes 

d. Racial/ethnic categories are as included in the questionnaires of all 
three passenger profiJe and transbay BART surveys and the area,.,ride 
survey. 

e. Total annual family income before taxes. 

f. Percentages for BART travel are based on total daily trips. The totals 
used for East Bay and San Francisco Line trips (40,700 and 25,400, 
respectively) are average daily BART patronages for May 1974. The 
total for transbay BART travel (51,500 trips) is the total for the 
October 30, 1974 survey date. The sum of the three, 118,000, is about 
the same as average daily BART ridership in May 1975. 

Percentages for areawide traveler characteristics are based on the total 
adult population of the area. The total 1975 population of the BART 
impact area surveyed in the May 1975 Areawide Travel Survey is estimated 
at 2,579,000 persons. Of these, 1,869,000 are aged 16 years or older. 
This "adult" population was taken as the total traveler population for 
the survey and is used as the basis for all data and analyses presented 
in this report. 
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traveler characteristics are much closet to those of the general popula
tion, especially for sex, race, and income.* 

Comparison of BART Travelers with Bus and Automobile Travelers. 
Table 17 compares the demographics of transbay BART travelers with bus 
and automobile travelers (both drivers and passengers). 

Travelers making transbay BART trips in October 1974 were, relative to 
bus riders, more likely to be male (69% compared to 54%) and white 
(89% compared to 80%). Family income and automobile ownership were also 
higher for BART travelers than bus travelers: 25% of BART travelers re
ported incomes of $25,000 or over, compared to 20% for bus; household 
automobile ownership was 1.72 for BART travelers and 1.50 for bus trav
elers. To some extent, these comparisons reflect the ability and will
ingness of higher income travelers to pay the higher cost of traveling 
by BART. These are largely the long-distance commuters from the high
and middle-income (and mainly white) suburbs of the East Bay to the em
ployment centers of downtown San Francisco. 

The distributions of traveler characteristics for BART and automobile 
travelers were remarkably similar in almost all respects. The only 
significant difference between the two is for household automobile own
ership, which was higher for automobile trip-makers (1.93) than for 
BART trip-makers (1. 72) • This is a reflection of the "transit captive" 
component of BART ridership. 

Purpose of BART Travel 

Table 18 shows the distribution of purposes among BART trips, comparing 
transbay and non-transbay travel. The predominance of work travel is ap
parent; 78% of transbay and 70% of non-transbay BART trips were made for 
travel to or from work and other work-related purposes. Trips made to 
or from school or college made up the next largest purpose category (10% 
of transbay trips and 16% of non-transbay trips). The remainder of BART 
trips were approximately evenly split among the shopping, visiting, tour
ing, and "other" categories (about 3% of BART ridership in each case). 

*Preliminary results from a BART passenger profile survey conducted in 
May 1975 (weighted to reflect differential response rates by survey sta
tion, but not time of day), give the following racial composition of 
BART's ridership: White 77%, Spanish-American 5%, Black 7%, Asian 8%, 
Others 3%. These more recent figures show a somewhat different picture 
of ridership from that given by Table 16, and suggest that BART's rider
ship in total actually contains a higher proportion of nonwhites than 
are present in the general population. 
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Tablt.~ 17 

CHARACTr:RISIICS OF TRANSBAY BART TRAVELERS 
COMPARED TO BUS AND AUTOMOBILE TRAVELERS 

____ '!'_:t:_a_~.:_;~ Trips, •Jctober 1974 
-'-'=T-o t-a-:1:-

------~C~h=aracteristics 

Age 
under .!..8 
18-24 
25-34 
JS-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65 or over 

Sex 
Hale 
Female 

Race a 

wnite 
Spanish-American 
Black 
Oriental 
Other 

Education 
Less than high school gr&d~ate 
Graduate from high school 
Some college or junior college 
Four-year college graduate 
More than four years of college 

Annual Family Tncomeb 
Less than $5,000 
$5,000-$9,999 
$10,000-$14,999 
$15,000-Sl9,999 
$20,000-$24,999 
$25,000 or over 

Categorv of Tncome and Race 
'/hite 

Under $10,000 
$10,000-Sl9,999 
$20,000 or over 

:-kn-,-rhitec 
Under $10,000 
Sl0,000-$19,'l'ICJ 
$20, 000 cr '•Vfll' 

' Household Si;ce'' 

Household At.ltcJl1lobile Ownershlpe 

f 
Total Transhay Trips 

BART Bus 
Trips_ ~ 

1% 
17 
35 

17 
8 
] 

69% 
31 

89% 
'l 
3 
4 
l 

2% 
11 
29 
23 
35 

7% 
13 
18 
19 
18 
25 

16% 
33 
1;0 

4 
4 
J 

2.32 

l. 72 

26,100 
(l 00%) 

1% 
14 
3.5 
:. 9 
18 
ll 

2 

54% 
46 

so;; 
2 
7 

10 
1 

2% 
13 
27 
24 
34 

4 •; 

21 
21 
17 
17 
20 

18% 
29 
34 

6 

9 
4 

2.23 

LSO 

17 ,100 
(100%) 

Automobile 
Trlps 

1% 
9 

37 
22 
18 
10 

3 

2R 

87% 
2 
5 
4 
1 

2% 
10 
30 
21 
37 

5% 
12 
22 
18 
17 
26 

13% 
34 
39 

3 
5 
6 

2.28 

l. 93 

92,400 
(100%) 

Transbay 
Trips 

1% 
l1 
36 
21 
18 
10 

3 

87% 
3 
5 
5 
1 

2% 
11 
29 
22 
36 

5% 
14 
21 
18 
17 
25 

14% 
33 
39 

I, 

6 
4 

2.28 

1. 84 

135,600 
(100%) 

a. Racia]/etnnic categories as includeJ tn ~he survey questionnaires. 
b. Total ~nnual family tncome beforE taxes. 
c. Spanish-Amerio:an, illack, Oriental, and Ot_her. 
d. Mean number o~ people age~ 16 or <wer living in the hm1sehold. 
e. Mean nurd:>t=f 'lf automobiles and pi.ck-up trucks :In tbe household. 
f. Daily trips Ln nne (eastbound) direction, October 1974. 

Source: BART l;npac:t Program, October 1974 SurvPys of Transbay Travel. 
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Table 18 

PURPOSES OF BART TRAVEL 

Nontranabay Tranabay 
BART Travel BART Travel 

Purpose of Travel May 1974a October 1974b 

Work 66% 70%c 

Business Call 4 8 

School or College 16 10 

Shopping 4 3 

Visiting Friends or Relatives 3 3 

Recreation or Touring 3d 3e 

Other Purposes 4f _3_ 

Totalg 100% 100% 

a. Source: BARTD, May 1974 BART Passenger Profile Survey. 
Data were weighted to account for differential 
sampling rates by time of day and location. 

b. Source: BART Impact Program, October 1974 Survey of 
Transbay BART Travel. Data were weighted to 
account for differential sampling rates by time 
of day and location. 

c. Of which 68% are home-based work trips. 
d. "Visiting a recreation area of facility" and "BART 

Excursion ride". 
e. "Visiting a recreation area or facility", "BART 

Excursion ride", and "Touring". 
f. Includes "Visiting a Doctor or Dentist". 
g. Total for nontransbay travel represents 66,100 average 

daily trips in May 1974. Total for transbay travel 
represents 51,500 daily trips in October 1974. 
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Cons:istent with. the main.L~: -vmrk-or:l •~nte.d nat. L:re ot BART travel, most of 
RART's ridership .i.s c:oncentratPd in the pea.L peJ~iod.s, ln May 1975, BART 
ridership in the I''::.ai< ~--';nc:r J'Crioc fmorning and evening combined) av
eraged 69,000, abo1Jt sq% of the 14-hour daily total of 118,000 trips. 

Transbay BART travel is eve~ nore heavily concentrated in the peak pe
riods. Tn Octo'Jer: 1974, EAPT' s eastlJound t::ansbay ::-'ldershtp ~,Tas about 
2(,,00() trips uuriilg the 14 Lo•J.r-S cf operat.i.)!1. Abc.ut: s:::;. of this rider
ship occurred in the 3 hours from J:Gn p.m. t'c! 6:00p.m. By contrast, 
only 6% of all daily eastbound ridershiry occurred in the morning 3-hour 
period from ~:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. rhis reflects the predominant pattern 
of journeys to work in San Francisco from che residentl--:tl suburbs on the 
East Bay, returning to the East Bay in the evening. Relatively few 
transbay BART riders were making the reverse journey from residences in 
San F'ranciscc t-:1 workpl'ices in the East Bay. Over the whole day, about 
15,600 trips were made to the East Rav from work in San Francisco (87% 
of tr.:i.ps bet'.<.'een '-'JOl"k ;.;.nd home); only about 2, 300 trips (13~~ were made 
from San Francisco to ~ork in the East Bay.) 

Table 15 on page 77 shows the origin-destination distribution of BART 
ridership by line. 'ihe orientation of travel to downtown San Francisco 
and, to a lesser c~xr:ent, downtown Oakland and Berkeley is also shown in 
Table 19, which StErtmarizes the average number of daily trips made to and 
from specific stations on the System. 

The station pairs between which the most trips are made are Hontgomery 
Street-DAly City (3,700 average daily trips per day in both directions 
in November 1974); Montgomery Street-Pleasant liill (1,800 trips); Powell 
Street-Daly City (1,400 trips); Moncgomery Street-Walnut Creek 
(l,J(i() tripe'); ~1ontgom•~ry Street-Balboa Park (1,000 trips); and Mont
gomery S~reet-Lafayett~ (1,000 trips). 

11ode:-; oi Access to and from BART 

Table 20 showe the ~~stribution of (O~tober 1974) transbay BART trips 
according to the ::10de used r:o access the System. Access modes for the 
San Frar:ci,:;co (origin) ends of the journeys and the East Bay (destina
tL:m) ends of the .iourneys are sho\<m.* The table shows both the actual 

*"Origir" and "desttna::icn" are defir,ed here consistent with the (east
bound) u~r0ction of ~ranshay RART trRvel surveyed in October 1974. How
ever, ;_n ~llf r•2ln~lind,,r of this discussion i;: ib as~:umed that the mode 
used tn get tc• BART on the first hal; of a round trip is the same as 
the mo,1.<::: Lsed t'J get from BAH.T on the second J.ulf', and vice versa. 
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Table 19 

BART STATION USAGE 
May 1975 

Station 

Montgomery Street 
Powell Street 
Daly City 
Berkeley 
Civic Center 
19th Street Oakland 
12th Street Oakland 
Concord 
Fremont 
Hayward 
Walnut Creek 
Pleasant Hill 
Lake Merritt 
Glen Park 
Balboa Park 
Fruitvale 
Bay Fair 
24th Street Mission 
San Leandro 
Coliseum 
Lafayette 
MacArthur 
El Cerrito del Norte 
Rockridge 
Union City 
Orinda 
16th Street Mission 
El Cerrito Plaza 
South Hayward 
North Berkeley 
Richmond 
Ashby 
Oakland West 

Total 

Average 
Daily a Passengers 

20,600 
9,800 
7,200 
6,000 
5,900 
5,800 
4,300 
3,700 
3,400 
3,200 
3,200 
3,000 
2,900 
2,900 
2,800 
2,800 
2,600 
2,300 
2,200 
2,200 
2,000 
1,900 
1,900 
1,800 
1,800 
1,700 
1,600 
1,600 
1,500 
1,500 
1,200 
1,100 
1,100 

117,500 

a. Sum of average daily station entries 
and exits divided by two. 

Source: BARTD Office of Research, 
BART Patronage Report for 
May 1975. 
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Table 20 

BART ACCESS ~10DES 

(Transbay Travel, October 1974) 

a 
-----~ast Bay BART Access 

Hypothetical BART Access Modeb 
Actual BART Current Current 

Modes Access Mode. Bus Trips Automobi!e Trips 

Walk 
Bus 
Drive Care 
Car Drop-Off/Pick-Up 
Other Modesd 

Total 

f 
e 

Actual Number o Trips 
Median Access Time (minutes) 

Modes 

Walk 
Bus 
Streetcar 
Drive Car 

c 

Car Drop-Off/Pick-Up 
Other Modesd 

Total 

Actual Number of Trips 
e 

Median Access Time (minutes) 

22% 
16 
47 
13 

2 

100% 

26,100 
8 

San 

Actual BART 
Access Mode 

77% 
10 

3 
5 
4 
1 

100% 

26,100 
6 

26% 18% 
34 20 
28 51 
11 8 

1 3 

100% 100% 

17,100 92,400 
11 9 

Francisco BART Access 
f 

H:;t:I~othetical BART Access Modeb 
Current Current 

Bus Trips Automobile Trips 

75% 42% 
20 36 
1 3 
2 8 
1 3 
1 8 

100% 100% 

17,100 92,400 
8 11 

a. Access from East Bay BART stations (for eastbound transbay journeys). 
b. Mode which would be used by current bus and automobile travelers if they 

were to use BART for their transbay trip. 
c. "Drove car alone" or "Car pool (either driver or passenger)". 
d. Includes taxi, motorcycle, and bicycle. 
~:~" Midwe;.:,k rlai iy trans bay person-trips made eastbound between 6:00 a.m. and 

8:()0 p.m. (the hours of BART operation). 
f. Access to San Francisco Line BART stations (for eastbound transbay journeys). 

Source: BART Impact Program, October J974 Survey of Transbay BART Travel. 
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distribution among modes for current transbay BART travelers and the 
hypothetical modes which current bus and automobile travelers said they 
would use if they were to ride BART. 

San Francisco Access MOdes. Table 20 illustrates the small extent 
to which vehicular modes were used to access BART in San Francisco; walk
ing was the method of access for 77% of all transbay trips made. The 
percentage is higher (84%) for journeys to or from work, and if only 
trips made from workplaces in San Francisco to residences in the East Bay 
are considered, the figure is 94%. But for trips made for purposes other 
than traveling between home and work, about 2,100 transbay trips (19%) 
used MUNI bus or streetcar to get to BART. For all trips, the median ac
cess time was six minutes. 

For those travelers who continued to use transbay bus, the hypothetical 
distribution among access modes to BART was similar to the actual distri
bution for BART riders, although the percentage of those who would use 
bus or streetcar is somewhat higher, 21%, compared to 13% for current 
BART trips. For those travelers who continue to drive, the hypothetical 
BART trip would involve much longer access journeys; 30% requiring a bus 
or streetcar journey and a further 19% some other vehicular mode. How
ever, 42% of trips (38,600 trips) were made by people who considered they 
could walk to BART at the San Francisco end of their trip. This, on the 
face of it, implies a considerable market segment of potential BART 
riders. 

East Bay Access Modes. Table 20 shows the importance of the automo
bile as the mode of access to BART in the East Bay--60% of all transbay 
trips used automobiles to get to BART stations. (For journeys to and 
from work the figure was 69%, and for journeys to work in San Francisco 
from home in the East Bay, 78%.) The distribution among access modes 
for the hypothetical BART trips of transbay bus and automobile travel
ers was similar to the distribution for BART trips. The most signifi
cant difference among the three is that bus riders could use bus to get 
to and from BART more readily than transbay BART and automobile travel
ers. 

The BART access mode distribution shown in Table 20, conceals the large 
variation among the different stations in the East Bay. This is illus
trated in Table 21. Automobile was the predominant mode of access at the 
extremities of the East Bay BART lines, especially on the Concord Line. 
Bus was a more important feeder mode in the more densely urbanized areas, 
and walking was the most important access mode in the central cities of 
Oakland and Berkeley. · 
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Table 21 

BART ACCESS HODES YOR EAST BAY BART STATIONS 
(Transbay Travel, October 1974) 

Total 
Actual 

Mode of Access From BART Number b 
BART Station Walk Bus Automobilea of Trips 

Concord 5% 1% 94% 2,340 
Pleasant Hill 13 87 2,360 
Walnut Creek 6 2 92 2~080 
Lafayette 13 87 1,690 
Orinda 4 96 1,610 
Rockridge 35 15 50 1,380 

Richmond 39 13 48 150 
El Cerrito del Norte 10 12 78 610 
El Cerrito Plaza 26 18 56 440 
North Berkeley 31 8 61 470 
Berkeley 53 45 2 2,660 
Ashby 36 12 52 330 

Fremont 5 95 910 
Union City 2 2 96 630 
South Hayward 3 14 83 330 
Hayward 13 29 58 840 
Bay Fair 3 11 86 620 
San Leandro 5 29 66 750 
Coliseum 9 47 44 520 
Fruitvale 9 47 44 870 

Lake Merritt 59 3 38 730 
MacArthur 10 28 62 920 
19th Street Oakland 72 23 5 1,100 
12th Street Oakland 47 41 12 1,390 
Oakland West 52 7 41 370 

Total All Stations 22% 16% 62% 26,100 
(100%) 

a. Automobile mode includes: drove car alone, car pool (either 
dr:ive-c or passenger), ear drop-off or piek-up, taxi, motorcycle, 
and bicycle. 

b. Midweek da.ily trans bay person trips made eastbound between 
6:00a.m. and 8:00p.m. (the hours of BART operation). 

Source: BART Impact Program, October 1974 Survey of Transbay 
BART Travel. 
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BART's Share of Areawide Travel 

The 1975 population of the area covered in the BART Impact Program May 
1975 Areawide Travel Survey* is estimated to be 2,579,000 persons. Of 
these, 1,869,000 are aged 16 years or older. This estimated adult popu
lation was taken as the total traveler population for the areawide 
travel survey and is used as the basis for the data and analyses pre
sented in the remainder of this chapter. 

According to the areawide travel survey, the traveler population of the 
BART impact area makes about 33.4 million trips per week by transit, 
private automobile, or other vehicles. Some 24.7 million (74%) of these 
are made on the five weekdays combined and 8.7 million (26%) on Saturday 
and Sunday. (These figures represent trip-making rates of 2.64 trips 
per person per day on weekdays and 2.33 trips per person per day on 
weekends.) The proportion of these trips made on BART is clearly of 
interest. 

BART's Share of Total Weekly Trips. Table 22 shows total weekly 
vehicle trips made in the BART impact area, distributed by mode (BART, 
bus, car driver, and car passenger) and by purpose of travel (work, 
business, school, shopping, and other purposes). Both weekend and even
ing travel are included in the trip estimates.** 

Overall, BART's share of total areawide trips is small. About 
590,000 trips per week are made by BART, or something under 2% of the 
33,400,000 trips made by all vehicle modes. About 11% are made by other 
forms of transit and the remaining 87% by automobile and other modes. 
But BART's share of travel to and from work is much greater; about 
400,000 trips, or over 6% of all weekly work trips are made by BART. 

BART's share of total travel for nonwork purposes is negligible. , (The 
one exception is travel to and from school and college; the 80,000 trips 
made on BART represent about 3% of areawide trips.) For example, the 

*See notes following Table 16 on page 81 for a description of the survey. 
**Table 22 was developed from the results of the May 1975 Areawide Travel 

Survey and the two on-route surveys of BART conducted in 1974: the May 
1974 BART Passenger Profile Survey conducted by BARTD and the BART Im
pact Program October 1974 Survey of Transbay BART Travel conducted by 
the TSTB Project. These two on-route BART surveys were used to estab
lish the distribution of purpose for BART trips more reliably than is 
possible using the relatively small number of BART trips (28 round 
trips) surveyed in the areawide survey. The total number of BART trips 
shown in the table equals BART's average weekly ridership for May 1975. 
The results of the May 1975 Areawide Travel Survey were used to estab
lish the total number of trips and the distribution by purpose for bus 
and automobile travel. 
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Table 22 

MODE AND PURPOSE OF TRAVEL IN THE BART IMPACT AREA 
(Total Trips Made in Vehicles Per Seven-Day Week, May 1975) 

Mode of '!'ravel 
Bus or Car Car Total 

Purpose of Travel BART Streetcar Driver Passenger All Modes 

To or From Work 397,000 1,220,000 4,388,000 445,000 6,450,000 
6.2% 18.9% 68. 0~~ 6.9% 100.0% 

Business 36,000 153,000 1,815,000 276,000 2,280,000 
1. 6% 6.7% 79.6% 12.1% 100.0% 

School or College 78,000 330,000 1,742,000 269,000 2,419,000 
3.2% 13.7% 72.0% 11.1% 100.0% 

Shopping 21,000 499,000 6,670,000 1,205,000 8,395,000 
0.3% 5.9% 79.5% 14.3% 100.0% 

Other Purposes b 56,000 1,335,000 9,297,000 3,170,000 13,858,000 
0.4% 9.6% 67.1% 22.9% 100.0% 

Total--All Purposes 588,000 3,537,000 23,912,000 5,365,000 33,402,000 
1.8% 10.6% 71.5% 16.1% 100.0% 

a. Includes "other" modes, largely pickup trucks and other commercial vehicles. 
A total of 1,036,000 weekly trips are made by these modes. 

b. Includes travel for recreation (4,576,000), trips to visit friends or relatives 
(3,574,000 trips), and for personal business (3,173,000 trips). 

Sources: BART Impact Program May 1975 Areawide Travel Survey. 
BART I~pact Program October 1974 Survey of Transbay BART Travel. 
BARTD May 1974 BART Passenger Profile Survey. 
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20,000 shopping trips made on BART each week represent only 0.3% of all 
shopping trips made areawide. The 60,000 trips made on BART for recrea
tion, to visit friends or relatives, for personal business, and "other" 
purposes represent less than 0.5% of all trips for these purposes. 

BART's Share of Weekday Daytime Trips. BART's particularly small 
share of nonwork trips is partially explained by its interim hours of 
service. BART is currently operating only from 6:00a.m. to 8:00p.m., 
Monday through Friday.* If only weekday daytime travel between these 
hours is considered as the base, BART's share of the areawide travel 
market is higher than Table 22 suggests. Of all trips made on weekdays 
(about 4.9 million per day on the average), approximately 85% or 4.2 mil
lion are started between 5:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. The 118,000 average 
daily trips on BART represent about 3% of this weekday daytime travel 
market. About 990,000 work trips are made on an average weekday in the 
area as a whole during the hours of BART operation. BART's 80,000 daily 
trips represent about an 8% share of these trips. 

BART's Share of Trips As a Function of Distance from BART. The 
total urbanized area of Alameda, Contra Costa, San Francisco, and 
San Mateo Counties covered in the May 1975 Areawide Travel Survey is 
about 330 square miles. Although the BART System serves parts of all 
the major cities in this area, less than one-third of the area is within 
a mile of any of the 33 BART stations, currently in use. (The areawide 
travel survey showed that 32% of all weekly vehicle trips in the BART 
impact area are made by people who reside within a mile of a BART sta
tion.) Of all vehicle trips by travelers who reside in the area, nearly 
3% ·are made on BART (compared to under 2% for trips made in the area as 
a whole). Of those trips by people who reside within half a mile of a 
BART station (14% of areawide trips), well over 4% are made on BART. 

These figures imply that the closer people live to BART the more likely 
they are to use it. However, caution should be exercised in drawing the 
conclusion that distance of residence from BART is a determinant of peo
ple's propensity to use BART. Many other variables--some of which may 
be correlated with distance (income level, for example)--influence the 
decision. 

BART's Share of Potential Trips. Another way of assessing BART's 
effective share of the travel market is to express BART trips as a per
centage of the trips that travelers themselves consider they could make 

*Since the time of writing (August 1975), BART has begun regular even
ing service (see Chapter I). 
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by BART.* Of total Heekly trips made areawide, n (588,000 trips) are 
caade by BART, and 7% (2,470,000 trips) are made by other modes, but 
could have been made by BART. The remaining 91% (30,344,000 trips) are 
not, and could not be made by BART. 

The total of those trips that are either made, or travelers perceive 
could be made, on BART is 3,058,000 trips per week, or 611,000 trips per 
weekday. Taking this total as the "potential travel market," BART's cur
rent daily ridership of 118,000 trips represents a 19% share. Following 
the same logic, BART's potential work-trip market is 276,000 trips per 
weekday. BART's actual work-trip ridership of 70,000 trips per day rep
resents a 29% share. These estimates of BART's potential travel market 
share present a r.tore generous picture than the estimates of BART's share 
of total areawide trips presented previously. However, it must be empha
sized that the to tal potential travel market j_s defined here by travel
ers' perceptions of the feasibility of using BART for particular t~ips. 
These perceptions probably vary greatly among travelers so that the re
sulting defintion of the travel market is largely arbitrary. Therefore, 
the estimates of potential market share can be viewed only as general 
indicators of BART's share of travel. 

BART's Sha_re of Trans bay Travel. One of the key links of the BART 
System is the Transbay Tube connecting the downtown employment and com
mercial centers of San Francisco with the residential areas of the East 
Bay. Of all the people who work in San Francisco, about 18% live in the 
East Bay. Shortly after transbay BART service began in September 1974, 
these workers made some 85,000 daily weekday person-trips in each direc
tion in the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge corridor. Total travel for 
all purposes and by all modes in the corridor was about 136,000 trips 
daily between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. 

BART's share of trips i.n this heavily traveled corridor varied somewhat 
with the purpose of travel. Overall, some 19% of transbay trips were 
made by BART (1,·ith bus carrying 13% of the trips and automobile the re
maining 68%). For transbay travel to and from ,.,ork, transit usage was 
hj gher: BA.'l{T carried 21% of trips, bus 17%, and automobiles 62%. 

Factors Constraining BART Ridership 

The data presented in earlier sections of this chapter suggest that 
BART's ridership is, in many cases, lower than has been expected or 
predicted. The TSTB Project has not yet undertaken a comprehensive 

*In the May 197') Are.'::.lnde Travel Survey respondents vJere asked to describe 
all vehicle trips they made on th2 day before the survey. For trips not 
made ]-,y BART, they were simply asked "Could you have taken BART?" (Yes 
or No). 
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analysis of the reasons for people's use or nonuse of BART. However, 
available evidence points to a number of factors currently constraining 
BART's ridership. 

The results of the May 1975 areawide travel survey suggest some of the 
factors. According to the survey results, a majority (57%) of the 
traveler population of the BART impact area has tried BART at least 
once since its opening. However, only a fairly small proportion of 
those who have tried BART continue to use the System regularly: only 
16% of people who have tried BART continue to use it for three or more 
trips per week. 

Reasons for Reduced Use of BART. A large portion of the remaining 
people (who have tried BART but do not now use it regularly) are people 
who have tried BART out of curiosity rather than because it represents a 
viable alternative mode for the trips they usually make. Of those who 
have tried BART, but have not continued as regular users, about two
thirds said they do not continue to use it regularly for reasons on the 
theme of "It doesn't go where I want to go." 

Among specific BART characteristics mentioned by respondents to the area
wide travel survey, unreliability was mentioned most often as the reason 
for not using BART more frequently. The expense of riding BART, travel 
time, the shortage of automobile parking spaces at stations 1 and diffi
culties in transferring to and from BART were other reasons specified. 

The fact that BART does not provide service in the evenings or on week
ends was also mentioned by a significant number of travelers as a deter
rent to their using the System more.* Respondents to the areawide travel 
survey were asked if they would "use BART on a more regular basis if it 
operated on weekends." About two-thirds of all those who have used BART 
at least once said they would. About one-half of those who have tr~ed 
BART said they would use BART more regularly if it operated during the 
evenings. 

Many of the factors constraining current BART ridership are also sug
gested by the data on BART service levels presented in Chapter IV, which 
provide much of the explanation for why BART is not used as fully as has 
been predicted in terms of the costs and times of travel by BART rela
tive to bus or automobile. 

*As noted in Chapter I, BART started weekday evening service in Novem
ber 1975. 
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X_>tc tors Cono.:c__:;_~~~~!~E~g_~l~~-' .. __ :::'1!;~_::~~-L [\ u:~~~--~~~-. r :rrther <:vidence 
is pro·ddec; by the rCS\llL:s of the CJ-. :-:.)['2:' 1974 tr;:;n:~tJ:lV travel cmrveys. 
Tabl;, 23 shows the rlist:rthuticn of t-ra:;_s::ay tr·•vel to t:1e "e;c:tchment 
arear·" of the 25 East" Bay HART staticr;.3, ·rr(~ns~)a_y r.>-ips hy bus and 
automobile have been as~dt-;ned to lndi,:icual BART stations based on the 
station the :rave.l.e•·o; c;P..\d. ~hey would use 1 f they \vPn, co use BART. 
TabuL.ttion ~Jf th> clata in th1s way 1J . .Lows an assessmen;: of the share of 
che t ransbay travel r:1arket which BAHT, bus, and c1utomobil e carry to each 
BART station catchment area. 

BA .... ~£ 1 s S~ar<:_ of _ _Tran~ Journe.zs I: or Concor~1--~~~~,,:;. Stations. Among 
t.he ::u:--.ccrd -.. i.ne stations, BART had c:h:c' ~lighest ;;hare of tri:)~J for Con
cord itself (32~). foil0wed by Pl~asant Hill (31%), Otind~ (28%), and 
Lafayette (26~). Th0 percentages for ~alnut Creek (19%) and Rockridge 
(16%) reflectec1 a higher usag'" of bus----Gr·~yhound il-1 the CR3e of Halnut 
Creek and .\C: Tra.-,.:; It: i.n t.:l.'-~ case. of 1~ockridt~2. Jri ving f rum east of the 
Bel k~·lev ,;il}_·:c to ·;an T.'nm<:i.seo involves 1. long tr i.p t:hrough the Calde
cott '-'tmnei anl: over tbc> Hay i:\r-il>ge, •.-rr'ich is Ps,1eci ally trying during 
rush hours. [ r Etigbt be ;:ex,)e<"ted, therefore, t.h;,.t BART would attract a 
t1i~her prop0~tlon of Concord L1ne t~~velers from their cars than the 
~5 -;han: '~hO\:n in C1'able 2~. for week travel, BART's share was appre
ciably higher. but neverthel.ess, large numbers of commuters continued to 
ci ri.VE' . 

In the first ~lace, the figures reflect the fact that BART is operating 
near :r1e pas,;enge.r--::an::ring capacity which can be provided by its cur
rentLy ctvaLi.able ~-;cock of cars during ;)eak periods. At the time of the 
October 19 7 4 tracsbay surveys, the System's total car availability was 
abc,:l~ 85 "_.\'' cars ann l30 "B" cars. Over the two-hour period 7:00 a.m. 
to 9:JO a.m., load factors on trdins from Concord to San Francisco, 
measured :1 t ::.1acArthur Station, typically averaged between 1. 5 and 2. 0 
(i.e .• as many standing passengers as seated), with occasional trains 
apJ:n·oa::hi.n?, load factors of. 3.0.-1~ Bearing in mind that these are aver
i:lgc:s over Ci t :a::.n '.'h·i ch :nay l:e c"iS len~: as :\i.ne cars, the'/ l'epresent 
cons~_je~>:lh-ly 1-!~-t:;ller loa((:': .. rlg leve:_s tL.an :nan;/ tra~,telers mc~y f1nd 
;:.\cU'.';,,t_~. ·~''P"-'~cictl.ly for a journe.y as long as 40 minutes, the scheduled 
.::./.T'-'1 ·:- •• rr:e:· l::,e_ f~ :>1:. Cc,-;.cord r:.o i'1ontgomery Street. It is noteworthy 
~hPJ b.\l-(-' s 'J· are • f travel is appreciab1:1 higher from Concord (w'here 
''e£ts arF av~i~d0le on originating trains) than at stations closer to 
San Frc~ru.~.iscc;~ 

:'-.. -~:Y"c: ·=a~,;,· ,t_-,. <:·nstr<Li.nt" m: t\:\JIT ri.rlc>rsh:Lp nn th"' Ccncord l.ine was 
:<Jc:::,ed :) · ·-~:c: c.iJd ~ Lahil1ty or <.tce..:s~· to the '>taLions. 1n October 1974, 
the ... 1ur, ~, .. n~:;-~ · .. : : :·~.-'- LCi.ed essf~l""'!.Y>trJ] t·\~ t·h;2 CJn·l y ~near~s c1f access for t~HJS(:! 

o.;.yc•:::. • .. ·:·· Ll::_; C: i:Jta:1 ,,~, c·f Cmc.ord f. :ne 1 ~41-Z'J.' s':atiou::-. in Contra Costa 
Coun·-:. ho•.-wv•·r, ch.e C'HTJac:ty 01 RAR.T st-ation parking lots curn:~ntly 

··r.. p.'l.ge ::,q, loa,~. tactors bdve dec:rt:Hsecl since 
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Table 23 

DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSBAY TRAVEL BY MODE 
BY EAST BAY BART STATION 

East Bay BART Stations 

Concord 
Pleasant Hill 
Walnut Creek 
Lafayette 
Orinda 
Rockridge 

Subtotal--concord Line Stations 

Richmond 
El Cerrito del Norte 
El Cerrito Plaza 
North Berkeley 
Berkeley 
Ashby 

Subtotal--Richmond Line Stations 

Fremont 
Union City 
South Hayward 
Hayward 
Bay Fair 
San Leandro 
Coliseum 
Fruitvale 

Subtotal--Fremont Line Stations 

Lake Merritt 
MacArthur 
19th Street Oakland 
12th Street Oakland 
Oakland West 

Subtotal--Oakland Stations 

Total--All Stations 

Daily Transbay Trips 
6:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. 

Percentage Distribution Bl 
BART Bus• Automobile 

32% 
31 
19 
26 
28 
16 

25% 

4 
17 

8 
8 

19 
12 

13% 

46 
48 
45 
24 
24 
20 
13 
10 

21% 

15 
11 
21 
20 
26 

17% 

19% 

3% 
11 
13 

7 
4 

17 

10% 

8 
27 
19 
17 
16 

9 

16% 

1 
4 

26 
7 

14 
18 
11 
16 

13% 

8 
18 
12 

8 
4 

12% 

13% 

65% 
58 
68 
67 
68 
67 

65% 

88 
56 
73 
75 
65 
79 

71% 

53 
48 
29 
69 
62 
62 
76 
74 

66% 

77 
71 
67 
72 
70 

71% 

68% 

'Totalb 
Ttips 

7,400 
7,500 

10,800 
6,400 
5,700 
8,600 

46,400 

4,200 
3,600 
5,700 
5,900 

13,900 
2,700 

36,000 

2,000 
1,300 

700 
3,400 
2,600. 
3,800 
4,000 
8,300 

26,100 

4,700 
8,700 
5,200 
7,000 
1,400 

27,100 

135,600 

a. Numbers are total midweek daily transbay person trips made eastbound 
between 6:00a.m. and 8:00p.m. (the hours of BART operation). 

b. The distribution of bus and automobile trips among BART stations is 
made on the basis of the station which survey respondents said they 
would use if they were to travel by BART {whether or not BART is 
actually regarded by themas a feasible alternative). 

Source: BART Impact Program, October 1974 Survey of Transbay BART Travel. 
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limits the number ._,- >:' < ._, v/1''' 

Table 24, the f~~e Conco, 
parking spaces fer S, '• (J.. ·d; i.e: 
9:00a.m. (and gene>·e~J.J~' ""~··.It v.· 

Table 23 sho\vs ~:Lat P.Al(t · 

Union City 48':), ;,t ue:.t t he '~ 

small. Amon,; otnec tactors, L C' 

-----·---- -~ 

.,,. 

-·· _, ,, 
..... .:.:-t ;'..1 

shvwn .i.:'t 

c 1.ey H:i.Jls bad 
1~ 1 were tak~n by 

'nyh \F·J·,~n;unt 46:; and 
·', : .. ; v:.J!i Ldrly 

,-, 1.: "·'· :·ransit buses 
did not serv'" tb~ ncc-1 c--.Yntb of ~h2. ·-.,: _.-~-}1 t:L--~·~ ":.i;:·(; ·-,_,_t. 

time of the survcj. 

Table 24 shov.'s tha"L the :J.~,·cow•d ll :· ' . ~ ' 

stations on the F~·c:7 .,;r,_;. • ._r,.·' \, i. L u ;;-1c. -..i1- in_-~ :...~nac_i~;:Y c.f 3,800 
spaces) werf~ essent L'. • ',. , •.:} 1 .... ·: :·,;- 1 :·:-; Lh·:-· ~:cncor<i l.iT1_e., 
this suggest~, :; cap::!_ •. l:· ccns.· 

ride trip-makers. 
Fremont Line are t ~-· ... c:d .. :.y · .. ,.::: L 
those on the Conc~r~ Lin~. ~Uf 

less important f a.:::~cr :[n <e•J• 

! .·\.<:. ,,::• :~ •reDtia:l. park-and-
'.t:, •," :k·-F<" "-u::! ioC"ld factors on the 

'''~'- ce:r;,;·i.c'<~r:J.bi·.- lower than 
[·,at , ;o,.;rdl!lg nn the Lrains is a 

:_-~"g ~ Ldersh-tt~ •,Jn ::.he I,:-r··cmont Line. 

BART's ;~;hare,., Ttar~'-"L~·.· ·unc·,· "· fer Td . .:<,.:iond Line Stations. Rela-
tive to e:fth~rth,- · ;;~~-;-~~--;_~~~:--F~e-;~·::-=:~~-ij';,·z~~--y.-A-RT'-.~; -,;1;~j:e--~ f- trans bay 

trips from the ca·~··haeru :;r:e,c;::. ·< i·:~::mn;:L; ' .. ine ·"tdt.ions was low, averag
ing 9% for the H.tUHT1cmd, '71 ,,P!·~·_+- ,Je. >1urt:e, E\ Cerr:Lto Plaza, and 
North Berkele~l ~~~ t~c: t i.c;n~~ c.OT:1h1. Deci ~ ,·~· ;.: ~: ._~(._) rrespc,ndin~·~ bus share of trips 
from these station areas was iS~. ~~t· :utu~obl]e accountinA for there
maining 731:. Foe the Berke anc' .'.· '''v StatiDn a;·eas, BART's share was 
slightlv higt10r (13%) than bus (" s;:; .v:Lr :1 .,.!tc.:nob'i u~ c:tccounting for 67%. 

operaL.ii1g r.1·aLr;::: ···~! ~· 

quiring rra • , 

tnvoJ ~J.::d. 
BART ridersrL~ p 

._ ' ;::, i i; \ ' 

" 

··: -. r ., ;.:, ._a '.ons v;:~s rela-

c: ···:--.~: r· :i<:'d.k- criod. Trdin load 
;;,.r l'hlir·c;t<·cl ·-e~.:iLtvel·; l:ittle 

: ,• 

'.'.;: tc; 
,, c·i.trrer 

::;(J f1 r·-" ._-a ric· -i_~-,:;'l .. !, re

t~0 MacArth~r SLa-
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Table 24 

UTILIZATION OF BART STATION AUTOMOBILE PARKING LOTS AT 9:QO A.M. 

Utilization Utilization 
Parking Before After b a BART Station Capacity Transbay BART Transbay BART 

Concord 1,350 66% 100% 
Pleasant Hill 1,337 58 . 100 
Walnut Creek 1,114 94 100 
Lafayette 650 95 100 
Orinda 939 64 90 
Rockridge 776 16 82 

Richmond 784 25% 35% 
El Cerrito del Norte 985 60 83 
El Cerrito Plaza 509 20 83 
North Berkeley 500 24 48 
Ashby 560 17 28 

Fremont 700 99% 100% 
Union City 477 92 100 
South Hayward 504 82 100 
Hayward 696 69 90 
Bay Fair 1,408 34 80 
San Leandro 1,106 24 39 
Coliseum 923 7 10 
Fruitvale 730 41 70 

Lake Merritt 339 65% 88% 
MacArthur 487 20 48 
Oakland West 391 c 20 

Daly City 820 100% 100% 

Total 18,085 

a. Before transbay BART utilizations are derived from the average 
of counts taken on Wednesday, September 4, 1974 and Wednesday, 
September 11, 1974. 

b. After transbay BART utilizations are derived from the average 
of counts taken on Wednesday, October 30, 1974 and Wednesday, 
November 6, 1974. 

c. Station not open. 
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Att: i ru5es Toward RAR'i:' 

J7urther insights into the reaso'JS for use or nonus12: of BART are provided 
by data on tr,weler attitudes cc·ncerning the characteristics of BART, bus 
and automobi:e for transbay travel.* 

Concepl:ilally, Lravejers ca:1 b,_, c:or..s:Lde~ed to cheese between BART and 
other r:1odes on the basis o•" t\vo kl;1.ds r)£ "R;:C:::tudes" toward ':he charac
teristics of the travel a:ternati_'Jes. These are (1) the importance they 
atta. ·n tc) :U fferer1t trmre:L factors 3~c; (2) their relati·Je satisfaction 
with :·llc' .. C\'c'is o! the fac.tc,rs lnr :.h,, altC>-.:·f1at.[ve modes. Thus, the 
typical tr~~eler chooses HART rflther thaG bus as a function of (among 
other ~~1in£•<>) ho·..r Jnach morf:! _sat_~~~fi~_::l_ ite is with the coTJJfort of BART 
relative to b11s and how inrp?rtant comfort is to him relative to cost, 
time, and other factors. 

~~~'" t i_':'_!:_ __ 1~~'-t~cE:::~E~~r:_.::-~~~ -~'!::l:S:_tc:'!':.;':'. ___ i!!. Tr ~::r_e-~ c_ho :ic_<.:_. Table 25 presents 
v.1.r:Lcus 'acton; I"a.nkeJ. -~n thP ·).rder of their i.mportance i;:1 travel 
choice·.-:, (as repc.rt.:'d directly by sunrey respondents).** 

Attitudes 0n factor ~TJJportance Ji~ not noticeably differ between those 
who had tried B.\i{'.i and Lt1o0e wh,; had not tried BART. This was true for 
both bus and aut:rn:.)bilP trave2.ers, except that those who had tried BART 
and ret'.J.rneC: t,J usi ~1:"~ ~~heir automobiles considered seat availability 
rather more impPrtant than either r:hose who had not tried BART or those 
who had prevlnusL:y: dr.iven and changed to BART. This is also true regard
ing the satisfacti.o:-c of non-DAR'i' travelers with BART characteristics; 
tl'c0se \,·he h,~d tried BART h~1d very similar attitudes to those who had not. 
This suggests that people '\.\Tho do not ride BART are reasonably aware and 
well-informed about BART as an alternative mode. 

*The data u,·esenteci hce:re are de:ived from the October 1974 Surveys of 
: cansu;,-,.~ ,·13\'e:~, conducteci about six weeks afte1~ the .start of trans-

l r ~ : 
bav ;'.c\l~T ';''c''c ce. u, ..c.L C1early the attitudes of travelers regarding 
~0n-r~,~R~ .• ; cravel may be different. Attitudes may also have changed 
clU'~·,_ tht:: Lime of the ~;urveys. 

';'*Tht'c Vel~ i.dit:/ of i.i'::.portCince rr~easures obtained by direct questionnaire 
approac',-:;~; has been ,,jn,'":L,- questioned. However, it is felt that the 
resuJ Vo ):iven cie:> .1..-e. :;eanin:-~ful within the limited context of the 
preser:t discu:?si.on. d::: ;:-,;nkings shown in Tahle 25 (and Tables 26 
and 27) are der~.ri 1.rom mean sr:cle ratings for groups of travelers. 
Accord ,, the.rl· .~ct,·e ~:uir1y large variances about the mean esti-
,_-,ates for some !:actors, refJeL:cing- rEfferenct:.s in the attitudes of 
ind~~~;idu:::1s in the )~roups. ~ic;1-,c::n\'0r, the: difference between means is 
.in raa:~y c:1ses sm:1-i'. Tn .~omi,j_uatim:, these influences mean that the 
rela 1·' ~\'"(:_ po::.;itic:l ol !-. ctc>rs V-l.ithin. a gi-ven rnnkir1g is not an exact 
in~l tnr cf th~ rol3tlv~ strength of attitudes; nor are differences 
beu..-e•2r~ ranl<,:i.r:.~ .. of lc'~:; than about three positions in the scale 
likely t>J be sigr.if i.c:mL. 
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Table 25 

IMPOI.TAIICE OF TRAVEL FACTOI.S (IHPIIWICES) Ill TUIISU.Y TRAVEL CHOICE 
(Factors Baaked in Order of 18portance) 

Current Transbay·~T Travelers 
Previously Previously 

Drove Automobile Rode Bus 

Cost 
Comfort 
Total time 
Safety 
Activity en route 

Parking space 
Dependability 
Flexibility 
Walking time 

Waiting time 
Security 
Seat availability 
Multipurpose 
Privacy 

Total time 
Comfort 
Dependability 
Cost 
Flexibility 

Waiting time 
Seat availability 
Walking time 
Security 

Safety 
Privacy 
Parking space 
Multipurpose 
Activity en route 

October 1974 

Current Transbay Bus Travelers 
Have Have Not 

Tried BART Tried BART 

Total time 
Dependability 
Seat availability 
Waiting tiiiiB 
Coat 

Walking time 
Flexibility 
Coafort 
Activity en route 

Safety 
Security 
Parking apace 
Multipurpose 
Privacy 

Total time 
Dependability 
Seat availability 
Cost 
Waiting time 

Walking time 
Safety 
Flexibility 
Comfort 

Security 
Activity en route 
Parking space 
Multipurpose 
Privacy 

Automobile 
Drivers 

Flexibility 
Total time 
Multipurpose 
Dependability 
Waiting time 

Cost 
Activity en route 
Security 
Privacy 

Walking time 
Parking space 
Safety 
Seat availability 
Comfort 

- - - -

Current Transbay Automobile Travelers 
Automobile Have 
Passengers Tried BART 

Total time 
Flexibility 
Dependability 
Waiting time 
Cost 

Multipurpose 
Security 
Activity en route 
Waling time 

Seat availability 
Parking apace 
Comfort 
Privacy 
Safety 

Total time 
Flexibility 
Dependability 
Multipurpose 
Waiting time 

Cost 
Activity en route 
Seat availability 
Privacy 

Security 
Walking time 
Comfort 
Parking space 
Safety 

Note: The ranking& of factor importance are baaed on the aggregate of the tt.es each factor vas mentioned by survey respondents as beiDa either 
the first, second, third, or fourth moat important reason in their choice of mode. 

Source: BART Impact Program, October 1974 Surveys of Transbay Travel. 

- -

Have Not 
Tried BART 

Flexibility 
Total T~ 
Multipurpose 
Dependability 
Waiting time 

Cost 
Activity en route 
Security 
Privacy 

Walking time 
Parking space 
Safety . 
Seat availability 
Comfort 



The b~sic facto~s consi~ered important hy tra7elers do not vary radi
cally as a functi.o:1 of the mode used, 'Thu3 .. althougb there are some 
significant and interesting differer:ce~s, travel time~ -:::ost, and depend.
al)ility appear at or near the top of the i"nportance nmkings for all 
groups. This lends credibjlity to the. data set as a whole. 

BART travelers ~o;ho previouc.;ly rode bus were 
attitude to those 1..vhn continued to use bus. 

generally very similar in 
The two noticeable excep-

tions were the rankings for comfort, which was considered more important 
by those who had S\.Jitched to BART, anr:'. seat avaiJ.ability, which was con
sidered r.1ore i:nportant by those who had not switched. This suggests 
that the decision of bus travelers to switch tc BART is largely depen
dent or. '"hether or not they obtain ,q :;2;qt on BARre. 

The differences betv:een the importaace ratings fer BART travelers who 
previously d~ove across the Bay Bridge and those who continued to drive 
v1ere nuch more pronounced. Those who had s1·1i tct1ed to BART considered 
cost, comfort. safety, and ~ase of parking relatively important; those 
who contL'ued to drive emphasized the oovious advantages of the automo
bile as bci.:,,g important---the flexibility of being able to travel when 
they want, the ability to combine trip purposes, and not having to spend 
time waiting. 

Comparing the importance rankings of HART travelers according to their 
previous mode sh.::J'tJS the following differences between those who rode the 
bus and those who drove. Previous automobile travelers considered safety 
from accidents, tne ability to do what they want while traveling, and 
ease of parking n,ore important. Previous bus travelers, who had become 
accustomed to these advantages of transit, considered dependability, the 
time tLey have to spend waiting, and the chances of obtaining a seat sig
nificantly more important than those who previously drove. This is an 
interesting reflection on the way in which travelers' attitudes are modi
fied by their travel experience. 

F'inaJl,,, itt.' no~:e,..rorthy that "security fr·om crime and unpleasant be
havio;- of oth'-"r people" was listed as relatively unimportant by all 
transba\' tr.~'"e1er groups, along with "feeling of privacy" (even among 
automobi !_e drivers). Attitudes regarding security may, of course, 
ch;lnge 1...rLen BART begins night service.* 

Satisfaction of Travelers with HART. Table 26 shows that satisfac
llon ;~~Lth HAirr's co~T~-rt~--~-;-fety, and se-curity was high for all traveler 
groups, both those rt~ho use JlART and those who do not. Attitudes among 
automobile drivers an<1 passengers 1.ven.· also very similar. Apart from 
these commonalitieE, ''- number o[ differences are noteworthy. 

~As P(>red in Chaplet l, effective ~ovember 1975, HART extended service 
to n1idnight. 
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Table 26 

SATISFACTION OF TRANSBAY TRAVELERS WITH BART 
(Factors Ranked in Order of Satisfaction with BART) 

October 1974 

Current Transbai BART Travelers Current Transbai: Automobile Travelers 
Previously Previously Current Transbay Automobile Automobile 

Drove Automobile Rode Bus Bus Travelers Drivers Passengers 

Most Satisfied: Comfort Comfort Comfort Comfort Comfort 
Safety Security Security Safety Safety 
Security Safety Safety Parking space Parking space 
Walking time Walking time Walking time Seat availability Security 
Cost Activity en route Activity en route Activity en route Seat availability 

Activity en route Flexibility Parking space Security Activity en route 
Seat availability Parking space Privacy Cost Walking time 
Parking space Cost Flexibility Walking time Cost 
Total time Total time Multipurpose Privacy Dependability 

Dependability Multipurpose Cost Dependability Privacy 
Privacy Privacy Seat availability Total time Flexibility 
Flexibility Dependability Dependability Flexibility Total time 
Multipurpose Waiting time Total time Waiting time Waiting time 

Least Satisfied: Waiting time Seat availability Waiting time Multipurpose Multipurpose 

Note: The rankings of satisfaction with BART's factors are based on the mean of satisfaction ratings given by 
respondents for each factor. (Ratings were recorded on a 7-point linear semantic scale from "very satisfied" 
to "very dissatisfied".) Thus, for example, BART travelers who previously rode the bus gave on average the 
lowest (least satisfied) rating to the seat availability factor in their BART trip. 

Source: BART Impact Program, October 1974 Surveys of Transbay Travel. 
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Most Satisfied: 

Least Satisfied: 

Table 27 

SATISFACTION OF TRANSBAY TRAVELERS WITH BART RELATIVE TO ALTERNATIVE MODES 
(Factors Ranked in Order of Relative Satisfaction with BART) 

October 1974 

Current Transbay BART Travelers 
Previously • Previously 

Drove Automobile Bode Bus 

Cost 
Safety 
Activity en route 
Parking space 
eo-fort 

Total time 
Walking time 
Security 
Dependability 

Waiting time 
Seat availability 
Privacy 
Multipurpose 
Flexibility 

Comfort 
Flexibility 
Multipurpose 
Walking time 
Total time 

Security 
Safety 
Cost 
Activity en route 

Parking space 
Waiting time 
Privacy 
Dependability 
Seat availability 

Current Transbay 
Bus Travelers 

Comfort 
Security 
Safety 
Multipurpose 
fiexibility 

Privacy 
Parking space 
Activity en route 
Cost 

Walking time 
Waiting time 
Total time 
Dependability 
Seat availability 

Current Transbay Automobile Travelers 
Automobile Automobile 
Drivers Passengers 

Safety 
Cost 
Comfort 
Parking space 
Security 

Activity en route 
Walking tiae 
Total time 
Seat availability 

Dependability 
Privacy 
Waiting tiae 
Flexibility 
Multipurpose 

Safety 
Parking space 
Comfort 
Cost 
Activity en route 

Security 
Total time 
Dependability 
Walking time 

Seat availability 
Flexibility 
Waiting time 
Privacy 
Multipurpose 

Note: The rankings are based on relative factor satisfaction ratings obtained by subtracting the mean of the 
satisfaction ratings for the bus or automobile mode (either current or previous) from the mean ratings 
used in Table 26. Thus, for example, for those BART travelers who previously drove, the difference 
of the average rating for the cost of travel on BART minus the average rating for the cost of travel for 
automobile was the largest (most favorable to BART) of 14 factors. 

Source: BART Impact Program, October 1974 Surveys of Transbay Travel. 
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VI. BART IMPACTS ON BUS AND AUTOMOBILE TRAVEL 

Previous Mode of BART Travelers 

Table 28 shows the previous mode of travel for BART travelers surveyed 
in the May 1973 BART Passenger Profile Survey, the May 1974 BART Pas
senger Profile Survey, and the October 1974 BART Impact Program Survey 
of Transbay BART Travel.* The first of these surveys (May 1973) was 
conducted when only the Fremont-Richmond service was in operation. The 
May 1974 survey was conducted when all lines were in operation with the 
exception of the transbay link. (Table 28 shows the previous mode for 
May 1974 East Bay and San Francisco Line travel separately.) The Octob
er 1974 survey covered only transbay travel. 

As shown by the 1973 survey, the distribution of prior mode for BART 
travel in the East Bay was 56% automobile, 27% bus, 14% "did not make 
trip before", and 3% other. As shown by the 1974 survey, the prior mode 
for East Bay BART trips was 50% automobile, 24% bus, 24% "did not make 
t;rip before", and 2% other. Changes in home and work locations account 
for some proportion of trips reported as not having been made. before- the 
start of BART service. Of course, changes in home and work location con
tinued in the year between the two surveys, accounting for the increased 
percentage of trips reported as not made previously. Taking this into 
account; the results of these two surveys are consistell.t• CompE!ring 
them with th~· .. transbay results shows that transbay BART ridership ha~ 
been diverted from bus to a much greater extent than has been,the case 
for East Bay BART trips. This reflects (1) the higher proporti~n of 
total trips pre'\tiously :being made by transit in the .~r~nsbay co:rridor , 
than in the East Bay; (2) the longer trips being made across the often-· 
congested Bay Bridge--which make transfer to, and the high~r.cost;: of', 
BART more acceptable to travelers; and (3) the generally gpod bus service 
already provided by AC Transit in most of the central areas of the Eas~ . 
Bay served by BART. 

Comparing the previous modes of transbay BART travelers with the previous 
modes of BART travelers within San Francisco (as indicated by the May 1974 
passenger profile survey) shows very close distributions. These results 
indicate the way in which both transbay BART and the San Francisco Line 
provide transit service in corridors where use of existing transit services 
was already high. 

*See notes following Table 16 for description of these surveys. The 
sampling design of the May 1973 Passenger Profile Survey is similar 
to that of the May 1974 survey. 
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Table 28 

PREVIOUS MODE FOR BART TRAVEL 

East Bay San Francisco Transbay h 
BART Travela BART Travel BART Travel-

Mode May 1973 Mav 1974 May 1974 October 1974 

Bus or Streetcar 27% 24% 55% 54% 

Automohilec 56 50 30 35 

Other Modes 3 2 4 

Did Not Make Trip Before 14 24 11 11 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 

(Actual number of trips) d (24,900) (40,700) (25,400) (51,500) 

a. Source: BARTD Office of Research, May 1973 and May 1974 BART Passenger 
Profile Surveys. Data were not weighted to account for differential 
response rates by time of day or location. 

b. Source: BART Impact Program, October 1974 Survey of Transbay BART Travel. 
Data were weighted to account for differential response rates by time of 
day and location. 

c. Includes motorbike or motorcycle. 
d. Average daily one-way BART trips at the time of the surveys. 
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Comparisons of Previous Transbay Travel Mbde by Trip Purpose. Com
parison of the previous mode for the two trip-purpose categories shown in 
Table 29 indicates that the diversion of travel from bus was much higher 
for trips between work and home than for other purposes. Thus, 63% of 
all trips made on BART between work and home were previously made by bus. 
Only 34% of BART trips made for other purposes were previously made by 
bus. Correspondingly, the percentage of BART trips .previously made by 
automobile was much lower for travel between work and home (29%) than 
for other purposes (49%). 

Comparisons of Previous Transbay Travel Mode Among BART Lines. In 
October 1974, a large part of transbay BART ridership (about 44%) was to 
or from the Concord corridor. Of these trips, about 62% were previously 
made by bus, and of these most were made by Greyhound to or from Contra 
Costa County. The fact that the diversion from bus in the Concord cor
ridor was proportionately greater than for the other lines reflects the 
way in which BART's Concord Line closely parallels the previous Greyhound 
services. Like BART, Greyhound generally provided service only to and 
from central stations, necessitating the use of a separate access mode 
and a transfer for most travelers. However, because of the congestion 
encountered by buses in the Caldecott Tunnel and on the Bay Bridge, BART 
offered an appreciably faster line-haul journey. The generally higher
income travelers residing in the Concord corridor were also probably more 
willing to pay the additional cost of the higher quality BART service. 

BART's Impacts on Transit Travel 

Total Travel by Transit in the BART Impact Area. Figure 20 shows 
total ridership on five of the major transit properties in the San Francisco 
Bay Area over the three years from May 1972 until May 1975. · San Francisco 
Municipal Railway (MUNI), Alameda-Contra Costa County Transit District 
(AC Transit), and Greyhound bus services are described in Chapter II. 
Golden Gate Transit provides bus service within Marin County and from 
Marin County via the Golden Gate Bridge to downtown San Francisco. Al
though Golden Gate Transit's ridership is drawn entirely from outside the 
BART impact area, it is shown here for comparison. 

In May 1975, average weekday ridership on all services of MUNI was about 
364,000 trips (51% of the total carried by all the services shown in 
Figure 20). Ridership on all of AC Transit's services was about 192,000 
trips per weekday (27% of the total); Golden Gate Transit carried about 
34,000 trips per weekday (5%); and Greyhound carried about 3,000 (1%). 
BART's average daily ridership in May 1975 was about 118,000 (16% of the 
total transit ridership). 
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Table 29 

PREVIOUS TRAVEL MODE OF TRANSBAY BART TRIPSa 

Destination of Travelb 
Concord Line Richmond Line Fremont Line Oakland Purpose of Travel 

Transbay Trips Made BART Stations BART Stations BART Stations BART Stations Trips between Trips for All 

Before BART by___ (6 stations) (6 stations) (8 stations) (5 stations) Total Work and Home Other Pu.E_Eoses 

Bus 7,100 2,400 2,500 2,000 14,000 11,300 2' 700 

62% 51% 47% 44% 54% 63% 34% 

Drove Car Alone 2,200 1,300 1,900 1, 700 7,100 3,700 3,400 

19% 28% 34% 40% 27% 21% 42% 

Traveled by Car 1,000 300 600 200 2,100 1,500 600 

.... with Others 9% 5% 10% 5% 8% 8% 7% 

.... 
0 Did Not Make Trip 1,100 700 500 600 2,900 1,500 1,400 

Before 10% 16% 9% 11% 11% 8% 17% 

Total 11,400 4,700 5,500 4,500 26,100 17,900 8,200 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

a. Midweek daily transbay person-trips made eastbound between 6:00a.m. and 8:00p.m. (the hours of BART operation). 

b. Stations are grouped as shown in Table 24. 

Source: BART Impact Program, October 1974 Survey of Transbay BART Travel. 
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Figure 20 confirms that BART has, since the start of operations in 
September 1972, captured a large portion of transit ridership in the Bay 
Area. Figure 20 also shows that over the past three years, despite the 
diversion of large numbers of riders to BART, ridership on other transit 
services has generally been increasing; at least the downward trend in 
ridership of the past two decades has been halted. In large part, this 
increase in ridership reflects the steadily increasing subsidy of transit 
which has allowed fares to remain low over the period when other prices-
particularly the price of gasoline--have risen sharply. These trends 
have served to give transit a significantly increased price advantage 
relative to the cost of driving. The changes in bus ridership over the 
past three years also reflect changes in the services provided. 

BART's Impacts on Transbay Bus Ridership. BART's greatest impacts 
on bus ridership have been in the transbay travel corridor between 
San Francisco and Oakland, where well over half the BART riders diverted 
from bus. In June 1974 (before the AC Transit strike), average weekday 
transbay ridership on AC Transit was about 63,000 trips per day. In 
October 1974, transbay ridership fell to about 43,000 trips per day, and 
in June 1975, weekday ridership averaged only 36,000 trips.* 

A sharp drop in ridership on Greyhound's commuter bus services from cen
tral Contra Costa County to San Francisco also took place when BART 
started transbay service. In June 1974, Greyhound's average daily rider
ship on their transbay commuter routes was over 12,000 trips per day. 
Ridership on these services, which very closely parallel BART service on 
the Concord Line, fell to under 3,000 by June 1975. 

BART's Impact on East Bay Bus Ridership. In the East Bay, AC Tran
sit bus services both parallel and act as feeder services to the Fremont 
and Richmond BART Lines. Therefore, changes in aggregate bus ridership 
on all services can only give an imprecise indication of BART's impacts .. 
In April 1972, before BART was operating, the East Bay bus routes of AC 
Transit carried 126,000 trips per weekday. In April 1973, after the 
Fremont and Richmond BART Lines started service, ridership fell to 108,000 
trips per weekday, suggesting that diversion from bus to BART more than 
offset new trips using AC Transit as a feeder service to BART. In April 
1974, shortly after the gasoline shortages associated with the Arab oil 
embargo, East Bay AC Transit ridership rose to 125,000 trips per weekday, 
and in April 1975 to 146,000. The latter figure includes an average 

*A more complete analysis of BART's impacts on transbay travel by all 
modes is given later in this chapter. 
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a feeder to BART and, more significantly, by increased bus usage because 
of other reasons. 

In short, BART's impacts on total bus ridership are not detectable in 
the context of the trend towards generally increasing bus ridership. 
Indeed, available data show a significant drop in MUNI ridership on 
only three lines paralleling the San Francisco BART Line: Route 26 
(both local and express services) which parallels BART for its whole 
length in San Francisco; Route 14 which runs the length of Mission 
Street; and the Route 17 express services to downtown San Francisco on 
Interstate 280. Ridership on the first two lines dropped by about 50% 
when BART started service; ridership on Route 17 dropped by about 25%. 

BART's Impacts on Automobile Travel 

Factors Changing Travel Patterns. BART's impacts on travel by all 
modes, and especially travel by automobile, must be considered in the 
context of other influences affecting travel patterns over the period 
since September 1972 when BART service started. Long-term changes in 
highway traffic have been brought about by the growth of the urban area, 
its population, economy, and automobile ownership. The past trend in 
traffic growth caused by these influences has been recently modified by 
the gasoline shortages of early 1974 and associated increases in gaso-

·line prices. The start of service on the lines of the BART System has 
changed highway traffic volumes, as have other events, including 
transit strikes and the opening of new highway facilities. Variations 
about the trend have also occurred as a function of the month of the 
year, reflecting vacat~on patterns and seasonal business cycles. Fi
nally day-to-day variations in travel have occurred as a function of 
the day of the week, the weather, public holidays, and so on. 

Gasoline Price and Availability. The gasoline shortage in 1974 
and the associated rise in gasoline prices are among the most important 
influences on automobile travel. Figure 21 shows two time series of 
(regular) gasoline prices: one estimated for a sample of gas stations 
in San Francisco County and published by Oil and Gas Journal; the other 
published by the U.S. Department of Commerce for the five-county 
San Francisco-Oakland Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). 
These time series show that the price of gasoline in San Francisco in 
September 1972, when the first BART line opened, was about $0.37 per 
gallon. The price remained at about this level until the summer of 
1973, .but in the six months from September 1973 to March 1974, it rose 
from $0.38 per gallon $0.51 per gallon according to San Francisco 
County estimates, an increase of about 35%. The SMSA figures show a 
similar percentage increase in prices to $0.54 per gallon in March 1974. 
By May 1975, the SMSA price had risen to $0.58 per gallon--an increase 
of over 50% on the price two years earlier. 
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Vehicle Registrations. As discussed in Chapter II, the population 
of the Bay Area as a whole increased over the period 1970 through 1974, 
as did per capita income. These increases are reflected in increased 
vehicle registrations over the year 1970 to 1973. (Over this period, 
automobile registrations increased at an appreciably greater rate than 
did population.) In Alameda, Contra Costa, and San Francisco Counties, 
automobiles registered in 1970 totaled 1,082,000; in 1971 the figure was 
1,112,000, an increase of 3% over 1970. In 1972, automobile registrations 
in the three counties totaled 1,140,000, an increase of 3% over 1971; and 
in 1973, they totaled 1,163,000, an increase of 2% over 1972. 

However, although population in the three counties overall continued to 
increase, automobile registrations in 1974 dropped to 1,154,000, a 1% 
reduction from 1973. This reduction reflects both the effects of in
creased gasoline prices and a general economic recession. As is shown 
later in this chapter, the increase in automobile registrations between 
1970 and 1973 correlates with an upward trend in highway traffic over 
that period, and the drop in automobile registrations in 1974 correlates 
with reduced highway traffic volumes. 

Vehicle Traffic on the San Francisco Bay Bridges 

In an attempt to isolate BART's impacts on highway traffic levels from 
the influences of other factors, traffic volumes on the four major bridges 
across San Francisco Bay were analyzed. The four bridges, whose locations 
are shown in Figure 22, are the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, the 
San Mateo-Hayward Bridge, the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge, and the Golden 
Gate Bridge. 

The most important is the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge (generally 
referred to as the Bay Bridge). Typically, over 90,000 vehicles per 
day travel on the five lanes of the bridge in each direction. BART ser
vice through the Transbay Tube parallel to the Bay Bridge was expected 
to have major impacts on this traffic volume. 

The Golden Gate Bridge connects San Francisco to the residential areas 
of Marin County, and like the Bay Bridge, it carries high volumes of 
commuter traffic to and from the City. Typically, over 50,000 vehicles 
per day cross the bridge in each direction. Since there is no reason to 
suppose that BART has affected traffic volumes on the Golden Gate Bridge, 
it forms a logical control site with which to compare Bay Bridge traffic 
volumes. 

The San Mateo-Hayward Bridge and the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge carry 
about 15,000 and 10,000 vehicles per day in each direction, respectively-
much lower traffic volumes than the San Francisco-Oakland and Golden 
Gate Bridges. Nevertheless. comparing them with the Bay Bridge is use
ful since (1) the BART Fremont Line is a possible alternative to the 
San Mateo-Hayward Bridge for some travel from southern Alameda County 
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to San Francisco; and (2) traffic on the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge is 
essentially unaffected by BART, making it another "control site." 

Traffic volumes on the four bridges are particularly amenable to analy
sis since they are toll bridges and keep continuous and consistent records 
of traffic volumes on a day-to-day basis. Therefore, a much more pre
cise time-series analysis of traffic volumes was possible than for other 
highway facilities where only infrequent counts have been taken. 

Long-Term Trends in Traffic Volumes. As is illustrated by Figures 23 
and 24, until the fall of 1973, when the "gasoline crisis" first became 
apparent, traffic on the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge and the Golden 
Gate Bridge had increased steadily for several years.* For the Bay Bridge, 
the linear trend line for the four years from October 1969 to Septem-
ber 1973 {just before the first major gasoline price increases) shows a 
rate of increase of 1,800 vehicles per midweek day each year. This is 
an annual increase of 2.0% of the mean traffic volume for the whole 
period (88,300 vehicles per day). On the Golden Gate Bridge, the cor
responding annual rate of increase over the four years to September 1973 
was 1,100 vehicles per day, an annual increase of 2.4% of the mean midweek 
traffic volume over the period (46,800 vehicles per day). 

Traffic on the San Mateo-Hayward and Richmond-San Rafael Bridges also 
increased steadily over the four-year period to September 1973, but at 
much higher percentage rates. On the San Mateo-Hayward Bridge, the 
annual increase in midweek traffic was about 900 vehicles per day (6.0% 
of the four-year mean). On the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge, the rate of 
increase was about 800 vehicles per day (8.4% of the four-year mean). 

Seasonal Variations in Traffic Volumes. Figures 23 and 24 also 
show the marked variations in bridge traffic volumes above· and below the 
trend that occur as a function of the month of the year. The Golden 
Gate Bridge shows a particularly consistent recurrent seasonal pattern, 
with traffic volumes typically varying between a maximum in August (at 
about 4,300 vehicles per day above the trend line) and a minimum in 

*The data shown in Figures 23 and 24 are averages of midweek (Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday) traffic volumes. These data were selected for 
analysis because traffic volumes on these days generally show very much 
smaller day-to-day fluctuations than do data for Mondays and Fridays. 
Data for public holidays (where they fell on a Tuesday, Wednesday, or 
Thursday) and for Tuesdays or Thursdays adjacent to long holiday week
ends were also excluded so as to minimize extraneous influences. 
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January (at about 3,900 vehicles per day below the trend). The other 
three bridges all show similar patterns of variation. Traffic levels 
are high in the summer, low in winter, and close to the mean in the 
spring and fall months of April, May, September, and October. 

Projections of Traffic on the Basis of Trend and Seasonal Components 

Separate estimates of linear trend and monthly seasonal components of 
traffic volume were made for each of the four bridges using a multiple 
linear regression model. The models were estimated using data for the 
48 months from October 1969 to September 1973.* As a means of taking 
the underlying trend and seasonal components of traffic vatiation into 
account and so allowing the impacts of BART and other factors on bridge 
traffic volumes to be assessed, these "trend plus seasonal~' regression 
functions were used to "project" traffic volumes for the period from 
October 1973 to May 1975. These projections represent the traffic 
volumes which would have arisen if the trend and seasonal patterns of 
the previous four years had continued unchanged. In other words, the 
projections represent "what might have been" had factors such as BART 
and the gasoline crisis not disrupted travel patterns. Differences be
tween the actual traffic volumes and the values projected by the regres
sion model represent traffic volumes which must be explained by factors 
other than trend and seasonal influences. 

Figures 25, 26, 27, and 28 show the actual and projected traffic volumes 
for, respectively, the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, the Golden Gate 
Bridge, the San Mateo-Hayward Bridge, and the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge. 
In each case, traffic volumes are shown from January 1972 through May 1975.** 
The difference between the actual and projected traffic volumes from 
October 1973 onward is emphasized as a shaded area. 

*Details of the model formulation and estimations will be reported in a 
forthcoming report of the TSTB Project. 

**It is noteworthy that for all four bridges, the estimated traffic 
volumes shown from January 1972 through September 1973 (the latter 
part of the period used in estimating the regression function) conform 
very closely to the actual data throughout the period. This confirms 
that, before October 1973, the "trend plus seasonal" model provides a 
very good explanation of aggregate traffic volumes. It thereby lends 
credibility to the underlying assumption of the analysis that projec
tion of the function forward provides a meaningful "baseline" with 
which to compare actual traffic levels. 
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San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge Traffic. The shaded area of 
Figure 25 shows clearly the effects of increasing gasoline prices from 
October 1973 onward. In early spring of 1974 when gasoline was in 
shortest supply, actual traffic levels fell far below those projected. 
Traffic levels recovered when gasoline again became available in the 
early summer of 1974, but the cumulative effects of increased gasoline 
prices continued to depress actual traffic volumes below projected 
volumes in May and June. In July and August of 1974, the AC Transit 
strike caused Bay Bridge traffic to increase above the projected line. 
The difference between the projected and actual traffic volumes for 
September 1974 onward represents the combined effects of the transbay 
BART line's opening in mid-September and further increases in gasoline 
prices. It is interesting that the differences between the actual and 
projected points are fairly constant over the last eight months shown 
in Figure 25, suggesting that actual traffic volumes are indeed con
tinuing to follow the trend and seasonal patterns of previous years, 
but are displaced downwards--presumably by the effects of BART and the 
rise in gasoline prices. The average displacement over the eight months 
from October 1974 (the first full month of transbay BART service) through 
May 1975 is a reduction of 5,300 vehicles daily. 

Golden Gate Bridge Traffic. Figure 26 shows a similar pattern to 
Figure 25, except that traffic volumes on the Golden Gate Bridge were 
unaffected by the AC Transit strike and have not been influenced by 
BART. The differences between the projected and actual traffic level 
therefore show a much more regular pattern, reflecting primarily the 
effects of the gasoline shortage and associated price increases. From 
May 1974 to May 1975, the actual traffic levels follow those predicted 
very closely, with the actual points displaced below the projected 
points by an average of 3,800 vehicles per midweek day. 

San Mateo-Hayward Bridge Traffic. Figure 27 shows the difference 
between projected and actual traffic levels on the San Mateo-Hayward 
Bridge. A pattern very similar to the Bay Bridge is apparent. Unfor
tunately, data for March and April 1974 are not available, so the effects 
of the most severe gasoline shortages are not shown in the figure. But 
the figure clearly shows (1) the effects of the AC Transit strike in 

., diverting traffic from the Bay Bridge to the San Mateo Bridge; and 
(2) the continuing effects of increased gasoline prices and possibly 
BART-related traffic reductions over the last eight months shown in the 
figure. Over this period, actual midweek traffic levels averaged 1,900 
vehicles per day below those projected, 

Richmond-San Rafael Bridge Traffic. Figure 28 compares projected 
and actual traffic levels for the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge, showing 
a pattern very close to the Golden Gate Bridge. Again, neither the AC 
Transit strike nor BART has affected traffic levels; the difference 
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between projected and actual levels represents only the effects of gaso
line availability and price. On average, actual daily midweek traffic 
levels were 1,800 vehicles lower than projected over the 13-month period 
May 1974 to May 1975. 

Explanation of Reductions in Bridge Traffic Volumes 

Table 30 summarizes the analysis of average daily midweek traffic on the 
four bridges across San Francisco Bay. The table shows the average dif
ference between the traffic volumes projected from the ''trend plus sea
sonal" model, and actual traffic volumes for the eight-month period from 
October 1974 (immediately after the start of transbay BART service) to 
May 1975. The "trend plus seasonal" model was estimated from data for 
the four years, October 1969 to September 1973 (immediately before the 
gasoline crisis). The differences between the projected and actual 
traffic volumes--shown as the shaded areas of Figures 25, 26, 27, and 
28--represent the reductions in traffic which must be explained by factors 
other than past growth trends and seasonal influences. 

Table 30 also shows (1) the average daily midweek traffic volume for the 
eight months from October 1974 to May 1975; (2) the average "projected 
minus actual" difference in traffic volumes, expressed as a percentage 
of the average daily volume; and (3) the slope of the long-run trend in 
traffic growth (i.e., the growth rate estimated in the "trend plus sea
sonal" model). This slope was estimated as a percentage of the average 
traffic over the 48 months from October 1969 September 1973. Finally, 
the table gives the number of traffic lanes in each direction on the 
bridges, and the average daily volumes divided by the number of lanes. 
The latter figures form crude measures of the volume-to-capacity charac
teristics of the bridges. 

Comparison of Traffic Reductions Among Bridges. Of the four bridges, 
BART was e-:cpected to have major traffic-reducing impacts on only the 
San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge. But while the total reduction* in 
average daily traffic (5,300 vehicles per day) has indeed been greatest 
fer the Bay Bridge, the percentage reduction in traffic (6%) is the 
smallest of the four bridges. This reduction represents the sum of 
several influences--not just BART. On the Bay Bridge and the three other 
bridges, the differences between projected and actual traffic volumes 
shown on Table 30 could result from: 

*The word "reduction" is used here to describe the difference between 
predicted and actual traffic volumes for the same period. More strictly, 
this is a "deficit" or "shortfall." 
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Table 30 

SUMMARY OF ACTUAL AND PROJECTED AVERAGE DAILY MIDWEEK BRIDGE TRAFFICa 

Average Difference 
(Projected-Actual) Traffic 
October 1974-May 1975 

Average Daily Traffic 
October 1974-May 1975 

Difference as Percentage 
of Average Daily Traffic 

Slope of Long-Run Trend 
in Traffic Growth 

San Francisco
Oakland Bay Bridge 

5,300 

87,900 

6.0% 

2.0% 

Golden Gate 
Bridge 

3,600 

44,900 

8.0% 

2.4% 

San Mateo
Hayward Bridge 

1,900 

14,800 

12.6% 

6.0% 

Richmond-
San Rafael Bridge 

1,900 

10,500 

17.7% 

8.4% 

~ Number of Traffic Lanes 
in Each Direction 5 3b 2c 3 

Average Daily Traffic 
per Lane 17,600 

. (or 4) 

15,000 
(or 11,200) 

a. See accompanying text for explanation of traffic projections. 

(or 3) 

7,400 3,500 
(or 4,900) 

b. The six lanes of the Golden Gate Bridge can either carry three lanes in each direction, or 
four lanes in one direction and two in the other. 

c. The San Mateo-Hayward Bridge has two lanes in each direction on the approach causeways and 
three in each direction on the main span. 

Source: Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. analysis of traffic counts compiled by CALTRANS, Toll Bridge 
Administration, and Golden Gate Highway and Transportation District. 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

Reductions in highway traffic caused by a diversion of 
automobile travel to BART. 

Reductior,s in highway traffic caused by increases in the 
cost of owning and operating an automobile. 

Increases in traffic volumes that have been "induced" by 
these reductions in traffic volumes and associated con
gestion levels. 

Natural growth in traffic above or below the trend line 
used in the projections. 

Seasonal traffic variations different from the pattern 
used in projecting traffic. 

Items 4 and 5 are probably negligible, since the figures show that the 
graph of actual traffic volumes on the bridges from October 1974 until 
May 1975 closely parallels the projected line for both underlying trend 
and month-to--month variation. Assuming that BART has had a significant 
l.mpact only on Bay Bridge traffic volumes (and possibly on San Mateo
Ha~vard Bridge volumes) leaves items 2 and 3 to explain the differences 
shown in Table 30 especially for the Golden Gate and Richmond-San Rafael 
Bridges. 

Effects of Gasoline Shortages. The analyses presented earlier in 
this chapter show that a marked decrease in highway traffic has coincided 
with increasing gasoline prices, and it seems reasonable to assume a di
rect cause-and-effect relationship between the two. However, the form of 
this relationship is not obvious. The elasticity of highway travel with 
respect to gasoline price is probably a function of the purpose of 
travel--with "essential" travel such as work trips being less elastic 
than ''nonessential" trips such as recreational trips. This may explain, 
in part, why the percentage reductions of traffic on the San Mateo-Hayward 
and Fichmond-San Rafael Bridges are larger than for the Bay Bridge and 
the Gulden Gate Bridge, since the former two carry a smaller proportion 
of commuter traffic than the latter two bridges. It is also likely that 
travel by high-income travelers is less elastic than travel by low-income 
travelers. Gasoline prices also vary slightly among different parts of 
the BART impact area. These factors may all contribute to differential 
effects of gasoline price on traffic volumes on the four bridges. 

Effects of Induced Traffic. The data presented in Table 30 do not 
allo\..r any definite conclusion to be drawn with regard to item 3; however, 
a large part of the differences between the percentage traffic reductions 
for the four bridges might be explained by the effects of induced traffic. 
Table 30 shows (1) a positive correlation between the percentage reduction 
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of actual traffic below projected traffic and the slope of the trend line, 
and (2) an inverse correlation between the percentage reduction in traffic 
and the average daily traffic per lane. 

Both these relationships point to the fact that the reduction in traffic 
has been proportionately smallest for those bridges on which the daily 
traffic volume is closest to capacity (and on which, therefore, the growth 
rate may have been slowed by capacity constraints). The data are also 
consistent with the hypothesis that the reductions in traffic caused by 
BART and gasoline price increases (or gasoline price increases alone) have 
given rise to reductions in traffic congestion--which, in turn, have re
laxed the capacity constraints and induced previously suppressed trips 
to be made more frequently. 

For example, on the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge where traffic volumes 
were well below capacity, congestion levels on the bridge probably 
suppressed traffic very little. The 18% reduction in traffic levels, 
therefore, represents only the traffic-reducing effects of the rise in 
gasoline prices. In contrast, on the Bay Bridge where traffic volumes 
were previously very heavy over long periods of the day, the net reduc
tion of 6% in traffic volumes may reflect a reduction due to increased 
gasoline prices offset by an increase due to induced travel. The cor
responding percentage reductions of 8% and 13% on the Golden Gate Bridge 
and the San Mateo-San Rafael Bridge, respectively, are also consistent 
with the respective volume-to-capacity characteristics of these two 
bridges. 

Clearly, many uncertainties are associated with this "induced traffic" 
argument. Analysis of aggregate highway traffic volumes, alone, does not 
allow the effects of BART, gasoline price increases, and induced traffic 
on the Bay Bridge to be separated. However, when taken together with an 
analysis of changes in travel by bus and BART, some rather stronger con
clusions can be reached. 

Impacts of BART on Total Travel in the San Francisco-Oakland Corridor 

The previous section considered only aggregate 24-hour vehicle traffic 
volumes. More meaningful analyses of the impacts of transbay BART on 
travel in the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge corridor must (1) concen
trate on the 14-hour period when BART operates, and (2) consider total 
travel by bus, BART, and private automobile. 

Figure 29 shows midweek daily westbound passenger travel in the 
San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge corridor in the 14 hours from 6:00 a.m. 
to 8:00p.m. (the hours of BART operation). Included in these data are 
trips by persons in private automobiles, AC Transit, and Greyhound buses 
across the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, and by transbay BART. 
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Long-run trend and seasonal components of travel are apparent from the 
graphs of total trips and transit trips across the Bay Bridge. Regres
sion analyses were made to estimate these trend and seasonal components 
in the same way as was done for the vehicle traffic analyses of the pre
vious section. Over the three-year period from January 1971 to Decem
ber 1973, the slope of the trend line for bus travel was an annual in
crease of 1,500 trips per day. This represents an average increase of 
5.5% per year (as a percentage of the mean number of daily trips over 
the period January 1971 to December 1973). For travel by all modes, the 
slope of the trend line was an annual increase of 3,200 trips per day, 
or an average increase of 2.7% per year. 

Figure 29 also shows projections of the "trend plus seasonal" model for 
both total trips and bus trips. These projections assume as before that 
the trend and seasonal travel patterns of previous years continue unchanged 
through 1974 and 1975, and projected volumes are taken as a baseline 
against which actual traffic levels can be considered to have increased 
or decreased. 

The figure shows the effects of the gasoline crisis in early 1974, with 
total travel reduced well below projected levels and bus ridership in
creased significantly. The effects of the AC Transit strike in July and 
August are also clear, with both transit and total travel drastically re
duced. Only Greyhound provided significant transbay transit service in 
the period. 

Effects on Transit Travel. Compared to projections of bus travel, 
transbay BART service increased transit ridership by over 40%. Over the 
nine months after transbay BART opened, BART's ridership a.veraged 25,800 
trips per day in each direction, and bus ridership averaged 18,400 trips 
per day. These trips per day total 44,200, compared to an average of 
31,000 trips projected by the "trend plus seasonal" model of bus travel. 
The difference between the two, 13,200 trips per day, constitutes "new" 
transit ridership attracted at the start of transbay BART service. These 
"new" trips are shown as a shaded area in Figure 29. 

Effects on Total Travel. Comparing actual and projected trip 
volumes for the nine months after BART opened shows an average differ
ence of 8,500 trips per day (138,200 actual trips compared to 129,700 
projected trips). These trips represent "new" trips which, according 
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to che assun1rtion:) 
been made had tranRh3y 

.l(l 

.. r::J 
;nt<L vsls, '.;:ould not have 
Pvents) not occurred.* 

Table 31 St;:nrr·~:·C Lze~.- ··ne i';- i:1 err: Cl-: :JI_d\>Jee;~ daytime transbay t:rc-:vel. 
The avera~>" r.urn:;er ,,r :rirL> daY made• by 2Ut,~mohile, bu.s, 1nd BART 
in the ;1ine monU :1f1:~:"' ·r. 1 ,;-. .-1y ''''rvi,·e FJ.re c.·ompan:·d with the trips 
that v.·culd ';:;ve tHc<':n ma.i<~ '·' :;_,,,thet:H:ili.l:/) i_f BA]{T had not been opera
ting. The bases ~or· the o;~.:.-:;•_out·-~)ART" -··;-,timat:es are the "trend plus 
seasor~a:Ln projec:ticns gi\:en c:.··,·~ter .. 

str~.:c-~ing Lhc table; (L) no significant 
diversion of travt~Lcr:: tl'• L>t· ;·esuJt:ed from BAHT's opening, and 
(2) there vJilS no divecswn rrnm bus to auton,obi le. ~:i: The distribution 
of TiAhT trlC)f: ;u:;cng lUtOD'()bi.: ::·, Lus, anc "nc tri.p r"lil(1e 11 

\-NlS estimated 
on the basis of ''-='S]''-'0:1St.> :c ''"-' •.Jctober 197·~ l'ransbay BART Survey 
quest ion on t!l.r.:' :} re;r~·~'J'.1S ·,·><i<:: · f !.· .·;-n.r.:>.l. kin~ Nurnb2r'> in the table are 
appr~."Jximate, r-=tl•::;c~-~i-~,'. 

errors invo!ved, but ~ 

or projected f1gures. 

I 
~·( '- L 

~-; "haJ ancc:" tl:•· various estimating 
~a~2s ~··e close to the corresponding actual 

*The traff· Lc r· ·j -~·~·ion-. ::xn-n in l'igure 29 are based only on the long
:urnponeHt·:~ of tr.:ve1. To the extent that the run tr(~nd 

rise: .l.n r;r-t.S•)J.Jr:.•: ,, ·:· ""; •tld t:he capacity of the Bay Bridge ~.Jould have 
tendeci to .")n:.z:;-:dn :1u::::wJI-j 1 l ,· tra'.rel be1 r>w this "trend plus seasonal" 
e:,t:Lrrt'Ite, the ''t,roject,•ci trl?s" line shovm in Figure 29 should be 
con,;i.dered a 1:-.igh ,:•,;t:in:ate of treveL volumes had BART not started 
ser\-Lr:e. Ac,:c'rdi.J·gL], tlte esti:nat.e of "new" trips is low; 8,500 
trip~; per day may be .'<1!1!-ltdered a "]ower bound" estimate of the num
ber or. r.,_.,/: 1Y ip.'' attrih1;f:able to ':.he start of transbay BART service. 

**The --Pcr·J'l :;s::WJ"ror! i.s a potential source of erro' since some pre-
·nu;_.- -.:_;.--; "-:,: -; ,;:. i1a·•re ::;r·:xrt·-··d traveling by car as a result of cut-
:--):''" iL 1,_, .... •.c:: V"L·>: ll;L'l')';.r:i':-tg the srart nf RART service. This is 
;> ~ ~, J,, .. <····:a.· L. f-. r- '. ~<rV(·.l e::-:c; \·lho u~;,!cl Crcyhouncl bus services 
L_•)m <'_-ut;·iL -~.,--,,_;_-,:c _c/1->'J t:o::ntv- ::nfortunatEdy, dota are not avail-
·th1e rr.J~r. '.':i_c:i :_c •'·•,t-L"T'<'' ;-])p extent o! this diversion, if any. 

***Respoc:.se~< ,•; ti1: :),· .. o!Jer · '-' ·+ .c:urvvy of HAl\T travelers indicate that 
'" ,.; tre .<J'' :L\K.: n<ps 1-ier-·• ·~rips previously made by bus, 35% 
\v·~.- c : '"'-F' :J:ii-.. ·.· "' :,'_.-,ii,-,:1"Jio, :1ru. ll7~ vwre trips not made prior to 
,,A:i<T's op:~n1:1g. •r···-· !,;_ er .-;:'·'t•l:, i."' considered an upper bound esti-
ma.te .- 1 1:};.:•- :· .• ; t;:Jl;; ln,;;-,_.,1" 'iv hXRT becausP factors such as 

.Cc:tg<:.-s .d, '-.,, .\ , : ·.: .~2w·e ',.r-at . .LL':1:3 .-iLnce the start of BART ser-
~- 'e may ac':l•i n_t c:r -; J'k pa:-•- '1'' t'·· ''(Ld n()t travel bef<Jre" cate-

Tri::.;:· i(,- .;(· .-,wclc frlfr,-,quentJ.y or were being made for 
[I·e i ~-r-·::- ri .. ,e. Of' • 1>~ ,;;1, · ,- the survey, (but V.'hi.ch would have been 
,;,c,_c',P reg. · ;les~ vf ,.,, ·-:, ·t ,;;\;;;_;was ava1.lahle) are also included. 
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Table 31 

MODE OF TRANSBAY TRAVEL WITH AND WITHOUT BART 
Average Daily Midweek Westbound Person-Trips 

(6:00a.m. to 8:00p.m.) 

Mode of Travel with BART 
Automobile Bus BART 

Mode of Travel without BART 

Automobile 87,000 11,000 

Bus 18,000 13,000 

No Trip Made 7,000 2,000 

Total Trips Actually 
Made with BART 94,000 18,000 26,000 

Total Trips 
Projected 

without BART 

98,000 

31,000 

9,000 

138,000 

Note: Reading down each of the four columns shows, for automobile, bus, 
BART, and total trips respectively, the distribution of actual 
trips among automobile, bus, and "no trip made" on the assumption 
that BART is not available. For example, of the approximately 
26,000 trips actually made by BART, 11,000 would be made by 
automobile if BART were not available; 13,000 would be made by 
bus; and 2,000 would not be made at all. 

Source: Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. 
(See accompanying text for derivation.) 
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According to the analysis summarized in Table 31, of the average, daily 
transbay trips made after transbay BART began, approximately 9,000 
probably would not have been made had BART service not started under 
the Bay. Of these, no more than about 2,000 were being made on BART 
itself. The remaining 7,000 trips were being made by automobile. These 
7,000 trips correspond to about 5,000 vehicles, or 7% of the total ve
hicles typically using the Bay Bridge between 6:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. 

Sources of New Transbay Automobile Trips. Available data do not 
permit a definitive explanation of the sources of these 7,000 apparently 
new automobile trips. However, analysis of the time-of-day distribu
tion of traffic on the Bay Bridge before and after the start of BART 
service shows that the proportion of the 24-hour total occurring dur-
ing the 14 hours from 6:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. has not significantly changed; 
nor has there been any perceptible change in automobile occupancy. 

This leaves the conclusion that a large proportion of the new automobile 
trips on the Bay Bridge has been induced by the changes in travel condi
tions brought about by BART. Some portion of the new trips may have 
diverted from the San Mateo-Hayward Bridge, but the evidence summarized 
in Table 30 suggests that this diversion has been small. Therefore, 
most of the new trips probably would not have been made across the Bay 
Bridge (or would have been made less frequently) without BART. These 
may be entirely new trips or trips previously made between locations on 
one or the other side of the Bay. 

As shown in Table 31, about 11,000 transbay person-trips by automobile 
have diverted to BART (the equivalent of about 8,000 vehicle-trips). 
Apparently, about 7,000 automobile trips have been induced (the equiva
lent of about 5,000 vehicle-trips). Taken together these numbers imply 
a net BART-related decrease of about 4,000 automobile person-trips 
(about 3,000 vehicle-trips) between 6:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. 

The analyses of Bay Bridge vehicle traffic volumes given earlier in 
this chapter (and summarized in Table 30) show that the overall reduc
tion in traffic (due to BART, increased gasoline prices, and all other 
factors) has been about 5,000 vehicles per 24-hour day. However, the 
"projected" data on which the latter estimate was based imply very high 
traffic volumes, which would probably not have been attained given the 
capacity constraints of the bridge and the effects of the gasoline 
crisis. Thus, the 5,000-vehicle reduction is almost certainly a high 
estimate, and given the uncertainties associated with the supporting 
analyses, it should not be considered inconsistent with the estimated 
reduction of 3,000 vehicles per day suggested by Table 31. 

BART Traffic Impacts Relative to Other Variations in Traffic Levels. 
The foregoing analysis allows an approximate estimate of the Bay Bridge 
traffic-reducing effects of BART: a net reduction of between 3,000 and 
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5,000 vehicles per day is suggested (with the lower estimate probably 
being ;r,ore likely). This change needs to be viewed in the context of 
the many other factors influencing traffic levels. As discussed in 
earlier sections, Bay Bridge vehicle traffic has been increasing at an 
ctV0rage annunl rate of nearly 2,000 vehicles per day for several years. 
Typically, average daily [raffic may be as much as 4,000 vehicles per day 
B~ove or below the annual mean at different times of the year due to 
seasonal variations. Variation among days of the week is also such that 
th~o>rc i ~: often a difference of 15,000 dai 1 y trips between the highest 
1..reekd<Jv (Friday) and the lowest weekday (Honday). 

In the context of th<"se sources of variation in traffic volumes, a net 
redlh~tio:-1 in traffic of 3,000 to ],000 vehicles per day is significant, 
statistically speaking, but nevertheless small in relation to the total 
volume Df transbdy travel. The reduction in automobile travel attribut
able to BART represents about two years historical growth in Bay Bridge 
travel and is of the same order as normal week-to-week variations in 
traffic. 

'~i:1aLl\, the net trLlffic-reducing impacts of BART are small when viewed 
in the context of expectations. Both The Composite Heport3 and the 
1907 C01'rdinated Transitl4 report predicted major traffic-reducing im
pacts for BART. The latter, for example, predicted that BAlZT's effects 
"'will be the equivalent of seven transbay lanes in the peak hour/peak 
direction". The above analysis clearly shows that no such dramatic 
reduction in traffic has taken place. 

_:_:_~l_!!_l_Clr LB_:?_,'1 of Transbay BART Highway Traffic Impacts with Other Systems 

it io. instructiv~' to compare the BART experience with other recently 
·::l'no<.:ruc~ed r,1pid rail systems in lhe 1Jnited Sta.tes. Two of the most 
interesting comparisons are with the Philadelphia-Lindenwold High-Speed 
Line (generally referred to as the Lindenwold l.ine) and the South Shore 
Extens inn ut' the i'las~-oachusetts Bay Transportation AuthorU.y (HBTA) rapid 
transit system in Boston. 

Th.c .. PL Uadeiphia-Lindenwold High-Speed Line. The Lindemm 1 d Line 
resembles lines of the BART System in several ways. 1~e 14-mile line 
runs f~om the suburbs of southern ~ew Jersey to Camden and across the 
Je~a\VCJ.t'<' fUver into tlle C:ity of Philndelphia. Six of the system's 12 
stations are outsid~ the central citv areas, with an average distance 
of a.bout : .. 8 miles bet\vPt'n suburban stations. >1: The maximum operating 

:':(Jutsicie central Oakland, station spacing on the three East Bay 1 ines of 
the f)AF'T Sy.·-;tem is about 2.9 miles. 
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speed is 75 mph, and the average speed for the entire run from Linden
wold to Philadelphia is 40 mph (compared to an 80 mph maximum and 38 
mph average for the BART System). Like BART, train operation is auto
matically controlled, as is the fare collection system. Trains run 
around the clock with headways as small as two minutes at rush hours. 
The line is in a setting similar to that of transbay BART in that high
way access to central Philadelphia from the New Jersey suburbs served 
by the Lindenwold Line is only possible via two heavily traveled bridges 
over the Delaware River--the Ben Franklin Bridge (which carries the 
Lindenwold Line tracks) and the Walt Whitman Bridge. Close to 12,000 
vehicles typically travel over these bridges in the peak hour (compared 
to about 9,000 on the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge). 

The Lindenwold Line started operation in January 1969. By the end of 
the first year, about 13,000 trips per weekday were being made in each 
direction across the Delaware River (compared to 26,000 transbay BART 
trips in each direction). A survey of the Lindenwold Station (the fur
thest station from Philadelphia) conducted by the Delaware River Port 
Authority in October 1969 showed that the previous travel mode of com
muters from Lindenwold had been 49% by bus or train and 38% by automo
bile. Thirteen percent had not traveled previously.* The diversion 
from automobile was less for stations closer to the City. These results 
are very close to those obtained in the surveys of transbay BART in 
which 54% of BART travelers gave bus as the previous mode and 35% auto
mobile. 

The impact of the Lindenwold Line on peak period highway traffic conges
tion has also been similar to BART insofar as the reduction in traffic 
on the Ben Franklin and Walt Whitman Bridges has been rather less than 
the diversion of automobile travelers to the Lindenwold Line. The de
crease in average weekday traffic on the Ben Franklin Bridge between 
1968 and 1969 was about 3,000 vehicles, continuing the trend of the 
previous two years. (Weekday traffic decreased by 5,800 vehicles between 
1966 and 1967; and by 3,000 vehicles between 1967 and 1968.) However, 
over the peak period (7:00a.m. to 9:00a.m.), traffic apparently 
increased significantly from 1968 to 1969. In summary, available traf
fic data suggest that the opening of the Lindenwold Line had no detect
able effect on peak period highway traffic congestion. 

The South Shore Extension to the MBTA Rapid Transit System. In 
September 1971, the "South Shore Extension" of Boston's MBTA rapid tran
sit system began service to the cities of Quincy, Milton, Braintree, and 
Weymouth to the south of Boston. Although only six miles long (and 
serving three stations), the line forms a useful basis for comparison 
with BART to the extent that, like BART and the Lindenwold Line, its 

*See Reference 17, p. 8. 
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construction was justified in large part by the promise it held for al-
leviating peak period traffic congestion. Paralleling the South Shore 
Line is the Southeast Expressway (Route 3) running from the South Shore 
suburbs to Boston. At the time of the South Shore Line's opening, this 
expressway and the parallel Route 3A were heavily used and congested at 
peak periods. At a screenline at the north end of the South Shore Ex
tension Line, inbound traffic on the Southeast Expressway and Route 3A 
together Hveraged about 64,000 vehicles daily in 1971, of which 8,000 
were in the peak hour. Surveys conducted in April 1972, eight months 
after the opening of service, showed that 52% of South Shore Line riders 
had previously used mass transit, 29% had used automobile, 16% had not 
made the trip before, and 3% had used some other mode.* These results 
are similar to both the transbay BART and Lindenwold Line findings. 

By December 1971, ridership on the South Shore Line was about 10,000 
passengers in each direction, implying a reduction of about 3,000 ve
hicles per day on the parallel highways. However, no perceptable changes 
in traffic congestion were recorded on these facilities. The Metropoli
tan Area Planning Council's reportl8 concluded that the transit exten
sion neither reduced inbound average daily traffic, nor reversed the 
trend of increasing peak-hour volumes. 

*See Reference 18, p. VI-6. 
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VII. BART IMPACTS ON THE MOBILITY OF MINORITY GROUPS 

BART and Low-Income Groups 

Location of Low-Income Residents Relative to BART. On average, 
low-income residents of the Bay Area live closer to BART than the gen
eral population. As shown in Table 32, 24% of all households in the 
three BART counties had annual family incomes of less than $7,000 at the 
time of the 1970 Census. Of those households in census tracts within 
one-quarter mile of the BART lines, 31% had incomes of less than $7,000. 
Clearly, proximity to the BART tracks is not necessarily a meaningful 
indicator of accessibility to BART; however, the results of the May 1975 
areawide telephone survey confirm that, on average, low-income residents 
live closer to BART stations than higher-income residents.* 

Annual Household Income 

Less than $10,000 

$10,000 - $20,000 

More than $20,000 

Average Distance between Home 
and Most Convenient BART Station 

1.4 miles 

1.9 miles 

2.7 miles 

Use of BART by Low-Income Residents. A summary of population, total 
weekday travel, and BART travel, categorized by low, medium, and high 
household income is given in Table 33. The estimates of total weekday 
trips included in the table are from the May 1975 areawide telephone sur
vey of BART impact area residents aged 16 years and over. The estimates 
of BART. trips are derived from on-board surveys of all travelers con
ducted in May and October 1974.** Table 33 shows that low-income resi
dents travel less in total and use BART less than is implied by their 
share of the areawide population. 

Two factors may contribute to the proportionately low usage of BART by 
low-income persons: First, low-income groups tend to work in locations 

*The closer proximity of low-income households to BART is a secondary 
consequence of one of BART's primary planning objectives. In locat
ing the lines and stations of the System, BART planners attempted to 
link population centers and dense urban areas. These areas happen to 
be where many low-income families live. 

**See notes to Table 16 on page 81 for a description of the surveys. 
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Table 32 

FA~~IL'i l\CU!-'!E DISTRIBUTIO!\ BY DlS . .CA~CE fROM BART 

Median Family Income 
a 

Lo;..'-1:\come FaiC~ilies Medium-Income Families High-Income Families 
(less than $7,000) ($7,000 to $12,000) (more than $12,000) Total Families --------

Area :\umter Percer:t Number Percent ~umber Percent c1umber Percent -------------------- ---- ---- --- -----

BART Lir:es b 

Concord Line 6, 775 19% 8,319 24~: 19,895 57% 34,990 100% 
Richmond Line 10,880 33 10,666 33 11) 13 3 34 32,679 100 
Fremont Line 21,791 32 24,225 35 22,788 33 68,804 100 
San Francisco Line 14 1216 38 111874 31 11 I 624 31 37 7l4 100 

Total BART System 53,663 31 55,084 32 65,440 37 174,187 100 

I-' Counties 
+-- San Francisco County 48,615 30 48,331 29 68,396 41 165,342 100 
0 

Alameda County 64,560 24 84,158 32 117,417 44 266' l35 100 
Contra Costa County 27!065 19 ~2 29 76 897 52 1461479 100 

Total Three-County BART Area 140,240 24 175,005 30 262,710 46 577 '956 100 

a. Excludes income of unrelated individuals in a household. 
b. Includes census tracts within one-fourth mile of BART tracks. 

Source: 1970 C.S. Census of Population and Housing at census tract level, 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 33 

USE OF BART BY LOW-, MEDIUM-, AND HIGH-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS 

Total Population 
16 years and over (1975) 

Total Daily Weekday Trips 
by Population 

16 years and over 

Daily BART Trips 
(1974) 

Average Annual Household Income 
Less than $10,000 to Greater than 

$10,000 $20,000 $20,000 

41% 44% 15% 

33% 48% 19% 

27% 43% 30% 

Sources: BART Impact Program, May 1975 Areawide Travel Survey. 
BARTD, Passenger Profile Survey, May 1974. 

Total 

1,870,000 
100% 

4,940,000 
100% 

118,000 
100% 

BART Impact Program, October 1974 Survey of Transbay BART Travel. 

" 
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that are not as well served by BART as the central-city workplaces of 
rr,any high-income groups. For example, the Hay 1975 areawide telephone 
survev showed that 44% of those with annual household incomes less than 
SlO. 000 vmrk in the cities of San Francisco and Oakland, while 72% of 
those with incomes above S20,000 work in Oakland and San Francisco. 
Second, low-income persons are probably more sensitive to the higher 
co:C;ts of BART relative to bus. Some limited evidence to support this 
hynothes~s is provided in Table 16: 24% of transbay bus trips are made 
by traveler:o; Hith family incomes under $10,000, whereas only 20% of 
transbay BART trips are made by travelers in this income group. 

BART and Ethnic Hinorities 

Location of Ethnic Minorities Relative to BART. Many members of 
ethni~ and racial minority groups are from low-income households.* As 
a result, the conclusions of the previous section tend also to apply to 
ethni.· minority groups. Thus, the May 1975 areawide telephone survey 
sho~;:ed that, on average, '-'rhites live further from BART stations than 
rLL~ks or other minority groups. 

Fthnic/Racial Identification 

Hhite 
(Including Spanish-American) 

Black 

Other 
(Including Oriental) 

Average Distance between Home 
and Most Convenient BART Station 

1.9 miles 

1.3 miles 

1. 5 miles 

yse of BARTJ?L_ Ethnic Minorities. Table 34 shows areawide popula
tion, total weekday vehicle tripss and trips on BART categorized by 
thn'P c'thr::i_c groups: white (including Spanish-American), black, and 
oth,"r (mainly Chinese and Japanese). The sources and derivations of 
tltc'S<" e.·-;t Lmates are the. same as for Table 33. Table 34 shows that blacks 
a.nd ,Jthel· :ninorities make fewer trips in total than >·muld be expected 

'"Ac C<) rd in.£~ to the Mav 19 7'' areawide telephone survey, 60% of the black 
pnpul.1t kn of the P,AWJ' impact area b:1d annual f.>mi1v incomes of under 
:·1~i,CJ011, \'''Jile s.:~ ll<Jd family incomos over $20,00C. Tn contr:1st, only 
_jel" of the remaining (nonblack) population had family incomes under 
$1 ,noo w!1llc 167 had incomes over $20,000. 
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Table 34 

USE OF BART BY WHITE, BLACK, AND OTHER ETHNIC/RACIAL GROUPS 

Ethnic/Racial Identification 

Total Population 
16 years and over (1975) 

Total Daily Weekday Trips 
by Population 

16 years and over (1975) 

Daily BART Trips 
(1974) 

White 
(including 
Spanish 
Surname) 

82% 

86% 

86% 

Black 

11% 

8% 

6% 

Other 
Ethnic 

Minority 

7% 

6% 

8% 

Sources: BART Impact Program, May 1975 Areawide Travel Survey. 
BARTD, Passenger Profile Survey, May 1974. 

Total 

1,870,000 
100% 

4,940,000 
100% 

118,000 
100% 

BART Impact Program, October 1974 Survey of Transbay BART Travel. 
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f.iven th<"ir rL;pres<'lntat:ion in the areawide population; 18% of the popu
Lation 11re nonwhite (as defined by the areawide travel survey), but they 
make onlv 14% of the trips. 

Factors contributing to the lower trip-making propensity of minorities 
have not been fully assessed, but the generally lower incomes of the 
ethn,,, minority population are probably a major factor. Use of BART by 
members of black and other ethnic minority groups (taken together), while 
less than expected, is proportionately similar to their travel by all 
uodes. According to the 1974 BART passenger surveys, 14% of BART trips 
were made by nonwhites--the same percentage as their share of all trips. 
Proporttonal use of BART by the black community does, however, appear to 
be lower than both their representation in the population and their pro
portional share of all trips. 

FcE·~t'J~s ~c_,ntr ~_1_mting to Lower Use of BART by the Black Community. 
The lc)Y.'er- nverage income of the black community may be one reason for 
the1r npparently lo~ use of BART. Exploratory work during Phase I of 
the T~;Tr:, l'roj ect suggested a number of other reasons: 

• 

• 

~us access services to BART are inadequate from areas in 
~hich ethnic and racial minorities live. 

Minorities may he particularly discouraged from using 
BART by concerns about the reliability of BART's 
equipment, discomfort at being underground and under
~ater, and fears about losing one's orientation in 
the BART System. 

BART does not currently provide service when many 
minorities travel, i.e., during evenings and on week
end''. 

~orne working-class black people have 3 resistance to us
;ng BART because they view it as an alien "white" 
:,~ y s t Q.ftl • 

-:'hese Il\'t·'olh•:seE will be examined in the next phase of the TSTB Project. 

BAhT ~~a th~ Phvsit·~lly Disabled 
----- --------------"'---- -------1. 

Tilis sec~ ior, ')rielh· c],_,scl·ibes the response of physically disabled people 
tc' the r· lC i 1 it ief; pr()vidc·d to helb them use the BART System. Other 
BAi·'.T lm;J.:t.·t Fn'gTi!;n clocurnents19,2) describe BART's impacts on the physi
c;llv cli·•;~bled more completely. 
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Design Features Incorporated in BART To Serve the Physically 
Disabled. Many of BART's original design features contemplated in The 
Composite Report3 made provisions for physically handicapped persons. 
Design features included high-level platforms so that passengers do not 
have to climb steps to board trains; escalators for all vertical dis
tances of 12 feet or more; provision of a seat for every passenger; and 
train doors and station entry and exit gates wide enough to accommodate 
wheelchairs. 

In 1965, the BART District adopted official design standards conforming 
in many respects to American Standards Association specifications for 
making buildings and localities more accessible and usable by physically 
handicapped people,21 but the 1965 design standards excluded provision 
for full accessibility to BART by people confined to wheelchairs. Cali
fornia state laws enacted in 1968 required that BART's design standards 
be modified in two major areas; the legislation required that (1) eleva
tors be included in stations, and (2) restrooms be redesigned to accom
modate persons in wheelchairs. In September 1969, the BARTD Board voted 
to install elevators in all BART stations to allow full access to the 
System by persons confined to wheelchairs.* As of the date of this re
port, elevators are installed in all but one BART station. 

Physically Disabled People in the Population. Only limited data are 
available on the incidence of physical disabilities which limit personal 
mobility. According to a 1969 survey22 conducted by the National Center 
for Health Statistics, about 3% of the.total U.S. population (excluding 
those confined to home or an institution) have a chronic condition limi
ting their mobility. 

According the the BART Impact Program May 1975 areawide telephone survey, 
about 4% of households in the BART impact area have one or more members 
(aged 16 years or older) with a physical handicap which makes it diffi
cult for them to travel by bus or BART. Many of those with reported handi
caps were older people--about 40% were 65 or over. A survey of about 
140 handicapped persons conducted for BART in 1975** showed that 7 of 
them (5%) could use escalators only with someone else's help or could not 
use escalators at all. These data are consistent with estimates given 
in Reference 22, in that about 31,000 residents of the three BART counties 
use a cane, walking stick, or crutches as a mobility aid, and about 5,000 
people use a wheelchair. Relating these estimates to the total population 
implies that about 1 person in 100 uses a cane or crutch, and 1 person 
in 500 uses a wheelchair. 

*A full account of the events leading to this decision is given in 
Reference 2, pp. 192-195. 

**Source: Interim results of the BART Market Segments Study conducted 
for BART by Market Facts, Inc., Chicago, Illinois. 
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Use of BA:ZT by the Physical:lJ:'_ Hand ic."<DDecl. \.Jhile the available 
data are extremely limited, they gerrerally sqggef;t. that use of BART by 
physi2ally handicapped people is small relative to their representation 
in the population as a whole. For example, as part of the BART rider
ship surveys conducted by the TSTB Project in October 1974, a census of 
physically handicapped travelers was conducted at three San Francisco 
BART stations. 

The results of the census suggest that about 1 011t of every 1,000 BART 
travelers walks with the aid of crutches or canes, 1 out of every 2,000 
BART travelers is blind, and 1 out of every 10,000 BART travelers is con
fined to a wheelchair. Data on elevator 11se at BART stations imply 
low use of the System by physically disabled people. In August 1974, 
the elevators at all 32 stations where they were installed were together 
used a total of 116 times per day on average (not all of these rides 
were necessarily by disabled people, sirce the elevators are available 
to anyone on request). Much of the apparently lo,_,, use of the BART Sys
tem by physically disabled people is ~xplai~ed ~y the fact that many of 
them are elderly people who do not work •)r tr:1uel as much .'ls the rest of 
the community. Some further factor;,; wh:i_c1: :nav ::c contributing are dis
cussed in the following sections. 

Factors Discouraging Use of BA~: __ the Phvsicallv Handicapped. In 
the spring of 1975, a survey of 43 physL.:ai1y hanc:~capped residents of 
the BART impact area was conducted as l'art of ~te l'STB Project hy the 
Center for Independent Living, an advocacy ~rour r:~r the physic<11ly handi
capped.20 Of the 43 pers,mssurc'e·,;ec:, 20 i~ad us(~'' IlART one :1r more times, 
and 11 were using BART regularly. Six of the regul:'lr BART users were 
blind pe::::-sons who had access to AC Transit ~uses ar.d 5 Here quadrapleglcs 
involved with the Center for Independent Lhring who were without other 
transportation. In total, 28 of those surveyed had access to an alter
native transportation mode--20 Ow"Tled a.n automobil.e or a van and 8 had 
2.ccess to AC Transit. About three-quarters of :::hese people preferred 
their alternative mode to BART. 

The Center for Independent Living study concluded that three hroad cate
gories of factors contribute to the relatively low use nf BART by the 
physically handicapped: 

• Difficulties encountered in using BART itself 

• Difficulties in getting to and from ~ART st.ations 

• Lack of infurmation about the HART System . 
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Difficulties in Using BART. Although BART has made significant ad
vances in providing a barrier-free system for the physically disabled, 
the respondents to the Center for Independent Living survey reported a 
number of areas where they were experiencing problems in using the Sys
tem. To use the elevators, travelers must phone the station agent who 
then activates and controls the elevator. Many respondents reported 
physical difficulty in using the telephone; many experienced delays in 
obtaining responses from the station agent--particularly during peak 
travel periods. In a number of stations (particularly those whose con
struction was advanced when the decision to install elevators was made), 
the elevators are awkwardly located some distance from the station en
trance and the station agents' booths. Some respondents to the survey 
experienced difficulty locating the elevators, particularly because BART 
has no signs at the stations indicating the location of the elevators 
for security reasons. 

Originally, BART planned a "train screen" between the tracks and the 
platform--a solid-wall barrier with doors that open simultaneously with 
the train doors. A train screen would have helped the blind use BART 
by providing positive insurance that they could not fall on the track. 
But the train screen was eliminated from the final BART System for 
economy reasons and to increase operational flexibility. Although the 
edge of the platform has a different texture to help blind persons lo
cate it, several survey respondents indicated that the texture differ
ence is inadequate. 

Several respondents reported difficulty in traversing the approximately 
two-inch gap between the train and the station platform edge, particu
larly wheelchair travelers. Respondents to the survey also indicated 
that the normal 20-second dwell times do not give them sufficient time 
to secure their wheelchairs or to obtain a seat on the train before the 
train begins accelerating. Similarily, on leaving, the 20-second period 
does not allow them time to release their wheelchair or stand up and 
walk to the door before the doors close. Blind persons, in particular, 
experience difficulty in determining whether a given train was the one 
they wanted to use and whether they had reached their desired destina
tion; they requested public announcements in stations and on-board 
trains. 

BART's mechanical breakdowns have exacerbated the difficulties of the 
physically disabled in using the System. Besides the inconvenience 
caused by the failures, they have engendered a fear of using the BART 
System in some disabled people because of their concerns about being 
trapped or helpless in a breakdown. 

""D..;;;i..;;;f_f..;;;i;..;;c...;;;u..;;;l;..;;t-:i...;;;e-':s~i~n:-:-'G-e-=t_t-:i_n..,g'-:t_o_a_n...;.d_f-=r-=o...;.;.m;......;.B-:-A-R_T • Many respondents to the 
survey reported difficulties in traveling between their final origin or 
destination and BART stations. Physically disabled people who are able 
to drive an automobile have the best access service. Parking spaces for 
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the physically handicapped are designated in BART parKlng lots as close 
to station entrances as possible (although some difficulties have been 
experienced in locating these spaces and in illegal use by those who 
are not disabled). 

Walking distances between the BART station and AC Transit or MUNI bus 
stops are generally short, but bus service for people who ntust use a 
wheelchair is poor--no AC Transit or MUNI buses are equipped with wheel
chair lifts. Curb cuts for wheelchairs are provided in BART parking 
lots, but generally not on local streets adjacent to the lots, making 
access difficult for people confined to wheelchairs. 

Lack of Information about BART. Many respondents to the survey in
dicated that they did not have sufficient information about BART's spe
cial facilities for the physically disabled. So, the Jow use of the 
BART System to date by the physically disabled may result from their 
lack of knowledge. Many disabled people may not perceive that BART 
could be useful to them and dismiss it from their lives without ever 
having tried it. 
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VIII. BART IMPACTS ON THE REST OF THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

The previous three chapters have discussed the diversion of travel to 
BART and the impact of this diversion on travel patterns by bus and auto
mobile. Accompanying these changes in travel patterns have been changes 
in the service provided by the bus and highway systems. Two kinds of 
transportation system impacts are important: (1) changes in bus service 
on routes parallel to BART resulting from reduced bus ridership, and 
(2) changes in highway traffic congestion and travel times resulting 
from the diversion of travel from automobile to BART. 

BART's Impacts on Bus Service 

BART's impacts on the frequency of service on selected parallel bus 
routes are summarized in Table 35. On a number of routes, service has 
been changed in response to changes in travel demands. 

As a result of decreased transbay ridership, AC Transit has reduced 
scheduled services on many of its transbay routes (the routes desig
nated by letters in Table 35). From the start of transbay BART service 
in September 1974 until the end of May 1975, a total of 66 buses were 
withdrawn from transbay service in both the morning and evening. AC 
Transit has also reduced service on Routes 31 and 33 (between Richmond 
and Oakland) and on Route 32 (between Hayward and Oakland), but not on 
Routes 40 and 43 (between Berkeley and Oakland) or Routes 80, 81, and 
82 (between San Leandro/Hayward and Oakland). 

Greyhound services paralleling the Concord Line have been severely cur
tailed since transbay BART service began, corresponding to a major de
cline in ridership. For the sample of routes in Table 35, the number 
of buses per hour decreased from 60 to 28 and from 58 to 33 in the morn
ing and evening peak hours, respectively. Some areas of Contra Costa 
County have experienced reductions or elimination of local bus service 
as well as service to Oakland and San Francisco. 

MUNI has not significantly modified its service on routes parallel to 
BART as of the date of this report, even on its No. 14 route which has 
experienced a major patronage decline. 

BART's Impacts on Highway Traffic Congestion 

Many factors have influenced traffic levels over the period of BART's 
introduction, making it extremely difficult to hypothesize what the 
hourly distribution of traffic would have been if BART were not operat
ing. BART's impacts on reducing traffic congestion are correspondingly 
difficult to assess. 
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AC-15 
AC-31 
AC-32 
AC-33 Berkeley 
AC-33R 
AC-40 
AC-43 
AC-51/58 
AC-72 
AC-80 
AC-81 
AC-82 
Peerless Stages 

L~C-A 

AC-F 
AC-FX 
AC-FXX 
AC-L 
AC-LX 
AC-N 
t\C-R 

Greyhound-M 
Greyhour1d-~/O 

Greyhour1d-S 

Greyhound-R 
Greyhound-T 
Greyhound-X 
Greyhot.:nd-Y 

Mission St. Jitney 
MUNI-9 
MUNI-11 
MUNI-12 
MUNI-14 

Table 35 

EFFECT OF BART Oti SELECTFD PARALLEL BV3 SEW/ICES 

Service Provided Between 

Berkeley & Oakland 
Richmond & Oakland 
llilY'"'ard & Oakland 
Berkeley & Oakland 
Richmond & Oakland 
Berkeley & Oakland 
Berkeley & Oakland 
Berkeley & Oakland 
Richmond & Oakland 
San Leandro & Oakland 
San Leandro & Oakland 
San Leandro & Oakland 
Fremont & Oakland 

Oakland & San Francisco 
Berkeley & San Francisco 
Berkeley & San Francisco 
Berkeley & San Francisco 
Rich:nond & San F:ranciscG 
Rich~ond & San Francisco 
San Leandro & San Frar1cisco 
San Lenndro & Sar1 Franc isc,, 

Daly City & San Franc sco 
Daly City & San Franc ;co 
Daly City & San franc sco 

Walnut Creek & San Francisco 
Wal~ut Creek & Sa~ Francisco 
Walnut Creek & San Francisco 
Concord & Sah Francisco 

Mission District & San Francisco 
Mission District & San Francisco 
Mission District & San Francisco 
Mission Distri2t & San Francisco 
Mission District & San Francisco 

Service F're'],uencies Ilefore IlART -'A:-:1-:---- -- .P~-:---- -------
Peak--Hour 

4 
3 
6 
7 
4 
5 
5 
8 
6 
3 
1 
3 
2 

2 
7 
8 

11 
10 

6 
6 

11 

3 

1 
1 
1 
1 

4 
3 

65 
8 
5 
8 

1.~ 

Peak-Hour 

7 
3 
6 
8 
8 
5 
5 
8 
s 
4 
4 

2 

!; 

8 
No Service 

12 
8 
7 

10 
12 

3 
J 
3 

13 
12 
lL 
12 

65 
6 
6 
9 

26 

--~-

I; 

No Service 
2 
I; 

No Service 
I; 

I; 

8 
6 
2 
2 
2 
l 

3 
I; 

No Service 
No Service 

2 
No Service 

2 
2 

3 
1 

No Service 

No Servic2 
~o Servic~ 

~o Service 
No Service 

20 
4 
:, 
8 

l3 

a. Number :;: buses pe!' ho:1r ir: the peak direction in July 1975. 

Source: JHK & Associates analysis of operator timetables. 
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-~_r:_rent Service Freguenciesa 
A.M. P.M. 

Peak-Hour 

!; 

2 
3 
4 
3 
5 
5 
8 
6 
3 
3 
3 
l 

2 
5 
9 

10 
10 

6 
6 
6 

J 
4 
3 

8 
5 

Nc Service 
5 

50 
8 
5 
8 

14 

-

Peak-Hour 

7 
2 
2 
4 
4 
5 
5 
8 
8 
3 
4 
5 
1 
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Among the few data which do allow some conclusions to be drawn on how 
BART has influenced traffic congestion are the records of a metering 
system used to control traffic flows on the Bay Bridge. Since March 14, 
1974, a system of metering westbound traffic entering the five lanes of 
the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge has been operational. The flow of 
traffic leaving the 17 toll-booth lanes is controlled by a red or green 
traffic light above each lane before the pavement merges into five lanes 
at the beginning of the bridge structure itself. The traffic lights are 
operated automatically by detectors which monitor the speed of vehicles 
entering the bridge. At normal speeds, all lanes show a green light. 
The metering system is activated (and shows periodic red lights above 
lanes) when traffic speeds fall below a prespecified level, indicating 
a build up of congestion on the bridge. Thus, the starting time and 
duration of metering system operation are interesting measures of con
gestion on the Bay Bridge for which data are available on a continuing 
and consistent basis. Figure 30 shows the times of system activation 
during the morning peak period for Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, 
day-by-day from March 1974 until May 1975. Gaps in the figure indicate 
days for which data are not available. 

Figure 30 indicates a fairly consistent pattern of traffic congestion 
from March to June 1974, with day-to-day variations about the norm 
caused by weather, traffic accidents, and other influences. The starting 
time, duration, and day-to-day variations in the duration of metering 
all increased dramatically in July and August of 1974 giving a clear 
picture of the traffic congestion caused by the AC Transit strike in 
those two months. The period of activation then decreased in Septem-
ber when transbay BART service began. However, since then the period 
appears to have increased back to higher levels, close to those of 
early 1974. 

Comparing the nine-week period in 1974 following the start of metering 
system operation with the corresponding nine-week period in 1975 shows 
that the period over which the metering system operated both starts 
later (7:09 a.m. on average in 1975 compared to 6:59 a.m. in 1974) and 
has a shorter duration (80 minutes in 1975 compared to 91 minutes in 
1974). Both these differences are statistically significant at a 5% 
level. Nevertheless, they represent fairly small changes when considered 
relative to total travel times and are also small in the context of the 
expectations held for BART's impacts on congestion. 

Highway Travel Times 

Highway travel time surveys are the traditional method of measuring 
changes in traffic congestion. A considerable body of travel time data 
for various times before and after the start of service on BART lines 
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has been collected and analyzed as part of th~ TSTB Project.* Unfor
tunately, many factors have influenced traffic patterns over the period 
of BART's introduction. These include the 55-mph speed limit, intro
duced in January 1974, and several new traffic control measures (such 
as the metering system) on the Bay Bridge. It is consequently difficult 
to assess the impacts of BART on travel times from the travel time sur
vey results. However, analyses of the data point to the same general 
conclusions as were suggested in the preceding section: (1) reductions 
in peak period travel times have occurred, but these have been small 
relative to total travel times; and (2) the most congested periods 
appear to have shifted to slightly later times of the day. 

Changes in Bay Bridge Peak Period Travel Times. Figure 31 summa
rizes the results of two morning peak-period travel time surveys con
ducted over the Bay Bridge. The first (pre-BART) survey was conducted 
in April 1974 and the second (post-BART) survey in May 1975. Transbay 
BART service started in September 1974• 

The relatively short period between the "before" and "after" data sets 
means that the differences between the two graphs in Figure 31 may be 
attributed to BART with some confidence. However, the effects of the 
gasoline crisis complicate the picture. In April 1974, traffic levels 
were probably depressed because of gasoline shortages in February and 
March and accompanying price increases. Average daily (24-hour) mid
week traffic volumes on the Bay Bridge in April 1974 (87,400 vehicles 
per day) were actually lower than those in May 1975 (90,700 vehicles 
per day) in spite of the reductions in traffic presumably resulting 
from BART. 

Figure 31 shows that peak period travel times in May 1975 were about 2.5 
minutes shorter than in April 1974. This represents an increase in 
average speed from about 16 mph to 18 mph at the most congested time. 
The most congested part of the peak period has shortened and shifted to 
a slightly later time; the figure shows a shift of about 15 minutes 
(from 7:30a.m. to 7:45a.m.). 

Changes in Route 24 Peak Period Travel Times. Figure 32 shows a 
summary of morning peak-period travel times on Route 24 before and 
after BART service began on the Concord Line and transbay. The section 
of Route 24 surveyed, as shown in the figure, parallels the BART Concord 
Line from Lafayette to Oakland and is a major connector to the Bay Bridge. 

*These analyses will be reported more fully in a future technical 
memorandum of the TSTB Project. 
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Source: • CALTRANS and BART Impact Program, Moving Car Observer Travel Time Surveys. 



The figure shows no change in the travel time between the two surveys 
at the most congested time of day. But the peak has shifted to slightly 
later in the day--by about 15 minutes--with accompanying reductions in 
travel times early in the peak period. This is consistent with the con
clusions for the Bay Bridge. 

Again, a number of events--in particular the gasoline crisis--influenced 
traffic patterns over the period involved, and purely seasonal varia
tions may account for some of the difference between the January and 
May observations. Because of these influences on traffic patterns, the 
changes in peak period travel times in Figure 32 cannot be attributed 
to BART with any confidence. 
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IX. BART'S COSTS AND REVENUES 

This chapter describes BART's capital costs, operating costs, and reve
nues and compares them to the estimates in The Composite Report3 and to 
those for other rail rapid transit systems. A future report of the TSTB 
Project will describe BART's costs more completely. 

Capital Cost of BART 

Estimated Final Capital Cost of BART. The most recent estimate of 
the total capital cost for completing BART is $1,608 million.23 This 
includes the cost for constructing the entire BART System (71 system
miles, 34 stations, 450 cars, 4 shops, 3 yards, and the BART administra
tion building).* As of the end of 1974, $1,468 million (91%) of the 
forecast total capital costs had been expended. The remaining $140 mil
lion is for purchasing the rest of the car fleet, testing and retrofit
ting cars, working on the train control and power distribution systems, 
completing the Embarcadero Station, and adding parking facilities at 
certain BART stations. 

Comparison of the Estimated Final Cost to the Preconstruction Cost 
Estimate. Table 36 compares the preconstruction capital cost estimates 
for BART with the currently estimated final costs based on an analysis 
conducted by BART.25 All costs are expressed in dollar prices current 
when the estimates were made (i.e., no adjustment is made for price in
flation). 

In December 1974, the estimated capital cost to complete BART was 62% 
more than estimated in 1962. The greatest proportional increases are 
for preoperational testing, the transit vehicles, and engineering and 
management. 

• 

• 

Preoperational testing costs increased from $7 mil
lion to $77 million, largely because of problems en
countered with the train control system and the tran
sit vehicles. 

The Composite Report estimated vehicle costs at 
$71 million for 450 cars, or $157,800 per car. In
cluding $2 million for projected modifications, the 
final cost estimate is $161 million or $357,800 per 
car. 

*The total also includes the cost of constructing 3.3 miles of subway 
route and facilities for the San Francisco MUNI streetcar system. The 
additional cost to BART of this construction has been estimated as no 
more than $155 million.24 
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Table 36 

BART CAPITAL COST COMPARISON 
(Millions of Dollars) 

Composite Comparative 
Report Data Report b 

Categories a 
Cost May 1962 December 1974 

Basic System 
Construction $579 $ 867d 
Utility Relocation 45 32 
Engineering and Management 62 134 d 
Right-of-Way 97 l 01 
Preoperational Costs 7 77 
Reserve for Unfunded Requirements 16d 
Nonallocable 40 

Subtotal $790 $1,267 

Transbay Tube and Approaches 
Construction $116 $ 162 
Utility Relocation 4 6 
Engineering and Management 12 11 
Right-of-Way 1 1 

Subtotal $133 $ 180 

Transit Vehicles 
Vehicles $ 71 $ 159 
Modifications 2 

Subtotal $ 71 $ 161 

---~ 

Total $994 $1,608 

a. Source: Reference 3. 
b. Source: BARTD, Reference 23. 
c. Numbers shown in parenthesis are decreases. 

Increase c 

Amount Percent 

$288 50% 
(13) (29) 

72 116 
4 4 

70 1,000 
16 
40 

$477 60% 

$ 46 40% 
2 so 

(1) (8) 
0 

$ 47 35% 

$ 88 124% 
2 

$ 90 127% 

---

$614 62/~ 

d. Estimates made in December 1972 when total estimated costs were $1,494 million 
(Reference 25). 
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• Project engineering and management fees increased 
from $74 million to $145 million. 

Factors Contributing to Capital Cost Increases. A thorough analy
sis of the factors contributing to BART's capital cost increases is 
extremely difficult, since it would require a detailed analysis of the 
working papers supporting The Composite Report as well as various BART 
contractual and financial documents. The following discussion attempts 
to identify only: 

• 
• 

• 

Cost increases resulting from changes in scope 

Cost increases resulting from inflation rates higher 
than assumed in The Composite Report 

Cost increases resulting from delays in the construc
tion program 

Cost Increases Resulting from Changes in Scope. A number of 
changes were made to the scope of the BART construction program beyond 
that originally planned, requiring major increases in capital costs. 
These are documented in Reference 2, pp. 130-140, and in Reference 23. 
Changes included increased subway station sizes and improved finishes 
($37 million additional),* construction of subway lines in Berkeley 
($15 million), extension of mezzanine and plaza areas at San Francisco 
stations ($15 million), construction of the "box" structure to contain 
the Embarcadero Station ($8 million), provision of facilities for the 
physically disabled ($8 million), landscaping ($7 million), relocation 
of yards and shops ($5 million), and increased weight of rail ($5 mil
lion). Reconstruction of Highway 24 adjacent to the BART Concord Line 
cost an estimated $27 million additional. 

These increases in scope were offset by eliminating or deferring some 
System elements included in the original design. Costs were saved by, 
among other items, reducing electrification costs ($25 million savings), 
using more functional finishes at some stations ($10 million), eliminat
ing the Daly City yard ($6 million), and eliminating some station park
ing structures and lots ($5 million) The net effect of these and many 
other changes in scope is an estimated increase of $110 million over the 
original cost estimates, in "current" dollar prices. 

*Figures are derived from data given in References 23 and 25 and are ex
pressed in "current" dollars. (No adjustments were made to account for 
price inflation when comparing estimates.) 
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Cost Increases Resulting from Unanticipated Inflation Rates. 
The Composite Report assumed that construction costs for BART would in
flate at an annual rate of 3%. This inflation rate is consistent with 
the actual construction cost inflation rate experienced during the 1950s 
and early 1960s. A review of the Engii?eering News Records (ENR) index 
of general construction costs reveals that the inflation rate for con
struction was much higher than this. The inflation rate varied from 3% 
to 5% per year between 1960 and 1967 and from 8% to 14% per year between 
1967 and 1973. 

Analysis of the capital cost cash flows contained in The Composite Re
port suggests that the higher-than-anticipated inflation rates were re
sponsible for about $60 million (current dollars) of the increase in 
BART's construction costs. 

Cost Increases Resulting from Construction Schedule Delays. 
As documented in Reference 2, many delays were encountered in BART's con
struction, and these occurred during a period of severe inflation. If 
the cash flow of BART's actual construction costs is expressed in terms 
of "constant" January 1960 dollar prices by deflating costs by the ENR 
general construction inflation index, the actual construction cost for 
the originally designed System plus scope changes, in constant January 
1960 dollars, is about $944 million. Of this total, $66 million 
(1960 dollars) stems from scope changes. Hence, the actual construction 
cost of the originally designed BART System is about $878 million 
(1960 dollars). 

Similarly, the estimated cash flow for the capital cost of constructing 
BART, as presented in The Composite Report, can be deflated to constant 
January 1960 dollars using the assumed 3% inflation rate. This yields 
an estimated capital cost for constructing BART of $827 million (1960 
dollars). Thus, in terms of constant 1960 dollars, the $878 million 
actual construction cost of BART as contemplated in The Composite Report 
is only about $51 million (6%) greater than the original $827 million 
cost estimate (although it should be pointed out that the original esti
mate did include a 10% allowance for contingencies). 

As noted, BART's actual construction cost (including scope change costs) 
is about $944 million (constant 1960 dollars). Subtracting this figure 
from the total System cost of $1,608 million (current dollars) yields a 
total inflation-related cost of $664 million. This inflation cost may 
be allocated as follows: 
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Inflation costs estimated in The Composite 
Report, assuming inflation rate of 3% per 
year 

Inflation costs resulting from inflation 
rates higher than 3% 

Inflation costs associated with scope 
increases 

Inflation costs associated with delays in 
the construction schedule 

Millions 
of 

Dollars 

$167 

60 

44 

393 
$664 

The preceding analysis attempts to simplify a very complex set of events, 
and uncertainties remain about the true costs of various elements of the 
BART construction program. However, the analysis does make it clear that 
overall BART's cost overrun is largely attributable to inflation, particu
larly when combined with the many delays in the construction schedule. 

Comparison of BART's Capital Costs to Thase of Other Rail Rapid 
Transit Systems. Three generally comparable rail rapid transit systems 
are currently being constructed or planned in: 

• 
• 
• 

Washington, D.C. (METRO) 

Atlanta, Georgia (MARTA) 

Baltimore, Maryland (MTA) 

Major construction has only begun on one of these systems, the Washington 
METRO; much of the cost data for METRO and essentially all of the cost 
data for the other two systems are, therefore, preconstruction estimates. 

In comparing the capital costs of BART with the costs of these systems, 
it must be recognized that: 

• 

• 

Despite the fact that all four systems employ (or will 
employ) similar transit technologies, many factors such 
as variations in site conditions, location, construc
tion techniques, and design philosophy affect costs. 

Since the construction periods of the four systems are 
different, inflation forms a major component of (cur
rent dollar) cost differences. Costs must be ex
pressed in constant dollars for valid comparisons, 
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requlrlng forecasts of the capital cost cash flows 
and construction cost inflation rates for the three 
systems under construction. 

Recognizing these problems, Table 37 presents an approximate comparison 
of the system characteristics and construction costs of BART and the 
three other systems. 

Estimated capital costs for each of the systems are corrected for the 
actual and anticipated rates of inflation over the appropriate construc
tion periods to show an average cost per system-mile expressed in terms 
of constant 1974 dollars. 

BART is the second largest of the four systems in terms of (planned) 
route-mileage and the third largest in terms of stations. The estimated 
cost per system-mile for BART is $32.1 million (1974 dollars). The 
equivalent estimates for MTA and MARTA are slightly less--$27.1 million 
for MTA and $30.2 million for MARTA. The equivalent figure for METRO is 
S45.9 million, much higher than the three other systems (43% higher than 
BART). In interpreting the construction cost estimates for the three 
systems which are under development, it should be borne in mind that the 
estimated capital costs of METRO have risen by some $2.0 billion (80%) 
since it was at a stage of development comparable to the current stage 
of the ~TA and MARTA systems. 

Interim Operating Costs of BART 

Historical BART Operating Costs. Table 38 shows monthly BART oper
ating costs since September 1974, the date transbay BART service began, 
based on monthly statements of revenues and expenses provided by BART. 

At the interim service level provided over the period shown, BART incurred 
S4,063,000 in operating costs per month, or about $2.12 per car-mile and 
$0.10 per passenger--mile. Approximately 27% of the operating costs are 
associated with System operation and police services, 47% are incurred in 
vehicle and facility maintenance, and the remaining 26% are for general 
and administrative services and related construction and engineering ac
tivities. 

Comparison of BART's Operating Costs with Those of Other Rail Rapid_ 
Transit Systems. Table 39 shows the physical, operating, and cost charac
teristics of BART compared with the New York Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority (MTA), the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA), the Cleveland 
Transit System (CTS), and the New York Port Authority Trans-Hudson (PATH). 
Data for both pre- and post-transbay BART operations are shown in the 
table. 
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Table 37 

BART'S CHARACTERISTICS AND CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
COMPARED WITH OTHER NEW RAIL RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

System Characteristics 

System-Miles 
Number of Stations 
Seats per Car 
Maximum Cars per Train 
Top Speed (mph) 
Average Speed {mph) 

Period of Construction 

Construction Period 
Beginning 
Estimated Completion 
Midpoint of Construction 

Estimated Total Capital Cost 
(millions of current dollars) 

Capital Cost (millions of dollars) 

Inflation Factor to Convert Costs 
to 1974 Dollarsg 

Total Capital Cost 
(constant 1974 dollars) 

Average Capital Cost per System-Mile 
(constant 1974 dollars) 

n.a. =not available. 

Baltimore 
MTAa 

28 
21 
80 

6 
75 
40 

1974 
1981 
1978 

$1,000 

$0.76 

$760 

$27.1 

System 
Atlant~ Washington 

MARTA METROc 

53 
39 
70 

8 
70 

n.a. 

1975 
1980 
1978 

$2,100 

$0.76 

$1,600 

$30.2 

98 
86 
81 

8 
75 
35 

1969 
1979 
1974 

$4,500 

$1.00 

$4,500 

$45.9 

a. Source: Mass Transit, Vol. 1, Number 4, October 1974, p. 28. 

71 
34 
72 
10 
80 
42 

$1,600f 

$1.43 

$2,280 

$32.1 

b. Source: MARTA Third Friday, Metropolitan Atlanta Regional Transit Authority, 
November 15, 1974. 

c. Source: METRO Memo, Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, Issue 56, 
December 1974. 

d. Source: BARTD 
e. Start of transbay service. 
f. Includes up to $155 million for MUNI streetcar facilities. 
g. Based on actual inflation rates for years prior to 1974 and an assumed 7% 

per year beyond 1974. 
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Table 38 

POST-TRANSBAY BART OPERATING COSTS 

Total Cost by Compone_E.~- (thousa,Jds_ 
of dol_lars) 

L Transportation 
Percent of Total 

2. Police Servi,:es 
Percent of fL~ta.l 

Subtotal (l + 21 
p,3TC('~l t 1 ~ rotc ! 

1 ' r:a i r_, t ... ~. :1 ,-· :·, '· :.-: 

~. ·~ ,. ~-:...;..;: l; ' _dJ... 

4. Gen£- -\: ar.: ,'' _L .in 
? r? t ~~ r_ p ,_ _:·1 'i: /i ; 

·;_:--l_,)rJ 

Octol:Jer 

$ 877 
24% 

.L64 
~~ z. 

$1,041 
28% 

$L 186 
/l;i~ 

59? 
lt% 

~-~on---:i -,,1 ~~;d ~ n .::.~-1 'l?.. ..::..· 1 

P€'rce:.:.t •f : __ :td._L 

Sub Lot a: r ~ ;·-
P.::i·cer:t c£ Tot.~1: 

Total 
Percent of Ictal 

Uni~Co~ts (Dollars) 

Cost per Car-Mile 

Cost per Passenger-~ile 

R"" _.., 

~~ ~ 70 
::lL.,% 

$3,697 
100% 

$_;_.]6 

$0.09 

1974 
November -------

$ 861 
24% 

166 
5% ----·-------

$1.027 
29% 

-~l ,:'39 
~: 9~~ 

.:.44 
-~ 5!: 

239 

$ 733 
22% 

-----~· --

$3,549 
100% 

$1.79 

$0.09 

December 

$ 901 
23% 

162 
4% ---

$1,063 
27% 

$l.B}8 
:~6% 

F-· ~ 
.L~ ) 

. ., or 

25!--
~J% 

~l~OfJ9 

27% 

~··--·~·-

$3,970 
100% 

$1.96 

$0.09 

Note: These cost estimates are based on unaudited financial data. 

Source: BARTD monthly statements of operating expenses. 

- - - - - - - -

January 

$ 946 
22% 

165 
4% ·---

$1,111 
26% 

Sl, 918 
44% 

816 
1 c·v ,/o 

'~86 
11% -------·--·--

c/1, 302 
30% 

___ ... 
$4,331 

-

100~{ 

$2.27 

$0.10 

-

1975 
Februa!:Y_ 

$1,032 
23% 

176 
4% -----

$1,208 
271'. 

$2 '! if)8 
4 7% 

81.2 
18% 

ill·~ 

------

~:1) .:.s·; 
26% 

---·------

$4,473 
100% 

$2.78 

$0.12 

-

March 

$ 928 
::'.1% 

171 
4% 

$1,099 
2.5% 

Sl,99: 
.:, {)/, 

'•)l 
•'1 ') Hf 
.~-, • .;;,..ir; 

31.'.+ 

--··-~~1 If 
$1,265 

zn 
-----~--

$4,359 
100% 

$2.33 

$0,11 

Ave~~-

$ 924 
23% 

167 
4 "~ I ------·-· 

$1,091 
27% 

$1,897 
~ ·.:. ~~ 

7 .s~ 
u<: 

j_~ 9 

$2~9~~2 

26~~ 

$4,063 
100% 

$2.12 

$0.10 

- - - - -
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I Table 39 

RAIL RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS' MONTHLY OPERATING STATISTICS 

I 1973 Statistics a BARTh 
New York New York Post-Transbay 

MTA Chicago Cleveland PATH !!!L. 10[74-3[75 

I 
Sistem Attributes 

System-Miles c 232 107 19 14 63 71 
Total Miles of Single Track 842 243 43 35 150 166 
Stations 481 149 17 13 32 33 
Cars 6,704 1,179 ll6 298 220b 350 

I Car-Miles (millions) 27.5 4.1 0.31 o. 74 0.73 1.92 
Car-Miles per Track-Mile (thousands) 32.1 16.9 7.2 21.1 4.9 ll.6 
Car-Miles per Car (thousands) 4.1 3.5 2.7 2.5 3.3 5.5 
Car-Hours (thousands) 1,500 39 21 

34~;d Average Car Speed (mph) 18.3 19.0 34.8 

I Car-Hours per Car 223.8 130.9 95.5 157.8d 
Passengers (millions) 93.5 10.6 2.5 0.7b 2.5 
Passengers per Car-Mile 3.4 2.6 3.4 l.lb 1.3 
Average Trip Length 5.88 7.28 13.6 16.4 

I 
Passenger-Miles (millions) 542.3 76.3 9.5 41.0 
Passenger-Miles per Car-Mile 19.7 18.6 --f 13.0 21.4 
Employees 32,516 1,052 1,450 1,800 
Employees per Million Car-Miles 1,182 1,422 1,986 938 
Employees per Million Passengers 348 421 2,071 720 

I 
Employees per Million Passenger-Miles 60 153 44 

Distribution of MonthlX 02erating Costa 

Transportation 
Millions of Current Dollars $21.1 $2.6 $0.14 $0.7 $0.5 $0.8 

I Percent of Total 41% 43% 31% 37% 22% 20% 

Maintenance 
Millions of Current Dollars $15.1 $1.4 $0.10 $0.6 $1.0 $1.9 

I 
Percent ot Total 30% 23% 22% 32% 43% 47% 

Power 
Millions of Current Dollars $4.0 $0.4 $0.05 $0.1 $0.1 $0.3 
Percent of Total 8% 7% ll% 5% 4% 7% 

I Administration 
Millions of Current Dollars $10.9 $1.6g $0.16g $0.5 $0.7 $1.1 
Percent of Total 21% 27% 36% 26% 31% 26% 

I Total $51.1 $6.0 $0.45 $1.9 $2.3 $4.1 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

In flat ion Rate 

I Percent Increase in Top Operator 
15.7%h ll. 7%h 15.0%h 10.0%i 23.7%b Wage Rate, 1973-1975 

Coat 2er Car-Mile 

I 1973 Dollars $1.86j $1. 46j $1.45j $2.57 j $3.15j 2.~;k 1975 Dollars 2.15 1.63 1.67 2.83 3.90 

Cost 2er Passenger-Mile 

I 
1973 Dollars $0.09 $0.08 $ $ $0.24 $ --
1975 Dollars O.ll 0.09 0.32 0.10 

I 
Note: Cost estimates are based on unaudited financial data. 

See continuing page for footnotes. 
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Table 39 (cont.) 
RAIL ~~PID TRANSIT SYSTEMS' MONTHLY OPEP~~TING STATISTICS 

Footnotes 

a. Source: American Transit Association, 1973 Transit Operating Report. 

b. Source: BARTD. 

c. Source: Institute for Defense Analysis, Economic Characteristics 
of the Urban Public TransEortation Industry, February 1972. 

d. Assuming the same average System speed as pre-transbay. 

e. U.S. Department of Transportation, 1972 National Transportation 
ReEort, July 1972, p. 193. (Data for Chicago and New York regions.) 

f. Included with bus system. 

g. Prorated from combined bus/rapid transit administration costs based 
on other direct operating costs for each mode. 

h. Source: John Dash & Associates, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and 
American Public Transit Association. 

i. Source: New York Port Authority Trans-Hudson Corporation. 

j. 1975 costs are estimated from 1973 costs using the top operator 
wage rate increase as the inflation indicator. 

k. Actual. 
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Comparison of Physical and Operating Characteristics. At cur
rent operating levels, BART is smaller, in terms of car-miles, than the 
New York MTA or Chicago systems and larger than the Cleveland or New York 
PATH properties. When it achieves its planned service level of 4.3 mil
lion car-miles per month, BART will be operating about the same number of 
car-miles as the Chicago system. 

The system attribute statistics shown in Table 39 reflect a number of 
differences between BART and the other systems, although the post
transbay BART statistics are much closer to those of the other systems. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

BART operates a smaller proportion of car-miles per 
track-mile than the other properties, (except Cleve
land). This difference will probably decrease when 
more cars are in service and the improved train con
trol system allows headways to be reduced. 

BART's car utilization, measured in monthly car-hours 
per car is lower than, say New York MTA, but monthly 
car-miles per car are higher. (This reflects the 
much higher average speed of trains on the BART Sys
tem). In interpreting these figures, it should be 
borne in mind that BART currently operates substan
tially fewer hours per week than the other proper
ties. 

BART has a lower number of passengers per car-mile 
than the other systems. However, the average trip 
length on BART (about 16 miles) is much longer than 
the average trip length on the other transit proper
ties so that BART has a larger number of passenger
miles per car-mile than the other systems for which 
data are shown. 

Similarly, BART has a much higher number of employees 
per passenger compared to the other systems, but (for 
post-transbay operations) a lower number of employees 
per passenger-mile (compared to the New York MTA, the 
only other system for which the statistic is shown). 

Comparative Analysis of Cost Components. The components of 
operating cost given in Table 39 show a similar distribution of cost for 
the four mature systems, while BART's distribution differs significantly. 
Whereas transportation costs (costs associated with actual system opera
tion) are between 31% and 43% of total operating costs for the four ma
ture systems, they comprise only 20% of BART's operating costs. In con
trast, maintenance costs range from 22% to 32% for the mature systems, 
but make up 47% of all operating costs for BART. 
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At current interim service levels, BART operates only about 50% of the 
car-miles per month projected for full-system opernti_on and its hours of 
oper;Jtion are constrained. Thus, BAWl" s transportat Lon costs are smaller 
than they will be for full-system oper-:ltion. On the otber hand, the en
tire System _i~; in operation and requires maintl•naiH'L'. BART's st:lrt-up 
and "debugging" pro!Jlems have also resulted in high costs which app0:1r as 
maintenance costs (although it might be argued that these start-up costs 
should be considered capital costs). 

Comparative Analysis of Costs Per Car-Mile and Per Passenger
Mile. Table 39 also shows operating costs for BART and the other five 
rapid transit systems on a per car-mile and per passenger-mile basis 
(where data are available). The data for the other systems (and for pre
transbay BART) are shown in actual 1973 prices and in 1975 prices. The 
increase in the top wage rate for motormen (train operators) was used as 
the inflation factor in estimating the 1Y75 costs. 

In 1975 dollars, estimates of operating costs for the five systems shown 
vary from $1.63 to $2.83 per car-mile. BART's cost is $2.12 per car-mile 
for current interim system operations, close to the 82.15 per c:1r-mile for 
tlw New York HTA. On a passenger-mile basis BART's pnst-transhay cost of 
$0.10 is very close to the estimates of $0.11 and $0.09 for the New York 
and Chicago systems, respectively. Both car-mile and passenger-mile costs 
for BART decreased markedly between 1973 and 1975 as the scale of opera
tions expanded. 

Clearly, any comparison of BART's operating costs with those of other 
rail rapid transit systems must be interpreted cautiously in light of 
the unique physical, organizational, and accounting characteristics of 
the different systems. However, the data given in Table 39 show that, 
for current operations, BART's operating costs are in line with those 
of the older, established U.S. rail rapid transit systems. As the BART 
System matures to full-system operations, it is expected that BART's 
car-mile and passenger-mile costs will decrease. 

Comparison of BART' c3 _Qr_erating Costs to Those of Commuter R.:1il 
Systems. Table !+0 shows BART's operating costs compared to estimates of 
average operating cost for about ten U.S. commuter railroads. Datn for 
the commuter railroads were abstracted from recent reports prepared for 
the U.S. Department of Transportation by DeLeuw, Cather & Company26 
based on 1970 data and by the Institute for Defense Analysis27 b;tsed on 
1972 data inflated to 1973 prices. Historical commuter railroad c:osts 
have been inflated to 1975 dollars using the average railroad wage rate 
as the inflation factor. 

Although BART has a much lower operating cost per car-mile ($2.12 for 
BAWL' compared to $3.65 for commuter railroad), ·its cost per passenger
mile is higher ($0.10 compared to $0.08). Among factors contributing 
to these differences sre that (1) commuter railroad cars generally have 
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Table 40 

COMPARISON OF BART AND COMMUTER RAIL OPERATING COSTS 

BART 
Distribution of Operating Costs Commuter October 1974 to 
(Eercent of totall Rail March 1975a 

Transportation (including power) 58%b 27% 
Maintenance 36b 46 
Administration 6b 27 

Total 100%b 100% 

Cost Eer Car-Mile 

1973 Dollars $3.33 n.a. 

1975 Dollars 3.65c $2.12 

Cost- Per Passenger-Mile 

1970 Dollars $0.05d n.a. 

1975 Dollars o.oac 0.10 

n.a. • not applicable. 

a. Source: BARTD. 
b. Source: Institute for Defense Analyses. 
c. Inflated based on national average railroad wages as reported in 

Survey of Current Business, U.S. Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, Washington, D.C. 

d. Source: DeLeuw, Cather & Company. 
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more seats per car than BART, and (2) commuter railroads provide most of 
their service (car-miles) at peak periods when passenger load factors 
are high and very little service during off-peak periods, In contrast, 
BART provides a relatively high level of off-peak service. 

Comparison of BART's Operating Costs with Those of Other Bay Area 
Transit Hodes. Table 41 compares BART's operating costs with those of 
HUNl and AC Transit. Because of the wide variation in vehicle size, the 
comparison is based on cost per seat-mile. The most recently available 
operating cost data for AC Transit and HUNI were inflated to estimates 
of January 1975 costs based on AC Transit and HUNI operators' respective 
wage-rate increases. 

The figures given in Table 41 show that BART's operating cost of $0.030 
per seat-mile is essentially the same as AC Transit's bus operating cost 
of $0,029. This is somewhat surprising, since many proponents justify 
the large capital investments required for rail rapid transit by arguing 
that the operating costs will be smaller than those of less capital
intensive bus systems. 

Special caution should be exercised in interpreting the data shown in 
Table 41, since many factors complicate the comparison between BART and 
other transit systems--such as the different kinds of service provided 
by the systems, differences in accounting methods, and the fact that the 
estimates of BART's operating costs are for an interim stage of opera
tion. !lowever, the comparisons (especially those \vith AC Transit) are 
of interest in that they provide a tentative indication of the relative 
operating costs of bus and rail rapid transit in general. 

Comparison of BART's Operating Costs to Those Estimated in The 
Composite Report. In The Composite Report, BART's annual operating ex
penses were estimated at about $13 million for 1972 (the first year in 
which full BART operations were anticipated) and increased in increments 
to about $14 million per year in 1980. Annual operating costs of about 
$13.5 million were estimated for 1975. (All these estimates are in con
stant 1960 dollars.) BART actual costs in Fiscal Year 1975 were 
$49.8 million. 

Not all the factors that have contributed to the difference between tl1e 
projected and actual operating costs can be discussed in this limited 
study. However, two factors appear to have contributed signific:1ntly to 
the difference: (1) inflation in the costs of operating rail rapid tran
sit systems, particularly labor costs, and (2) BART's requirement for a 
larger personnel complement than was originally planned. 

Analvsis of data for other U.S. rapid transit systems show that operating 
costs per car-mile increased by the following factors between 1960 and 
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Table 41 

COMPARISON OF OPERATING COSTS FOR BART AND OTHER BAY AREA TRANSIT MODESa 

Cost per Cost per Cost per 
Vehicle-Mile Vehicle-Mile Seat-Mile 

Date (current Inflation (January 1975 (January 1975 
Mode of Data dollars) Factorb dollars) Seats dollars) 

BARTc 1975 $2.12 1.00 $ 2.12 72 $0.030 

MIJNid 1973-1974 
Motor Coach 2.01 1.09 2.19 48 0.046 
Trolley Coach 2.35 1.09 2.57 48 0.054 
Streetcar 2.34 1.09 2.56 55 0.047 

..... Cable Car 9.51 1.09 10.38 30 0.346 
-...J ..... e AC Transit 1973-1974 

Motor Coach 1.21 1.15 1.39 48 0.029 

Note: These cost estimates are based on unaudited financial data. 

a. Costs reflect total operating costs less depreciation allowances. 
b. Inflation factors based on the top operator's wage rate increase. 
c. Source: BARTD. 
d. Source: San Francisco Municipal Railway (MUNI). 
e. Source: Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit). 



1975: New York MTA, 3.07; New York PATH, 2.64; Cleveland CTS, 2.69; and 
Chicago CTA, 2.18 times.* 

On average, costs per car-mile for the four systen1s increased by n factor 
of 2.6) over the period 1960 to 1975. Applying this factor to HART's 
original operating cost estimate of $13.5 million gives $35.8 million in 
1975 dollars. 

In late 1970, before the start of BART service, BART estimated its total 
staff requirement for (1975) stabilized full-system operation at about 
1,200 personnel.28 During Fiscal Year 1975, BART about 1,900 employees, 
58% more than were estimated in 1970. 

Since over two-thirds of BART's operating costs are for salaries and bene
fits, BART's operating costs might be expected to increase approximately 
in proportion to the size of the staff. Applying a 58/~ increase to the 
estimate of BART's operating costs derived above, gives an estimate of 
$56.6 million. This may be compared with BART's actual 1974/1975 costs 
of $49.8 million. Clearly, many other factors have influenced HART:s 
costs, but the above (admittedly approximate) analysis shows that the 
difference between the original cost estimates and actual operating costs 
are largely explained by the two factors of (1) inflation, and (2) un
realistically low original estimates of staff requirements. 

BART's Revenues 

Table 42 shows BART's monthly patronage and revenue since service began 
in September 1972. Changes in patronage, revenues, and trip length are 
obvious when service started on each BART line. Over the nine full 
months shown since transbay service began, patronage has aver?ged 
2,535,000 trips per month (equivalent to 30,422,000 trips per year), and 
fare revenue has averaged $1,586,000 per month (equivalent to about 
$19.0 million per year). 

These figures compare with estimaLes of 77,137,000 trips and $23.8 mil
lion gross fare revenues** contained in The Composite Report for Fiscal 
Year 1975. Thus, currcrit BART patronage is about 40/~ of the original 
estimate for full-service operations, but fare revenues are about 80% of 
those originally estimated. The difference between the two percentages 
is partly explained by the fact that BART fares shown in Table 42 are 
about 40% higher than estimated in The Composite Report.*** (The average 

*Data sources are as given in the notes to Table 39. 
'"*The Composite Report estimated $24,284,000 combined gross fan• and con

cession revenues for the year ending June 30, 1975. Concession reve
nues have been assumed at 2% of the total, leaving $23,798,000 esti
mated gross fare revenues. 

***As noted in Chapter I, BART increased its fares further effective 
November 1975. 
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Table 42 

HISTORICAL MONTHLY BART PATRONAGE AND REVENUE 

Gross Fare 
Month Revenue8 Passengers 

September 111 1972--Fremont Line Opens 

September 1972 
October 1972 
November 1972 
December 1972 

January 1973 

$ 1381863 
1951101 
1691970 
1661021 

1701286 

2371020 
3531430 
294,360 
2961909 

3081322 

January 29, 1973--Richmond Line Opens 

February 1973 
March 1973 
April 1973 
May 1973 

272,492 
270,154 
2791255 
351,356 

5361436 
548,704 
553,611 
673,755 

May 21 1 1973--Concord Line Opens 

June 1973 416,232 769,754 

July 1 to August 61 1973--BART Strike 

July 1973 
August 1973 
September 1973 
Octobet 1973 

3691644 
347,162 
4431529 

675,593 
635,860 
816,936 

November 51 1973--San Francisco Line Qpens 

November 1973 
December 1973 

January 1974 
February 1974 
March 1974 
April 1974 
May 1974 
June 1974 
July 1974 
August 1974 

6461073 
6531220 

6901773 
6501343 
7451125 
7451144 
6901933 
6171493 
6751103 
6951696 

11429,185 
114651722 

115071673 
11407,161 
115511431 
115911704 
1,5191976 
113601439 

/115451892 
116191469 

September 16 1 1974--Transbay Link Opens 

September 1974 
October 1974 
November 1974 
December 1974 

January 1975 
February 1975 
March 1975 
April 1975 
May 1975 
June 1975 

110461458 
1,6591743 
115371336 
116891876 

116451721 
1,393,741 
115411891 
115931999 
1,5801454 
11630,030 

118941604 
217491104 
214891474 
216881982 

216331726 
21228,958 
214351903 
21545,434 
21497,169 
21548,079 

Average 
Passenger- Miles 

Miles Per Trip 

411971039 
517961629 
4,8271799 
418691340 

510561481 

814221045 
816141053 
8,691,693 

1010051262 

1114301847 

10,017,719 
9,442,521 

12,1311500 

14,6031651 
1519561162 

l7,0fl2,983 
1611501895 
1818111837 
1814741039 
17,6911656 
1516701701 
17,835,428 
181777,351 

261740,000 
4311941000 
3916221648 
43,501,000 

4218751000 
3614141000 
4012181000 
4115691000 
41,376,000 
42,5261000 

17.7 
16.4 
16.4 
16.4 

16.4 

15.7 
15.7 
15.7 
14.9 

14.9 

14.8 
14.9 
14.9 

10.2 
10.9 

11.3 
11.5 
12.1 
11.6 
11.6 
11.5 
11.5 
11.6 

14.1 
15.7 
15.9 
16.2 

16.3 
16.3 
16.5 
16.3 
16.6 
16.7 

Note: Revenue estimates are based on unaudited data. 

Gross 
Fare Per 
Passenger 

$0.5859 
0.5520 
0.5774 
0.5592 

0.5523 

0.5080 
0.4923 
0.5044 
0.5215 

0.5407 

0.5471 
0.5460 
0.5429 

0.4521 
0.4457 

0.4582 
0.4622 
0.4803 
0.4681 
0.4546 
0.4539 
0.4367 
0.4500 

0.5523 
0.6037 
0.6175 
0.6284 

0.1i249 
016253 
0.6330 
0.6262 
0.6329 
0.6397 

Gross 
Fare Per 

Passenger-Mile 

$0.0331 
0.0337 
0.0352 
0.0341 

0.0337 

0.0324 
0.0314 
0.0321 
0.0351 

0.0364 

0.0369 
0.0368 
0.0366 

0.0442 
0.0409 

0.0404 
0.0403 
0.0396 
0.0403 
0.0391 
0.0394 
0.0379 
0.0390 

0.0391 
0.0384 
0.0388 
0.0388 

0.0384 
0.0383 
0.0383 
0.0383 
0.0382 
0.0383 

a. Total fares collected at faregates and by other administrative procedures. 
b. Average trip lengths are estimates derived from data on extracted fares. Actual trip 

lengths may be as much as 20% lower. However, no adjustments have been made in calcu
lations reported elsewhere in the report to reflect the lower actual average trip lengths. 

Sources: BARTD, Monthly Patronage and General Manager's Reports, 
BARTD1 Transportation Department and Office of Research. 
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fare for the origin-destination trip distribution which was traveled in 
October 1974 was $0.63; the average fare for the same trip distribution 
using The Composite Report fare schedule is $0.44). The rest of the 
difference between the percentages is explained by the fact that current 
BART trips are much longer, on average, than originally projected, mainly 
because fewer short trips are being made than originally forecast. 

BART's Operating Deficit 

Table 43 presents BART's operating revenues, costs, and deficits since 
the start of service. Deficits per passenger (trip) and per passenger
mile have clearly decreased greatly since the early stages of operation; 
however, costs are still well in excess of revenues. In the first six 
months of 1975, the average revenue per passenger was $0.59, and the 
average operating cost per passenger was $1.90, leaving a deficit of 
$1.31 per passenger (69% of costs) to be paid for by community support. 

The most recent estimates29 of the BART District forecast that operating 
deficits will continue to increase in total but will decrease on a per
passenger basis to a level of about $1.07 per passen?er in 1980. This 
forecast may be contrasted with The Composite Report forecast of an 
operating profit of $0.14 per passenger. Three factors may be singled 
out to explain the difference hetween these forecasts. 

• 

• 

• 

BART does not expect to reach the optimistic rider
ship forecasts of the original report even at ulti
mate full-system operation. (BART currently esti
mates that in 1980 ridership will be 71% ot The 
Composite Report forecast.) 

[)ART has incurred operating costs far higher than 
those originally estimated; and costs are expected 
to continue to rise at a greater rate than fore
cast. Some of the reasons for these cost increases 
were discussed earlier in the chapter. 

BART fares have· increased at a lower rate than oper
ating costs have increased, contrary to the explicit 
assumption of The Composite Report that "fares and 
revenues will be raised sufficiently in inflationary 
periods to meet rising operating expenses and still 
provide the proportional margin of net revenue indi
cated in the estimates." (As discussed earlier, the 
average increase in operating costs per car-mile for 
the New York, Chicago, and Cleveland rapid transit 
systems was by a factor of 2.65 between 1960 and 
1975; BART's fares were increased by a factor of 
only 1.43 over a similar period.) 
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Table 43 

HISTORICAL BART OPERATING DEFICITS 

Net 
Operating Operating Operating 

Net Total Revenues Deficit Deficit 
Operating Operating Operating Per Per Per 
Revenues a Expenses Deficit Passenger Passenger Passenger-Mile 

Fiscal 1973 
September-December 1972 $ 597,000 $ 5,491,000 $ 4,894,000 $0.49 $4.14 $0.25 
January-June 1973 1,629,000 13,712,000 12,083,000 0.48 3.56 0.23 

Fiscal 1974 
July-December 1973 2,309,000 13,937,000 11,628,000 0.45 2.31 0.18 
January-June 1974 3,935,000 19,970,000 16,035,000 0.44 1.79 0.15 

f-1 
Fiscal 1975 ......, 

V1 July-December 1974 6,844,000 21,523,000 14,679,000 0.53 1.13 0.08 
January-June 1975 8,851,000 28,299,000 19,448,000 0.59 1.31 0.08 

Note: Revenue and cost estimates are based on unaudited financial statements. 

a. Gross fare revenues less adjustments for special fare discounts, transfer expenses, and other deductions. 

Sources: BARTO, Monthly Reports. 
BARTD, Transportation Department and Office of Research. 
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X. CONCLUSIONS 

Context for Interpretation of Interim Findings 

The findings and conclusions presented here are interim in several re
spects. 

• 

• 

• 

The TSTB Project, as one of several projects of the 
BART Impact Program, attempts to assess only BART's 
impacts on the service provided by the transportation 
system and on travel patterns in the Bay Area. Many 
other impacts, such as impacts on the urban develop
ment, employment, environment, economics, and finances 
of the region are outside the scope of the TSTB Project. 

The conclusions summarized here result from only 
the first phase of the Project. Much of the Phase I 
work was exploratory and concerned with assembling 
data on different aspects of BART's impacts. The 
costs and benefits of the various impacts were not 
analyzed together in a comprehensive way, and the 
impacts of the fixed-route BART rail system were 
not compared with the possible impacts of hypotheti
cal alternative transit systems. No travel choice 
modeling or network simulation of travel patterns 
was undertaken in the first phase of work. Further 
analyses and, hopefully, more definite conclusions 
will result from later phases of the TSTB Project. 

The findings of the report are for an early period 
of system operation when BART's service was much 
below that ultimately planned. Direct service was 
not yet operating on all routes of the System, no 
regular weekend or evening service was operating, 
and train frequencies were lower than ultimately 
planned. Since the first line opened in Septem
ber 1972, the System has been plagued by problems 
of equipment availability and reliability which 
continue to affect the service provided. Attain
ment of full, reliable BART service will probably 
give rise to increased BART ridership and greater 
impacts. 

Certain factors in BART's setting also limit the extent to which the 
BART experience can be usefully applied to planning or operating tran
sit elsewhere. 
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• 

• 

• 

The geography and economy of the San Francisco Bay 
Area differ from those found in otrer metropolitan 
areas of the U.S. 

BART itself, although the forerunner of a new 
generation "heavy" rail rapid transit system, is 
unique--for example, in its line--mileage distribu
tion among suburban and central city areas, station 
spacing, train speeds, and other operating character
istics. 

BART's decision history and the political and eco
nomic climate in which its development took place 
differ from the circumstances in which transportation 
decisions will be made in other locations. 

Even though the findings have limitations, useful interim concLusions 
can be drawn from the first phase impact studies of the TSTB Project. 

Bl,.RT Service 

Although BART's service is still affected by stnrt-up and equipment 
reliability problems, the System is basically doing what it was pri
marily designed to do--providing high-quality, long-distance commuter 
service to central San Francisco and Oakland. For many of those living 
in remote suburbs, especially on the Concord and Fremont Lines, travel 
time accessibility to work locations in the downtown areas has improved 
(especially relative to travel by bus). 

hut only long-distance travelers and people who have convenient access 
to the BART stations are enjoying these improvements. BART offers less 
travel time advantage for short trips where getting to and from the sta
tion forn~s proportionately more of the journey Ume. Thus, in spite of 
BART's 80-mph trains, its improvements in door-to-door travel times have 
been significant only for a r~latively small percentage of areawide 
residents. 

Since travelers tvpic2lly spend a high proportion of their total journey 
time in getting to and from the System, convenient access is very im
portant to a fixed rail system such as BART. Limited parking space at 
BART statious ls currently constraining the service offered to many 
travelers, and bus access services are only now being jntroduced to 
some stz1 tions (although many, especially those in the NUNl and AC Tran
sit servi~e areas are relatively well served by conventional bus). 
Cnfortunately, the Phase T analyses do not allow a definite conclusion 
about the exter.t to which overall BART service might be improved by 
increasing access services. Enlarging parking capacity at sumc stations 
would probably make the System more attractive to many potentia] BART 
travelers, but the opportunities for increasing ridership by improving 
feeder bus service are less clear. 
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BART's fares are generally slightly higher than the bus fares for corre
sponding journeys. For example, for the typical transbay journey in 
October 1974, the total trip cost by BART (about $1.30) was between $0.05 
and $0.10 more than the bus trip cost. However, BART is much less expen
sive than automobile. Clearly, the cost difference varies widely as a 
function of travelers' perceptions of the cost of driving, but the total 
trip cost by BART was perceived by travelers as being between $1.00 and 
$1.50 less than by automobile for typical transbay journeys in October 1974. 

Travelers' perceptions of BART's quality of service largely reflect the 
equipment availability and reliability problems which continue to ad
versely affect some aspects of service. In general, BART's service 
levels are below people's expectations; nevertheless, most travelers 
generally perceive aspects of the System favorably. Most travelers are 
satisfied with BART's comfort, safety, and security (although attitudes 
regarding security may change when night service is introduced). But 
many travelers are dissatisfied with BART's reliability, seat avail
ability, and the time they must spend waiting for trains. 

The Phase I analyses do not allow firm conclusions on the extent to which 
the various aspects of BART service affect people's decisions to use the 
System. However, the interim results indicate that relative travel time 
and reliability are the most important factors in most peoples' decisions. 
There is little evidence that qualitative factors such as comfort are im
portant in persuading travelers to ride the System, although much of the 
investment in the BART System was in providing comfortable and attrac
tive trains and stations to attract ridership. 

Impacts on Travel Patterns 

Aggregate Ridership on BART. In total, BART's ridership is well be
low the original forecast. (Current ridership of about 120,000 trips per 
day is little more than one-half of the forecast for full-system opera
tions.) BART's ridershi~ is also low when compared to total travel by 
automobile and transit areawide. (BART's average weekly ridership of 
about 590,000 trips represents under 2% of all vehicle trips made by 
residents of the BART Impact Area.)* 

*But there are different ways of looking at BART's share of the "trip 
market." If only weekday travel between 6:00a.m. and 8:00p.m. is 
considered, BART's share increases to about 3%; if only trips to and 
from work are included, BART's share is 8% of areawide trips. If 
BART's potential trip market is defined in terms of trips people con
~ider could reasonably be made by BART, its share rises to 19% of trips 
for all purposes and 29% of trips to and from work. 
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BART's apparently low ridership is explained in part by BART's (1) re
stricted hours of service and passenger-carrying capacity, and (2) equip
ment reliability and other operating problems which affect service levels. 
As evening and weekend service are introduced, service frequency and re
liability improved, and peak-period seat availability increased, rider
ship will increase. However, reasons for the apparently low usage of 
the System--especially at off-peak periods--must be explained primarily 
by analyzing the service offered by BART relative to travel by bus and 
automobile. 

The reasons for traveler's use or nonuse of BART are complex and depend 
on many aspects of the service offered by BART and the alternatives-
including travel time, cost, dependability of service, comfort, and so 
on. The Phase I analyses of the TSTB Project have not included a com
prehensive analysis of the relative importance of these factors, but 
apparently, door-to-door journey travel time is the dominant factor in 
most peoples' travel choice (given the levels of all other factors cur
rently associated with the various alternatives). As discussed earlier, 
BART offers a door-to-door travel time advantage to relatively few trav
eler3 (especially when compared to travel by automobile). 

There may be opportunities for decreasing door-to-door travel times by 
improving bus service to BART stations. Waiting times will be reduced 
by increasing service frequencies. Introduction of direct R i chmond-·Dal v 
City service will also reduce journey times for some travelers. However, 
these changes will probably have only small effects. Overall journey 
times by BART in the future will probably not be much below existing 
levels. BART's opportunity for increasing ridership must, therefore, be 
with improving the quality of service offered--in terms of peak-period 
seat availability, parking space at the stations, and a~ove all, the 
dependability of on-time service. 

The extent to which these improvements .i.n BART's service will increase 
ridership is largely a matter of speculation, but presently it appears 
unlikely that the original forecAsts will be achieved. T1Lis conclusion 
points to the need for careful appraisal of the reasonableness of rider
ship forecasts at the early stages of planning a system such as BART, 
(even though this may soraetimes conflict with a desire to show the system's 
potential :~or succ::osto in the best possible light when voter approval of 
funding is bElng ~uught). 

Char~,:.:.teristics of BART Riders!~. On average, BAWl' trips are Lung 
(16.5 miles) and mainly made between workplaces in downtown Oakland nr 
San Franc ~~;co and the more remote residential suburbs of the area. I<ela
tively few trips are made in the reverse-commute direction, at off-peak 
times, or for nonwork purposes. (The low off-peak utilization of the 
System is 1llustrated by the fact that the number of seat-miles operated 
by RART in the six months after transbay service began was 3.4 times 
greater than the number of passenger-miles--even though many travelers 
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stand for peak-period journeys.) Clearly, much of the opportunity for 
increasing System ridership is for off-peak and short trips. 

The demographics of BART riders reflect, in part, the high proportion 
of BART trips made from the more affluent suburbs to downtown San Francisco 
work locations--the trips the System was primarily designed to serve. 
(Transbay BART riders have much higher average incomes, for example 
than travelers on other parts of the BART System.) But, overall, the 
characteristics of BART riders are not very much different from the 
characteristics of travelers in the Bay Area as a whole. BART riders 
have only slightly higher average incomes than the average for the popu
lation and have a slightly lower proportion of racial minorities than 
are present in the areawide population. This largely reflects the fact 
that low-income and minority persons tend to make fewer trips by any 
means. 

The slightly lower use of BART by low-income and minority groups may be 
explained by the higher average BART fares (relative to bus) and the 
small door-to-door travel time advantage offered by BART for many of the 
relatively short trips to central areas from the closer-in suburbs--the 
trips most likely to be made by low-income and minority persons. 

Use of BART by physically disabled people is much lower than their rep
resentation in the population as a whole--in spite of BART's large in
vestments in elevators and other facilities provided specifically to 
allow disabled people to use the System. This apparently low use of 
BART by disabled people reflects, to some extent, the difficulties they 
experience in getting to and from the stations and, in some cases, us
ing BART itself. However, it is not clear whether use of BART is, in 
fact, particularly low or whether it simply reflects a lower trip-making 
rate by physically disabled people in general. 

Impacts on Travel by Bus and Automobile. Overall, BART has at
tracted most of its ridership from bus; of transbay BART trips, 54% were 
previously made by bus and only 35% by automobile. Trips not made be
fore by either means made up the remaining 11% of trips. 

Study of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge corridor suggests that the 
reduction in the number of bus trips is similar to the number of BART 
trips reported as previously made by bus. However, the actual reduction 
in trips by automobile has been much less than the reported diversion 
of trips from automobile to BART, suggesting that "new" automobile trips 
have appeared to replace some of those removed by BART. Although about 
11,000 daily person-trips were diverted to BART at the start of transbay 
service, the net reduction in automobile trips was only about 4,000 per 
day. The "new" 7,000 automobile trips may actually be trips diverted 
from other destinations or routes rather than truly induced trips, but 
in either case, their effect has been a smaller reduction in automobile 
vehicle traffic than anticipated. 
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Separating the impacts of BART from the many other factors affecting 
travel patterns is difficult. However, a net reduction in daily Bay 
Bridge traffic of between 3,000 and 5,000 vehicles per day is estimated 
as attributable to the start of transbay BART service. This reduction 
is small in relation to the dnm,atic. reducttons in traffic volumes pre
dicted by early planning studies. Although significant, statistically 
speaking, it is also small in relation to the total volume of transbay 
travel. The reduction represents about two years historical growth in 
Bay Bridge traffic and is of the same order as normal week-to-week 
variations in traffic. 

The source of the "new" automobile trips that Llppeared after BART began 
service ~annct be stated with certainty. However, it seems reasonable 
to hypothesize that the alleviation of Bay Bridge traffic congestion 
brought about by the diversion of travel to BAHT has been a factor. 
Some potential transbay automobile trips may have previously been sup
pressed; improvements in travel co:-.ditions now allow these suppressed 
trips to be made. In addition, substantial numbers of new trips are 
being made on BART itself. 

fhc•., .' impacts of BART in the Bay Bridge cori LioL il.J ,, cather difterent 
!rom those originally anticipated, but similar inq.J,;ct:s can be expected 
'>lhenever a major increase in transportation capacity is provided·-·-
whether by rapid transit or some other form of transport--in a heavily 
traveled and congested corridor. The benefits of increasing transpor
tation capacity are primarily in (1) providing faster and higher-quality 
service to those already traveling and (2) allowing previously sup
pressed trips to be made. Where automobile traffic levels are already 
high, reductions in traffic will generally be much less than might be 
predi ·t.e:d from a simpl.e analys.Ls of trave.L diversion. And since rapid 
trans;t systems such as BART are likely to be introduced only in a 
densel~ tr~veled corridor, this result will usually Ge the case. 

1:1;-: .Hc--J:,•J.,_k i.mpact of BAWl' on .,,eLicL .. •:.L!e:·; nf t.Lnr 1 (\'HT) by all 
'lluues tws not ueen assessed as pa: ' , r' rn:· Pli<JSc.' ~• T<:Th s tt1dies. llow-
ever, the estimate given earlier--that less than 2% uf all weekly trips 
made areawide ::Jre by ::<.!1;~·: .. · ·::uggesrs tnat the VMT impacts are small, es
pecia.ll 1 f the hyp•,)t;;:~,,;L~ed phenomenon of 1nduced traffic has occurred 
iE corridor•; :•Lher r:.--:c.n ;::he Bay Bridge. 

Tmpacc~_.:::m Servic;e Provided by Bus.and Automobile. BART's impacts 
on the service provided by the rest of the transit system are difficult 
to assess since both bus services para.Uel to BART lines and buses act
in~ ~~ feeder services to BART are affected; but in ~eneral, BART's 
impacts ~n bus service have been small. Services have been cut back 
only where BART clearly duplicates and improves service. 
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BART impacts on the service provided by the highway system--in particu
lar travel times by private automobile are also extremely difficult to 
assess in the context of the many other factors affecting highway traf
fic volumes. Only on the Bay Bridge can a reduction in travel times be 
attributed to BART with any degree of confidence, and this reduction is 
small relative to total tra.,rel times, representing an estimated increase 
in average speed from 16 mph to 18 mph at the most congested time. 

BART's Costs and Revenues 

The total capital cost of the BART System, including the transit cars, 
is now estimated to be $1,608 million (in current dollars). This is 
an average of $23 million for each mile of the System, and must be 
considered high by most standards. 

The $1,608-million estimate compares with $994 million contained in 
The Composite Report3--an increase of 62%. However, the major part of 
this increase can be accounted for by inflation in the cost of con
structing the System, combined with severe delays to the original con
struction program. If the actual cost of constructing the System (ex
clusive of changes in scope) is compared to The Composite Report esti
mate in terms of 1960 prices (by deflating costs according to the En
gineering News-Record index of general construction costs), BART's-
actual capital cost is only 6% greater than originally estimated. 

' 
' 

Expressing costs in terms of constant (1974) dollars, BART's capital 
costs ($32.1 million per mile) are similar to estimates for the pro
posed rapid transit systems in Baltimore ($27.1 million per mile) and 
in Atlanta ($30.2 million per mile). BART's costs are substantially 
less than the latest estimates for the Washington, D.C., METRO System 
($45.9 million per mile expressed in 1974 dollars). 

Conclusions about BART's operating costs must be tentative, since costs 
continue to reflect System start-up expenses and interim operating 
levels. However, analysis of costs to date suggests that the high ini
tial capital cost of BART is not being offset by correspondingly low 
operating costs. Expressed on either a car-mile or passenger-mile 
basis, BART's costs are similar to much older and less automated rapid 
transit systems such as the New York MTA; and expressed on a seat-mile 
basis, BART's operating costs appear to be similar to the operating 
costs of a bus system such as AC Transit. 

BART's operating costs are much higher than originally projected, but 
as with the capital costs, most of the increase is accounted for by 
inflation at much higher rates than expected--particularly in labor 
costs. BART's current staff is also much larser than originally esti
mated, largely because of unrealistic original expectations of the way 
in which automation of the System would allow low staffing levels. 
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A high percentage (47%) of BART's interim operating costs are for 
maintenance, including costs associated ~.;rith start-up and "debugging" 
problems; and a relatively low percentage (20%) are for transportation. 
As the System approaches full operating levels, this situation is 
expected to reverse, and operating costs per car-mile will decrease. 

In the first six months of 1975, BART's average revenue per passenger 
was $0.59, and the average operating cost per passenger was $1.90, 
leaving a deficit of $1.31 per passenger. This may be compared with 
the operating profit of $0.14 per passenger forecast in The Composite 
Report. In part, this difference is explained by the optimistic rider
ship forecasts of the original report and cost increases much higher 
than anticipated. But it is mainly accounted for by the fact that in 
the period since the original estimates were made, fares have increased 
by a much lower factor than operating costs, contrary to the assumptions 
of the original financial projections. 

The difference between BART's operating costs and revenues is comparable 
with the deficits of other transit properties. In a recent report by 
the :)tate of California Legislative Analyst, 30 BART's total fare 
~-.::\,c:nues ~vere estimated as 35% of total operating expenses for the 
1974-1975 fiscal year. This compares with corresponding estimates of 
34~{ for AC Transit and 30% for HUNI. The estimated ratios of fare 
revenues to operating expenses for the 1975-1976 fiscal year were even 
closer: BART's fare revenues were estimated in the Legislative Analyst's 
report at 32% of expenses, compared to 31% for AC Transit and 33% for 
~Q~l. It is interesting to compare these percentages with the recom
mendation contained in the Legislative Analyst's report that "the per
cent of total operating costs defrayed by user charges should be ap
proximately 40 percent" (Reference 30, p. 10). Fare increases on BART 
(and the bus systems) would clearly be necessary to reach this goal. 

Like its operating costs, BART's interim energy consumption per car-
mile reflects the short hours of operation and low number of car-miles 
operated. Traction energy per car-mile is currently about 10% hi!0ler 
than the average for rapid transit systems in the U.S. As full-system 
operations are approached, it is projected that traction energy per 
car-mile will decrease to about 10% below the national average, reflect
ing among other factors, BART's relatively lightweight cars. However, 
even at full operating levels, BART's traction energy consumption is 
likely to :;e substantially more than express bus service when compared 
on a seat-mile basis. At full-system operation, BART will consume an 
e::;tirnated 810 Btu per seat-mile in traction energy compared to an esti
mated 520 Btu per seat-mile for express bus. This conclusion contra
dicts the widely held assumption that steel-wheel-on-steel-rail modes of 
transport, are more energy-efficient than rubber-tired vehicles (although 
many factors, such as the higher maximum speed of BART, must be taken 
into account in making the comparison). 
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Methodology of Impact Asses$ment 

Separating the impacts of BART--especially its impacts on travel by other 
modes--from the many other influences affecting travel patterns is ex
tremely difficult. This is illustrated by the analysis of Bay Bridge 
traffic volumes given in Chapter VI. Unusually high-quality traffic 
count data on a day-by-day basis over several years were available for 
this analysis, together with the results of extensive questionnaire 
surveys of BART, bus, and automobile ridership in the corridor. BART's 
impacts on travel in this corridor are also probably greater than in any 
other corridor in the Bay Area. Even so, conclusions about BART's im
pacts on travel by automobile could not be drawn with certainty in the 
context of other influences--such as increased gasoline prices and the 
effects of induced travel. 

In general, a great deal of data, carefully collected on a consistent 
time series basis is necessary to allow the travel impacts of a system 
such as BART to be separated from other influences. Collection of suf
ficiently detailed data for all areas or situations where a regional 
rapid transit system might be hypothesized to have affected travel pat
terns is prohibitively expensive. Therefore, it is necessary to con
centrate data collection and analysis efforts on a small number of 
areas or situations where significant impacts are most likely (together 
with an equivalent number of control sites as appropriate). Collection 
of sufficiently detailed data is the key consideration, whatever the 
number of sites studied. 

For example, with given survey resources, a series of moving-car high
way travel time surveys might attempt to cover all major routes with a 
small sample of runs on each. But it would be preferable to use the 
same resources to survey only one or two routes--ensuring that a suf
ficiently large number of runs are conducted at different times of day, 
on different days, and over an extended time period. 

Of course, such an approach means that it may be necessary to extrapo
late the findings of a small number of detailed studies to other areas 
or situations where minimal data may be available and where BART's 
impacts may be very different. This may be difficult; nevertheless, 
the likelihood of useful general conclusions emerging is greater than 
if the same total level of research effort were to be spent attempting 
to collect and analyze comprehensive data on all possible impacts area
wide. 
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